














FOLLOW US....
Revel in the rich history 

and culture Europe
as you catch a glimpse 

of ancient Rome.
Wander the streets of Italy, 

immerse yourself
in the natural beauty of 

Switzerland, and
bask in France’s art 

and culture.

Travel Validity Period:
1st Apr 2020 - 31st Oct 2020MT. TITLIS, SWITZERLAND

Premier
Lounge

ITALY SWITZERLAND
FRANCE

14D11N ECERPS

Probably the best-selling group itinerary to Europe in Singapore!



GERMANY

Lake Titisee

ITALY
Rome

FRANCE
SWITZERLAND

Pisa

Siena

Tuscany

Venice-MestreMilan

Zurich 
Region

Paris

Lorraine Region

Interlaken
Trubsee

1
1

1
1

1
2

1

*Note: Hotels subject to final confirma on. Should there 
 be changes, customers will be offered accommoda on 
 similar to this list.

HIGHLIGHTS

4★ HOTELS

ITALY
ROME

SWITZERLAND

• Va can City
• Sis ne Chapel
 (Entrance Included)
• Va can Museum
 (Entrance Included)
• Colosseum
• St. Peter’s Basilica
• Roman Forum
• Trevi Fountain
• Pantheon
• Piazza Navona

INTERLAKEN
• Lake Thun & 
 the Alps
• View overlooking
 the Jungfrau

LUCERNE
• Old Chapel Bridge
• Old Town
• Bucherer
• Lion Monument

ENGELBERG
• Mt. Titlis
 (Entrance included)
• Zipline
• Glacier Cave
• Trübsee Alpine
 Lodge

TUSCANY

PISA

SIENA

• The Mall Factory
 Outlet

VENICE’S ISLANDS
• St. Mark’s Square
• Doge’s Palace
• Bridge of Sighs
• Glass Blowing
 Factory

MILAN
• Sforza Castle
• Milan Cathedral
• La Scala Opera
 House
• Galleria Vi orio
 Emanuele II

• Piazza del Miracoli
• Leaning Tower 
 of Pisa

• Piazza de Campo

DAY 1 
HOME ROME
Meals on Board

DAY 2
ROME

Assemble at the airport and take-off to Rome. 

Enjoy a guided tour of the capital

city, Rome. Your first stop is at the Spanish

Steps, which connects the upper piazza

Trinita dei Monti and its beautiful twin tower

church with the lower Piazza di Spagna.

Then walk to the Pantheon, the 

best-preserved ancient Roman building in 

Rome with the world's largest unreinforced 

concrete dome; take beautiful photos of 

Piazza Navona and its three impressive 

fountains; and view the Castel Sant'Angelo, 

a castle and fortress previously used by 

popes.

Kick off your guided tour with the first stop

at Vatican Museum. Revel at the

masterpiece of the Sistine Chapel, whose
stunning frescoed ceiling was painted by
the renowned sculptor Michelangelo. See
the immense collections of artworks in the 
Vatican Museums, and feast your eyes

upon the intricate details of St. Peter’s

Note: In the event if Va can Museum and Sis ne Chapel is not
available, it will be replaced with Colosseum without prior no ce.

DAY 3

Breakfast, Lunch - Local Fare
ROME

Escape from the city and make your way to 
the picturesque Medieval Village in 
Chiantishire, a delightful stretch of 
countryside located in Siena. Explore the 
winding streets in the historic centre of 
Siena, a well-preserved city that was
declared a UNESCO World Heritage Site.
Stop by the Siena Cathedral, one of Italy’s 
top Gothic cathedrals decorated with 
intricate carvings and statues. Capture 
stunning photos at the Piazza del Campo, 
known for its architectural beauty as one of 
Europe’s greatest medieval squares and see 
the Palazzo del Comune, a Renaissance 
Town Hall. Finally, you may also wish to go 
on an optional excursion to Florence.
Optional: Florence Tour

DAY 4

Breakfast, Floren ne Steak Dinner with Wine (Beef)
ROME SIENA TUSCANY

ROME Mercure

TUSCANY Novotel

VENICE Crowne Plaza

MILAN Doubletree by Hilton

ZURICH REGION Holiday Inn

MT. TITLIS Alpine Lodge

INTERLAKEN Royal St George

LORRAINE Novotel/Mercure

PARIS Courtyard by Marriott

ROME Mercure

TUSCANY Novotel

VENICE Crowne Plaza

MILAN Doubletree by Hilton

ZURICH REGION Holiday Inn

MT. TITLIS Alpine Lodge

INTERLAKEN Royal St George

LORRAINE Novotel/Mercure

PARIS Courtyard by Marriott

GERMANY

FRANCE
PARIS
• Champs-Élysées
• Arc de Triomphe
• Place de la Concorde
• Louvre Museum
• Eiffel Tower 
 (Entrance included)
• Galeries Lafaye e

BADEN-
WÜRTTEMBERG
• Lake Ti see in 
 Black Forest

DELICACIES
Meal Plan
11 Breakfasts, 3 Lunches, 6 Dinners

Speciali es
• Tuscany Floren ne Steak dinner
• 4-course Swiss fondue combo dinner
• 3-course French dinner with wine

EXCLUSIVES

• Stay 2 nights in Rome
• Enjoy 2 in-depth guided city tours in Rome
• Entrance to Sis ne Chapel & 
 Va can Museum
• Eiffel Tower Entrance

1

1

1 2

Flight path

Traverse by coach

Featured destinations

Overnight stays

MT. TITLIS
• Stay on Mt. Titlis
• Zipline
• Titlis Glacier Park

Basilica. Wonder at the magnificent sight of

the Colosseum, the largest amphitheatre
ever built with a capacity of up to 80,000.

Pass by the Roman Forum, the heart of
ancient Rome, with its archaic buildings and
shrines which includes the ancient former
royal residence. Then, marvel at the

masterpiece of Trevi Fountain, the city’s
largest Baroque fountain. Enjoy the rest of
the day free at leisure.
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14D11N ITALY SWITZERLAND FRANCE

Enjoy the rest of the day at leisure till it is 
time to transfer to the airport for your flight 
home.

We hope you enjoyed your vacation with our 
company and we look forward to seeing you 
again for your next trip.

Breakfast, Meals on Board
PARIS HOME
DAY 13

HOME SWEET HOME
DAY 14

Note: The Galleries Lafaye e closed on Labour Day, Christmas 
Day and New Year’s Eve. You may need to queue for Eiffel Tower 
due to security checks. If the ming is unsuitable, it will be 
replaced with Montparnasse Tower.

Suggested Excursions:
Addi onal ac vi es that complement your holidays 
will be at your own discre on and is en rely op onal. 
*Minimum group size may apply. 
• Florence City Tour: €49 / €39
• Top of Europe - Jungfraujoch: CHF199/CHF159
• Seine River Cruise: €25
• Full Day Paris Tour: €65 / €55

Tipping Guideline: (based on 14D11N)
• €98 per person

Notes:
• A minimum group size of 15 passengers is required for a
 confirmed departure.
• The sequence of the i nerary, flight schedules and hotels
 are subject to change without prior notice in the event of
 unforeseen circumstances.
• During major events, accommoda on may be re-located to
 outside of the city or in another city without prior notice.
• Eiffel Tower may be changed to Montparnasse without notice.
• The stay in Switzerland - DAY 7 - 9 may be rearranged in
 order to suit the availability of Trubsee hotel.
• In the event if Va can Museum and Sis ne Chapel is not
 available, it will be replaced with Colosseum entrance
 without prior notice.

Make your way to the heart of Venice via
a private water taxi, a unique yet effective
mode of transport for a city built on water.
Then, set off on a guided tour around St.
Mark’s Square and to the famous cathedral
church St. Mark’s Basilica – nicknamed
the ‘church of gold’ due to its opulent
design and gold ground mosaics. Swing
by the Doge’s Palace and the Bridge of
Sighs, two of Venice’s main landmarks, for
some breath-taking pictures to bring back
as mementos. Lastly, visit a glass blowing
factory to learn more about the art of
Murano glassmaking, an elite trade unique
to Venice before proceeding to Milan to 
rest and recharge.

DAY 6

Breakfast
VENICE MILAN

Make your way to Interlaken for an
orientation tour of the scenic resort town 
that is presided over by the mighty Eiger, 
Mönch and Jungfrau mountains. Then, 
enjoy the rest of the afternoon free at 
leisure to explore the beautiful surrounding 
mountain region, or take the opportunity to 
try out some of the various sports activities 
offered here. You may wish to join our 
recommended optional trip to the “Top of 
Europe” on Jungfraujoch, where you will be 
blown away by the most amazing views of 
the Alpine wonderland. As night falls,
indulge in a unique 4-course Swiss fondue
dinner at the famous Swiss-themed Bebbis
Restaurant, which comprises of a salad and
three different types of fondue courses.
Optional: Jungfraujoch

DAY 9

Breakfast, 4-course Swiss Fondue Dinner

MT. TITLIS INTERLAKEN
BERNESE OBERLAND

Cross the border over to the enchanting
Black Forest in Germany to first visit the
famed Lake Titisee, where you can admire
the gorgeous scenery overlooking the
sparkling waters and attend a demonstration 
on cuckoo-clock making. Thereafter, travel 
to France and stay for one night in the 
Lorraine region.

DAY 10

Breakfast, Black Forest Lunch, Dinner -
3-course French Fare

BERNESE OBERLAND BLACK
FOREST LORRAINE REGION

Enjoy a free day of leisure for some
shopping or sightseeing at your pleasure.
Take the time to explore other hidden
gems of Paris, or pay a visit to one of many 
museums in the city. You may wish to take 
up some recommended activities, such as 
an optional full day Paris tour that includes 
a walk through the Montmartre 
neighbourhood, shopping at Galeries
Lafayette and to the Notre-Dame 
Cathedral. You may also wish to hop on 
to a scenic Seine River cruise.
Optional: Paris Full Day Tour / Seine River
Cruise

DAY 12

Breakfast
PARIS

Begin your Paris adventure with a guided 
tour of the city – take in the sights of 

DAY 11

Breakfast, Lunch - Chinese
LORRAINE REGION PARIS

Embark on a guided tour of the fashion
metropolis – the first stop of the day is
Sforza Castle, a majestic fortress where
noble lords of Milan used to reside. Drop
by the grandiose Milan Cathedral for some 
shots of the elaborate Gothic exterior
façade. Next, take a leisure stroll through 
the Galleria Vittorio Emanuele II for some 
brief shopping, which will then lead you to 
Piazza della Scala and lastly, stop by the 
lavish La Scala Opera House for some 
pictures. After which, move on to Zurich 
Region, where you will be staying for the 
night.

DAY 7

Breakfast, Dinner - Local Fare
MILAN ZURICH REGION

Start the day with an orientation tour of
Lucerne, where your first stop will be the 
Old Chapel Bridge, the oldest wooden 
bridge in Switzerland decorated with old 
paintings under its roof. Enjoy a stroll 
through the Old Town with its unspoiled 
buildings covered with colourful murals. 
Here, you also find Bucherer, the largest 
duty-free store in Switzerland, and Gübelin, 
a boutique offering fine jewellery and 

DAY 8

Breakfast, Dinner - Local Fare

ZURICH REGION LUCERNE
MT. TITLIS

timepieces. Later, drop round to see the 
Lion Monument – a gift from France to 
Switzerland to commemorate the valour of 
the Swiss mercenary soldiers who lost their 
lives while serving King Louis XVI during the
French Revolution. Next, head to Engelberg
for an exciting excursion up to the peak of
Mt. Titlis via the Rotair, where you will be
treated to a 360-degree panoramic view of
steep rock faces, deep crevasses and 
distant snow-covered mountain peaks as 
the gondola rotates its way up the summit. 
Delve deep into the magical world of ice in 
the Glacier Cave as you walk on the 
150-metre-long walkway surrounded in 
blue light; then challenge yourself with an 
adrenaline spiking adventure on the Titlis 
Cliff Walk. After exploring the peak, make 
your way down to Trübsee Alpine Lodge, a 
mountain resort located 1800m above sea 
level. Go on an exhilarating zipline ride that 
will take you all the way to Lake Trübsee, 
admiring the panoramic views along the 
way. Enjoy a tranquil night as you stay in 
Trübsee Alpine Lodge.

Champs-Élysées, Place de la Concorde, 
Louvre Museum with its iconic Louvre 
Pyramid, and the Palais Garnier Paris Opera 
House. Stop at the Arc de Triomphe, a 
famed monument erected in honour of the 
soldiers who fought in the Napoleonic Wars. 
Visit the cultural icon of Paris – the Eiffel 
Tower for a panoramic view over Paris from 
the second level, then head over to the 
Galeries Lafayette – the biggest department 
store in Paris for souvenir shopping (subject 
to store’s operating hours).

Kick off the morning with an orientation 
tour of Pisa – visit Piazza dei Miracoli and 
its iconic trio attractions: view the Leaning 
Tower of Pisa, the Baptistery and the 
Duomo. Next, spend some time in 
shopping heaven at The Mall Factory 
Outlet. With great buys of up to 70% 
discount from prominent brands like 
Balenciaga, Bottega Veneta, Burberry, 
Coach, Fendi, Giorgio Armani, Gucci, no 
one is likely to leave empty-handed.

DAY 5

Breakfast, Dinner - Chinese Fare

TUSCANY PISA THE MALL
FACTORY OUTLET VENICE
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FEATURE

Trübsee Alpine Lodge

T
rübsee Alpine Lodge is located half way up to Mount Titlis 

at 1800m perceived as the jewel of Central Switzerland, the 

lodge is accessible via TITLIS Cableways from Engelberg. 

It is of a cosy retreat , that is perfect for one to enjoy a relaxing 

time with friends and family. Trübsee Alpine Lodge is also an ideal 

location enable you to enjoy a variety of outdoor activities of 

Mount TITLIS. 

Pamper yourself with an amazing view of the high Alpine world 

of rocks and snow . Be swept away by the fresh mountain air, let 

the fresh mountain air blow away all thoughts of everyday life 

and take in the spectacular panoramic views of unspoilt Alpine 

landscapes.

Whether you’re planning a relaxing break, an active holiday, a 

corporate event or a wedding, the hotel definitely is the perfect 

abode to relax in a home away from home atmosphere

A REAL FEAST
Whether you fancy a juicy morsel from the grill, a fresh salad or our 

tasty dish of the day – our self-service restaurant has something to 

suit every palate. In the evenings, guests are treated to a delicious 

Step out onto our sun terrace and enjoy the views while basking 

in the glorious sunshine. For kids, there’s a new playground located 

on the terrace.

EU Holidays | Western Europe 9

Stay on Mt. Titlis 



CHOCOLATE FONDUE

BOURGUIGNONNE MEAT FONDUE
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FEATURE

Take a breather from the frigid wind 

and frost for the cosy indoors of 

quaint restaurants for a serving of 

world renowned Swiss fondue.

Traditionally prepared with high quality 

shredded cheeses – often, Emmentaler, 

Gruyère, Comté or a combination of them

 – over open flames on a chafing stand and 

served with freshly cut bread or meat cubes 

carefully speared on long-stemmed fondue 

forks, the mouthwatering fondue is meant 

to be enjoyed with a selection of warmed 

Swiss Fondue

10 Western Europe | EU Holidays

wines and tea. Some recipes demand 

the inclusion of kirsch – a fruit brandy 

made from morello cherries, or the host’s 

specialty mixes of chocolate and other 

delectable ingredients. 

Aside from cheese-oriented pots, 

variations of the fondue are available in 

our itineraries. Relish in a dip of fruits in 

coated with smooth succulent chocolate 

fondue, or crisp meat pieces, seasoned

meatballs and potato cubes in bubbling 

Bourguignonne fondue pots of specially 

prepared spiced oil or broth.

Almost exclusively consumed in winter 

months by locals and highly prized as the 

country’s national dish, the Swiss cheese 

fondue is a must-have for any traveller to 

the land of chocolate and cheese. Do look 

out for this most savoury platter in the 

“Delicacies” section of our itineraries. 



Breathe in the fresh air as 
 you meander through the 
  car-free streets of

FEATURE

the ul mate 
Alpine 

des na on

A charming village nestled at the foot of 
Matterhorn, Zermatt possesses a captivating allure 
that transports you to a time of the past. A car-free 
town where you can literally stroll on endlessly, 
Zermatt also holds the title as one of Europe’s most 
popular and attractive ski resorts year-round.

You’ll find yourself stepping into a picture -perfect 
postcard; little quaint house ranged along the 
streets with white mountain peaks looming in the 
background. Quiet as it may seem, the mountain 
village is packed with various shops, cafes, bars and 
hotels that will cater to your every whim, pulsing 
with life in every corner you turn. But if you prefer 
to get away from the bustle, you’ll also find quieter 
paths to stroll and let your mind wander.

For a piece of history, you might want to venture 
further back of the village where you’ll discover 
rustic old farm buildings that will take you on a trip 
back in time. Feel the sunbeaten wooden walls of 
these fascinating Valais log structures constructed 
in the form of the traditional barns and storehouses 
reminiscent of the 16th to 18th century. Many of 
them sit on flat stone slabs that are balanced on 
stilts, ingeniously designed to keep out mice and 
other pests; and the blackened walls of wood is 

Zermatt.

testament to the fact that they have silently
with stood the test of time.

A visit to any place in Switzerland is never complete 
without a trip to the mountains, and Zermatt is 
clearly no exception. Situated at the foot of the 
highest mountains in the Alpine range, the town is 
the perfect stop to kick-start your adventure to the 
wild snowy peaks.

Start off with a bang as you make your way up to 
the Gornergrat, a rocky ridge located at an altitude 
of 3,089m on the Pennine Alps. Said to be one of 
those places that everyone should visit at least 
once in their lifetime, you’ll find yourself 
surrounded by an impressive mountain panorama 
with a clear view of the Matterhorn and 28 other 
mountain peaks in their full glory. Embark on 
an experience like no other as you board the 
Gornergrat Bahn, an open-air cogwheel train that 
brings you on an exciting journey across dramatic 
bridges, rocky ravines and mountain lakes, and lush 
forests of Swiss stone pine. Get off at any of the 
four stations along the way to continue on foot 
and take in the stunning wintry scenery at a much 
slower pace.

EU Holidays | Western Europe 11



Premier
Lounge

SWITZERLAND 
PARIS

10D7N
ECSPSS FOLLOW US....

Be inspired by unique alpine 
views & beautiful lakes. Switzerland 
in the summer is a great place to 

be for a holiday. Marvel at France's 
capital, well-known for its 

19th-century cityscape and 
famous landmarks such as the 
Effiel Tower, and indulge in this 

city famous for it's cafe 
culture and designer 

boutiques.

Travel Validity Period:
1st Apr 2020 - 31st Oct 2020

FAMOUS ALPINE VILLAGE ZERMATT LOCATED IN SWISS ALPS.

COUNTRY
FOCUSED



 

Meal Plan

*Note: Hotels subject to final confirma on. Should there 
 be changes, customers will be offered accommoda on 
 similar to this list.

EU Holidays | Western Europe 13

7 Breakfasts, 4 Dinners

Speciali es
• 4-course Swiss fondue combo dinner

DELICACIES

HIGHLIGHTS

4★ HOTELS

 

SWITZERLAND
SCHAFFHAUSEN
• Rhine Falls Boat Ride (Entrance included)

LUCERNE
• Old Chapel Bridge
• Lion Monument
• Old Town • Bucherer

BERN
• Bear Pit • Clock Tower (Zytglogge)
• Einstein House • House of Parliament

INTERLAKEN

MAISON CALLIER

• View of the Jungfrau

GRUYÉRES
• La Maison du Gruyères

• Chocolate Tas ng

MONTREUX
• Chillon Castle
• Wine tas ng

ZERMATT
• Gornergrat 3089m
• Riffelsee Lake – View of Ma erhorn

GENEVA
• World Health Organiza on
• Interna onal Labour Organiza on
• World Commi ee of Interna onal Red Cross
• Jet d’Eau • Flower Clock

FRANCE
• Champs-Élysées
• Place de la Concorde
• Palais Garnier Paris Opera House
• Arc de Triomphe
• Louvre Museum
• Effiel Tower (Entrance included)
• Galeries Lafaye e

 

DAY 4

 

INTERLAKEN
Breakfast

DAY 1
HOME ZURICH
Meals on Board
Assemble at the airport and depart for 
Zurich, the financial hub of Switzerland.

Enjoy the day free at leisure to explore the 
beautiful surrounding mountain region, or 
take the opportunity to try out some of the 
various sports activities offered here. You 
may wish to join our recommended 
optional trip to the “Top of Europe” on 
Jungfraujoch, where you will be blown 
away by the most amazing views of the 
Alpine wonderland.
Optional: Jungfraujoch

Today is a day to excite your taste buds. 
First, visit the Callier Chocolate Factory – 
where all your senses can be immersed in 
the wonderful world of Callier chocolate 
and hear the fascinating tales of 
François-Louis Cailler, who brought the 
first Chocolate recipe to Switzerland in 
1819, complete with a tasting of Callier 
chocolate. Next, visit a cheese factory 
where you can discover the traditional style 
of cheese making. Learn the secret why 
Swiss cheese is so famous while watching 

DAY 2 

Get your day off to a great start with a visit 
to the largest waterfall in the whole of 
Europe – the Rhine Falls in Schaffhausen. 
Take on a boat ride from Schloss Laufen 
and start the adventure! Let the scenes
of wild, churning waters mesmerize you. 
Thereafter, head back to Zurich for your 
overnight stay.

ZURICH RHINE FALLS BOAT 
RIDE ZURICH
Dinner

DAY 3 

Breakfast, Dinner – 4 course Swiss Fondue
Embark on a tour of Lucerne with your 
tour manager – cross the Old Chapel 
Bridge and admire the old paintings under 
its roof as you make your way to 
see the Lion Monument– a gift from 
France to Switzerland to commemorate 
the valour of the Swiss mercenary soldiers 
who lost their lives while serving King 
Louis XVI during the French Revolution. 
Enjoy a stroll through the Old Town with 
its unspoiled buildings covered with 
colourful murals. Here, you also find 
Bucherer, the largest duty-free store in 
Switzerland, and Gübelin, a boutique 
offering fine jewellery and timepieces. 
Afterwards, depart for Bern and explore its 
UNESCO World Heritage Site Old Town 
on foot and see the Bear Pit, the 
astronomical clock tower Zytglogge, 

ZURICH LUCERNE BERN
INTERLAKEN

DAY 5

Breakfast, Dinner

INTERLAKEN MAISON CALLIER
GRUYÉRES MONTREUX
ZERMATT

ZURICH Movenpick Airport

INTERLAKEN Bellevue Interlaken

ZERMATT Antares

GENEVA NH Hotel

PARIS Courtyard by Marriott

Flight path

Traverse by coach
Featured destinations

Overnight stays

FRANCE

SWITZERLAND

Lucerne

Interlaken

Zurich

Paris

Geneva

Zermatt

1

1

1

Einstein House and the House of 
Parliament. Thereafter, make your way to 
Interlaken for an orientation tour of the 
scenic resort town that is presided over 
the mighty Eiger, Mönch and Jungfrau 
mountains. As night falls, indulge in a 
unique 4-course Swiss fondue dinner at 
the famous Swiss-themed Bebbis 
Restaurant, which comprises of a salad
and three different types of fondue courses.

2

2

Bern

1 2

Traverse by Train

EXCLUSIVES
• Rhine Falls Boat ride
• Visit to Chocolate & Cheese factory
• Wine tas ng at Chillion Castle
• Gornergrat 3089m 
• TGV train to Paris



 

10D7N SWITZERLAND PARIS

 

14 Western Europe | EU Holidays 

DAY 6

ZERMATT TASCH CHILLON 
CASTLE GENEVA
Breakfast

 

Suggested Excursions:
• Jungfraujoch -“Top of Europe” : CHF199/CHF159
• Seine River Cruise: €25
• Paris Full Day Tour: €65/€55
• Moulin Rouge: €159 (seasonal)

Tipping Guideline: (based on 10D7N)
• €70 per person

 

Take a scenic train ride to Gornergrat at 
3089m, with a view that takes in the Monte 
Rosa massif with Switzerland’s highest 
peak; the second largest glacier in the Alps, 
the Gorner Glacier; and a total of 29
mountains above 4,000m, including, of 
course, the Matterhorn in all its glory. If 
weather permits, continue your journey to 
Riffelsee Lake, a charming mountain lake 
that is situated 10 mins walk from
Rotenboden station – do note that you will 
have to walk up a slope to reach your 
destination. The placid waters of the lake 
reflect the majestic and jagged Matterhorn. 
Next, travel to the 1000 years old Chillon
castle - an oval shaped castle that’s located 
on a small, rocky outcrop, poking into Lake 
Geneva. Indulge yourself in an unique 
exciting experience of wine tasting inside 
the castle. Continue your drive to Geneva, 
a beautiful city strategically situated by the 
shores of Lake Geneva is not just the 2nd 
seats of the United Nations after New York; 
it also houses many international bodies 
such as World Health Organization, 

DAY 8
PARIS
Breakfast
Enjoy a free day of leisure for some 
shopping or sightseeing at your pleasure. 
Take the time to explore other hidden 

DAY 7
GENEVA PARIS
Breakfast, Chinese Dinner

 

Board a train this morning that will take you 
on four and a half-hour journey to Paris, the 
‘city of lights’. Get a glimpse of the wonders 
of Paris through a guided tour - take in the 
sights of Champs Élysées, Place de la 
Concorde, Louvre Museum and its iconic 
Louvre Pyramid, and the Palais Garnier 
Paris Opera House. Stop at the Arc de 
Triomphe for a photo with the famed 
monument erected in honour of the 
soldiers who fought in the Napoleonic 
Wars. Visit the cultural icon of Paris – the 
Eiffel Tower for a panoramic view over 
Paris. Lastly, head over to the Galeries 
Lafayette – the biggest department store 
in Paris for some souvenir shopping 
(subject to store’s operating hours). You 
may wish to go for an optional Moulin 
Rouge show before the day ends.
Optional: Moulin Rouge

Breakfast, Meals on Board

DAY 9 
PARIS HOME

Enjoy the rest of the day at leisure till it is 
time to transfer to the airport for your flight 
home. 

DAY 10

HOME SWEET HOME
We hope you enjoyed your vacation with 
our company and we look forward to 
seeing you again for your next trip.

Note:
• A minimum group size of 15 passengers is required
 for a confirmed departure.
• The sequence of the i nerary, flight schedules and
 hotels are subject to change without prior notice in
 the event of unforeseen circumstances.
• Hotel upgrades are subject to hotel room
 availability.
• During major events, accommoda on may be
 re-located to outside of the city or in another city
 without prior no ce.
• Mountain excursions are subjected to weather  
 condi on.
• In the event if Eiffel Tower unavailable, it will be
 replaced by Montparnasse.

Note: The Galeries Lafaye e closed on Labour Day, 
Christmas Day and New Year’s Eve. You may need to queue 
for Eiffel Tower due to security checks. If the ming is 
unsuitable, it will be replaced with Montparnasse Tower.

RHINE FALLS BOAT RIDE

the cheese makers in action. Continue the 
journey to Montreux for some free time 
before travelling to Tasch and board a train 
to Zermatt, a car-free and an idyllic village 
nestled in a deep valley enclosed between 
steep mountains, and situated right at the 
foot of the Matterhorn Mountain. Best 
explored on foot, Zermatt draws you in
with its charming cobbled streets and lovely 
horse-drawn carriages – a scene straight 
out of a storybook. You will spend the night 
in Zermatt.

International Labour Organization and 
World Committee of International Red 
Cross. See also the magnificent Jet d’Eau, 
the highest fountain in the world and 
Flower Clock.

gems of Paris, or pay a visit to one of many 
museums in the city. You may wish to take 
up some optional activities, such as a full 
day Paris tour that includes a walk through 
the Montmartre neighbourhood, shopping 
at Galeries Lafayette and view the Notre - 
Dame Cathedral. You may also wish to hop 
on to a scenic Seine River cruise.
Optional: Paris Full Day / Seine River Cruise

Note: The walk to Riffelsee Lake depends on the condi ons on
the ground, if it is covered with thick snow, it is not possible to
walk to the lake.



TITLIS�GLACIER�MOUNTAIN��WELCOME�TO�THE�HEART�OF�SWITZERLAND

WWW�TITLIS�CH

TITLIS�CABLEWAYS��HOTELS�&�RESTAURANTS�|������ENGELBERG�|�SWITZERLAND�������������������������������������������������������� 
PHONE��	��
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ENGELBERG

BERNE

LUCERNE

ZURICH
VIENNA

MUNICH
STUTTGART

LONDON

GENEVA
MARSEILLES
BARCELONA

LUGANO
MILAN
ROME

STRASBOURG
AMSTERDAM
HAMBURG
BASLE

BRUSSELS
PARIS

HIGH�ON�EMOTION
Imagine a bright blue sky and the touch  

of sparkling fresh-fallen snow. Explore  

the world of eternal ice. Feel like an eagle 

and hover over stunning glacier crevasses.  

Enjoy snow tubing at the Glacier Park.  

Mount TITLIS is a spot not to miss!



Premier
Lounge

EUROPE
DISCOVERY

15D12N
ECDISS FOLLOW US....

Explore all the wonders of 
Europe as we bring you to the 
best places in the continent 
for picturesque landscape 

views, exquisite historical and 
religious architectural 

masterpieces, informative 
experiences of local trade 

and culture and best
shopping bargains.

Travel Validity Period:
1st Apr 2020 - 31st Oct 2020BEAUTIFUL VIEW OF FLORENCE SKYLINE, FLORENCE, ITALY

EXTENSIVE
COVERAGE



*Note: Hotels subject to final confirma on. Should there 
 be changes, customers will be offered accommoda on 
 similar to this list.

HIGHLIGHTS

4★ HOTELS

ITALY
ROME

SWITZERLAND

AUSTRIA

• Va can City 
• Colosseum
• Sis ne Chapel 
 (Entrance Included)
• Va can Museum 
 (Entrance Included)
• St. Peter’s Basilica 
• Roman Forum
• Trevi Fountain

LUCERNE
• Old Chapel Bridge 
• Lion Monument

INTERLAKEN
• View overlooking
  the Jungfrau

SCHAFFHAUSEN
• Rhine Falls

ENGELBERG
• Mt. Titlis 
 (Entrance included)

VENICE

PISA

FLORENCE

• St. Mark’s Square 
• Doge’s Palace
• Bridge of Sighs 
• Glass Blowing 
 Factory

• Piazza del Miracoli
• Leaning Tower 
 of Pisa

• Piazza della Signoria

DAY 1 
HOME ROME
Meals on Board

DAY 2
ROME
Meals on Board, Local Lunch

Assemble at the airport and take-off to Rome. Make your way to Pisa to view the iconic
Leaning Tower of Pisa and the tilted bell
tower of the Cathedral of Pisa. Journey on
to the centre of Italian Renaissance, the city
of Florence. Here, you can pay a visit to the
Baptistery of St. John, renowned for its 
three sets of large bronze doors with 
depictions of art. Then, drop by the Piazza 
della Signoria to check out their exquisite 
sculptures and spend time on the Ponte 
Vecchio, an old arch bridge with excellent 
views over the river and glittering jewellery 
shops along its length. Wind down in the 
evening with authentic Tuscan fare.

Note: In the event if Va can Museum and Sis ne Chapel is not 
available, it will be replaced with Colosseum without prior no ce.

DAY 3

Breakfast, Tuscan Floren ne Steak dinner with wine
ROME PISA FLORENCE

Make your way to the heart of Venice via 
a private water taxi, a unique yet effective 
mode of transport for a city built on water. 
Then, set off on a guided tour around St. 
Mark’s Square and to the famous cathedral 

DAY 4

Breakfast, Chinese Dinner
FLORENCE VENICE

SWITZERLAND

NETHERLANDS

AUSTRIA

GERMANY

ITALY

FRANCE

Rome

Pisa
Florence

Venice

Innsbruck

Vaduz
Lake Titisee

Cologne

Zurich
Region

Interlaken

Amsterdam

BELGIUM

Flight path
Traverse by coach

Featured destinations
Overnight stays 1 2 3

1

1

1

11
2

2

2

Schaffhausen
Heidelberg1Paris

Brussels

ROME Pisana

FLORENCE Hilton Garden Inn

VENICE MESTRE Novotel Castellana

INNSBRUCK Alphotel

LUCERNE Astoria

INTERLAKEN Bellevue Interlaken

RHINELAND Holiday Inn

AMSTERDAM Schipol Mercure

PARIS Novotel

INNSBRUCK
• Golden roof 
• Swarovski Crystal Shop

GERMANY

BELGIUM
BRUSSELS
• Royal Palace of 
 Brussels
• La Grand-Place
• Manneken Pis

FRANCE
PARIS
• Champs-Élysées
• Arc de Triomphe
• Place de la Concorde
• Louvre Museum
• Eiffel Tower 
 (Entrance included)
• Galeries Lafaye e

NETHERLANDS
AMSTERDAM
• Zaanse Schans 
• Diamond factory
• Canal cruise

BADEN-
WÜRTTEMBERG
• Lake Ti see in 
 Black Forest
• Overnight in 
 Rhineland

COLOGNE
• Cologne Cathedral

DELICACIES
Meal Plan
12 Breakfasts, 4 Lunches, 6 Dinners

Speciali es
• Tuscan dinner with wine
• 4-course Swiss Fondue Dinner
• Authen c Black Forest Lunch
• Mussel and Fries Lunch in Brussels
• Authen c French Meal

EXCLUSIVES
• Entrance to Sis ne Chapel
• Entrance to Va can Museum
• Ascend up to Effiel Tower 
 2nd Level
• Entrance to Keukenhof
 (Seasonal)

Start the day with a guided tour of Rome,
with the first stop at the Vatican City. Revel
at the masterpiece of the Sistine Chapel, 
its stunning frescoed ceiling was painted 
by the renowned sculptor Michelangelo 
himself. See the immense collections of 
artworks in the Vatican Museums, and feast 
your eyes upon the intricate details of St. 
Peter’s Basilica. Next, we will view the 
Colosseum, it is the largest amphitheatre 
ever built that has a capacity of up to 
80,000. View the Roman Forum, known 
as the heart of ancient Rome, comprised 
of archaic buildings and shrines – including 
the ancient former royal residence. Then, 
marvel at the masterpiece of Trevi 
Fountain, the city's largest Baroque 
fountain.
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15D12N EUROPE DISCOVERY

Enjoy the rest of the day at leisure till it is 
time to transfer to the airport for your flight 
home.

We hope you enjoyed your vacation with our 
company and we look forward to seeing you 
again for your next trip.

Breakfast, Meals on Board
PARIS HOME
DAY 14

HOME SWEET HOME
DAY 15

Note: During Tulips Season, Zaanse Schans shall be replaced by 
the Keukenhof Gardens.

Note: You may need to queue for Eiffel Tower due to security checks. If 
the ming is unsuitable, it will be replaced with Montparnasse Tower. The 
Galeries Lafaye e is closed on Labour Day, Christmas Day & New Year’s Day.

Find your way to Innsbruck, a city rich in 
traditions, imperial architecture and colorful 
history. A must visit would be the Golden 
Roof located in Innsbruck's Old Town, 
a three-storey balcony decorated with 
2,657 goldplated copper tiles. Take 
this opportunity to buy some crystal 
accessories from the largest Swarovski 
shop.

DAY 5

Breakfast
VENICE INNSBRUCK

Drive to Interlaken via Vaduz, capital
city of Liechtenstein and enjoy a view of
the Vaduz Castle. Enjoy Interlaken with an
orientation tour of the scenic resort town 
that is presided over by the mighty Eiger, 
Mönch and Jungfrau mountains. As night 
falls, indulge in a unique 4-course Swiss 
fondue dinner at the famous Swiss-themed 
Bebbis Restaurant, which comprises of a 
salad and three different types of fondue 
courses.

DAY 6

Breakfast, Dinner - 4-course Swiss Fondue

INNSBRUCK VADUZ
INTERLAKEN

Set off to the largest waterfall in the whole
of Europe – the wild, churning waters of 
the Rhine Falls in Schaffhausen. Then, 
cross the border over to the enchanting 
Black Forest in Germany to Lake Titsee and 
attend a demonstration on the meticulous 
process of cuckoo-clock making and also 
indulge in an authentic Black Forest lunch. 
Transfer to the Rhineland region via 
Heidelberg for your overnight stay.

DAY 9

Breakfast, Lunch – Black Forest Special, Dinner

ZURICH REGION SCHAFFHAUSEN
LAKE TITISEE  HEIDELBERG 
RHINELAND

Head to Brussels for an orientation tour
and take in the sights of the Royal Palace 
of Brussels, the official palace of the King and 

DAY 12

Breakfast, Mussel and Fries lunch, Chinese Dinner
AMSTERDAM BRUSSELS PARIS

Begin your Paris adventure with a guided 
tour of the city – take in the sights of 
Champs Élysées, Place de la Concorde, 
Louvre Museum with its iconic Louvre 
Pyramid, and the Palais Garnier Paris 
Opera House. Stop at the Arc de Triomphe, 
a famed monument erected in honour of 
the soldiers who fought in the Napoleonic 
Wars. Visit the cultural icon of Paris – the 
Eiffel Tower for a panoramic view over 
Paris from the second level, then head over 
to the Galeries Lafayette – the biggest 
department store in Paris for souvenir 
shopping (subject to store’s operating 
hours). Visit also the perfume museum of 
Fragonard where you will see the history of 
perfume and its making.

DAY 13

Breakfast, French Lunch
PARIS

Brighten your morning with a visit to the
Cologne Cathedral in Cologne, a gothic
masterpiece that remains a physical 
testimony to the enduring strength and 
unwavering spirit of European Christianity. 
Then, depart for the capital city of the 
Netherlands, Amsterdam.

DAY 10

Breakfast

RHINELAND COLOGNE
AMSTERDAM

Begin the day with a visit to the Zaanse
Schans where you will be presented with 
an idyllic scene of traditional windmills, 
barns, cottages and museums built in 
typical Dutch architectural style. Watch 
how cheese and clog shoes are made in 
demonstrations by expert craftsmen, then 
tour Amsterdam on a cruise through her 
famous canals and take a trip to a diamond 
factory.
Optional: Volendam with lunch

DAY 11

Breakfast, Chinese Dinner
AMSTERDAM

Start the day with an exciting excursion to
Engelberg, where you will board a cable 
car and ride up to the peak of Mt. Titlis to 
enjoy the breath-taking view of the 

DAY 8

Breakfast

INTERLAKEN MT. TITILS
LUCERNE ZURICH REGION

Bask in the nature of the Bernese Oberland
region with its picture-perfect landscapes
accentuated by countless mountain peaks
and glistening lakes. Enjoy the rest of the
day free at leisure for some shopping or
sightseeing at your pleasure. You may wish
to take part in an optional mountain railway
trip to Jungfraujoch, the top of Europe.
Optional: Jungfraujoch

DAY 7

Breakfast
INTERLAKEN

church St. Mark’s Basilica – nicknamed the 
‘church of gold’ due to its opulent design 
and gold ground mosaics. Swing by the 
Doge’s Palace and the Bridge of Sighs, 
two of Venice’s main landmarks, for some 
breath-taking pictures to bring back as 
mementos. Lastly, visit a glass blowing
factory to learn more about the art of 
Murano glassmaking, an elite trade unique 
to Venice. You may wish to go on an 
optional gondola boat ride through the 
canals of Venice, Overnight on Venice 
Mestre.
Optional: Gondola Ride

Suggested Excursions:
Addi onal ac vi es that complement your holidays 
will be at your own discre on and is en rely op onal. 
*Minimum group size may apply. 
• Jungfraujoch: CHF199/CHF159
• Volendam with Lunch: €49
• Seine River cruise: €25
• Moulin Rouge: €159 (seasonal)

Tipping Guideline: (based on 15D12N)
• €105 per person

Notes: 
•  A minimum group size of 15 passengers is required for a 
 confirmed departure.
• The sequence of the i nerary, flight schedules and hotels 
 are subject to change without prior no ce in the event of 
 unforeseen circumstances.
• Ac vi es are subject to weather condi ons.
• During major events, accommoda on may be relocated to 
 outside of the city or in another city without prior no ce.
• In the event, if Eiffel Tower unavailable, it will be replaced 
 by Montparnasse Tower.
• In the event if Va can Museum and Sis ne Chapel is not 
 available, it will be replaced with Colosseum entrance 
 without prior no ce.

snow-capped mountainscape. In the 
afternoon, visit the Old Chapel Bridge, the 
oldest wooden bridge in Switzerland 
decorated with old paintings under its roof. 
Enjoy a walking tour of Lucerne’s Old 
Town with its characteristic Renaissance 
architecture. Here, you also find Bucherer, 
the largest duty-free store in Switzerland, 
and Gübelin, a boutique offering fine 
jewellery and timepieces. Drop by the Lion 
Monument – to commemorate the valour 
of the Swiss mercenary soldiers who lost 
their lives serving King Louis XVI during the 
French Revolution.
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Queen of the Belgians. Next, take a jaunt 
through the La Grand-Place, a market square 
featuring architecture of an eclectic blend of 
Western artistic styles, which would lead you 
to the renowned Manneken Pis, a small 
sculpture depicting a naked boy urinating into 
a water fountain that represents the rebellious 
spirit of the city of Brussels. Carry on to Paris, 
the City of Light, where you may wish to 
enjoy an optional scenic Seine River cruise 
or a Moulin Rouge show.
Optional: Seine River cruise / Moulin Rouge





L
ondon – a thriving metropolis that is 

quite unlike anywhere else in the world. 

As the largest city in Europe, London is 

not only one of the oldest and top ranking 

financial centre in the world, but also the 

political, economic and cultural capital 

of the United Kingdom. With history 

stretching back over thousands of years, 

London perfectly captures the merging 

of the modern with historic with their 

iconic attractions and landmarks, among 

which include four UNESCO World 

Heritage sites: the Palace of Westminster 

and Westminster Abbey, the Maritime 

Greenwich, the Tower of London and the 

Victoria and Albert Museum. 

Renowned for its vibrant arts and culture 

scene, London is home to over 170 

museums, including 11 national museums, 

free admission. Whatever your interest in 

art and history, you can be certain you will 

find a museum that caters to your taste. 

Looking for something more eclectic? Just 

head to the streets – we recommend the 

Leake Street Tunnel in Waterloo – where 

you will find all sorts of street art and strike 

up conversations with the artists there. 

Admirers of theatre, look no further than 

London’s best theatre scene in West End, 

where you can take your pick from the 

famous classic plays and musicals or brand 

new works. 

Also named ‘the city of fog’, London is 

famous for its unpredictable weather, where 

rain and fog is common due to the humid 

weather. Learn from the locals and bring 

along a pair of sunglasses and umbrella in 

your bag, so that you can enjoy the city 

without the weather putting a damper on 

your plans. Embrace the wind, rain and fog 

to the usual sights of London. 

DAY 3
LONDON  HOME
Breakfast, Meals on Board
Enjoy the rest of the day at leisure until it
is time to transfer to the airport for your
flight home.   

 

 

 

DAY 4
HOME SWEET HOME
We hope you enjoyed your trip with our 

company and we look forward to seeing 

you again for your next trip.

Note:
• If a minimum group size of 15 is not met, the 

tour manager will not be following the group 
to London. Instead, the London tour will be 
conducted by a local guide.

• If group size is less than 10, i nerary will be 
changed to free & easy where only Hotel and 
Eurostar is provided.  All tours and transfer will 
not be provided.

FEATURE

DAY 1 
PARIS  LONDON
Breakfast, Lunch

 

DAY 2
LONDON
Breakfast

 

ADD ON
FOR ECSPSS & 
ECERPS ONLY

4D2N
LONDON 
EXTENSION

Ibis Earls Court or similar

3★ HOTEL 

Make your way to London via 

Eurostar – a high speed train service 

that traverse the Channel Tunnel 

underneath the English Channel. Get 

a glimpse of the wonders of London 

through a guided tour – take in the 

sights of the Houses of Parliament, 

Buckingham Palace, the Prime 

Minister’s Office at 10 Downing 

Street, Trafalgar Square, London 

Bridgeand many other London 

attractions. Then, transfer back to 

your hotel in London.

Enjoy a free day of leisure for some 

shopping or sightseeing at your 

pleasure. You may wish to make an 

optional visit to the famous Madame 

Tussauds Wax Museum for a photo 

session with some of your favourite 

celebrities and icons, or simply shop 

in pleasure in Harrods, the largest 

departmental store in London. 

The London theatre, 
the unique street shops and 
dis nc ve a rac ons are reasons 
why you need to visit this vibrant city.

LONDONLONDON
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T
he largest city and capital of 

the Netherlands, Amsterdam, is 

almost like a world of its own. An 

exceptionally compact city that houses 

about 820,000 residents, the narrow streets 

bordered by an infinite array of gabled 

houses running along the canals form a 

relaxing and intimate atmosphere that is 

reminiscent of its 17th century history. This 

is a city that is best explored on foot, as 

most of the sites of interests are located 

within walking distance, or you may prefer 

to ride a bike (as the locals do) to places 

further out. One of Amsterdam’s greatest 

marvel is their complex canal networks that 

run through the whole city, which means 

that a canal cruise is a much better way to 

enjoy the hidden charms that Amsterdam 

One of the main highlights of Amsterdam 

would be its world-class art museums, 

among them the Rijksmuseum with the 

famed Rembrandts, the Van Gogh Museum, 

the Hermitage Amsterdam and the Stedelijk 

Museum of modern art. The Anne Frank 

House is also a must-visit – bringing you 

back in time to the cramped two-room 

annex where the Frank family hid from the 

Nazis for two years during World War II. 

For the more adventurous soul, you may 

venture to the notorious Red Light District 

(locally known as De Wallen) – one of the 

oldest parts of Amsterdam – reputed for 

the legal sex and drugs. Stroll through the 

streets and you will find women sitting in 

the window parlours to lure business in, as 

‘soft’ drugs in the form of cannabis, all 

perfectly legal. Even if you are not interested 

in such vices, the Red Light District is also 

home to other unique and interesting shops 

and restaurants, as well as the city’s oldest 

Gothic church, Oude Kerk.

DAY 3
AMSTERDAM  HOME
Breakfast, Meals on Board
Enjoy the rest of the day at leisure till 

it is time to transfer to the airport for 

your flight home.  

DAY 4

HOME SWEET HOME
We hope you enjoyed your trip with our 

company and we look forward to seeing 

you again for your next trip.

Note:
• A minimum group size of 15 passengers is required for a confirmed departure. 
• Zaanse Schans will be replaced with Keukenhof Gardens during end March to early May.

 

 

 

FEATURE

4D2N

4★ HOTEL 

AMSTERDAMAMSTERDAM
Despite its size, 
Amsterdam is a city 
jam packed with history, 
culture and fes vals for everyone.

Park Plaza Schiphol or similar

BRUSSELS & 
AMSTERDAM
EXTENSION 

DAY 1 
PARIS  BRUSSELS  
AMSTERDAM
Breakfast, Mussel Lunch with fries

DAY 2
AMSTERDAM
Breakfast, Dinner

Head to Brussels for an orientation 

tour and take in the sights of the Royal 

Palace of Brussels, the official palace 

of the King and Queen of the Belgians. 

Next, take a leisure jaunt through the 

La Grand-Place, a market square 

featuring architecture of an eclectic 

blend of Western artistic styles, which 

would lead you to the renowned 

Manneken Pis, a small sculpture 

depicting a naked boy urinating into 

a water fountain that represents the 

rebellious spirit of the city of Brussels. 

Thereafter, spend the rest of the 

afternoon for some shopping at 

leisure, but do not forget to pick up 

some Belgian chocolate as a sinful 

treat to reward yourself. Cross over to 

Amsterdam for your overnight stay. 

Start off with a stop at Zaanse Schans 

where you will be presented with an 

idyllic scene of traditional windmills, 

barns, cottages and museums that 

is built in typical Dutch wooden 

architectural style. Watch how 

cheese and clog shoes are made in 

demonstrations by expert craftsmen 

skilled in these traditional Dutch 

crafts. After that, enjoy a guided tour 

of Amsterdam, which includes 

special highlights such as a cruise 

though Amsterdam’s famous canals 

and a trip to a diamond factory. 

During the tulip season, the visit to 

Zaanse Schan will be replaced by a 

visit to Keukenhof.

ADD ON
FOR ECSPSS & 
ECERPS ONLY
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EUROPE 
HIGHLIGHTS

11D8N
ECCHLS FOLLOW US....

For travellers who are looking 
for a comprehensive 

expedition of central Europe 
with little time to spare, 

we bring you to the most 
charming cities of six 

different countries over 
a span of 11 days.

Travel Validity Period:
1st Apr 2020 - 31st Oct 2020

COST SAVER

EXTENSIVE
COVERAGE
Glacier 3000

Glacier 3000
EXCLUSIVE

Peak-to-Peak 
Walk



EXCLUSIVES
• Glacier 3000 mountain with Peak-to-Peak 
 walk + snow tobogganing
• Ascend Montparnasse Tower
• Keukenhof visit during 21 Mar - 10 May 2020
• Canal Cruise in Amsterdam
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DELICACIES

HIGHLIGHTS

3-4★ HOTELS

Meal Plan

Speciali es

DAY 1 
HOME MILAN
Meals on Board

DAY 2
MILAN LEYSIN
Meals on Board, Swiss Dinner in Hotel

DAY 4

ZUG LUCERNE ZUG
Breakfast

Assemble at the airport and set off to the 
fashion capital, Milan.

ITALY

SWITZERLAND

GERMANY

MILAN

 

• Sforza Castle
• Milan Cathedral
• La Scala Opera House
• Galleria Vi orio Emanuele II

Glacier 3000 (Entrance included)
• Peak-to-Peak walk
• Chairli
• Snow Tobogganing

LUCERNE
• Old Chapel Bridge
• Old Town
• Bucherer
• Lion Monument

SCHAFFHAUSEN
• Rhine Falls

8 Breakfasts, 3 Lunches, 3 Dinners

• Swiss Local Dinner
• 3-course German Pork Knuckle 
 with Black Forest Cake
• 3-course Mussels Lunch 

The first stop of the day is a visit to the 
Sforza Castle, a fortress once home to 
noble lords of Milan. Drop by the grandiose 
Milan Cathedral for shots of the elaborate 
Gothic exterior façade. Take a shopping trip 
through the Galleria Vittorio Emanuele II 
leading to the Piazza della Scala where a 
statue of Leonardo da Vinci is located. Stop 
by the lavish La Scala Opera House for 
some pictures. Thereafter, spend the rest 
of the afternoon shopping or sightseeing 
at leisure in Milan. Next transfer to overnight 
in Switzerland where you will stay in a 
Alpine Lodge resort style hotel. Enjoy a local 
Swiss Dinner in the hotel before retiring to 
rest.

BADEN-WÜRTTEMBERG
• Lake Ti see in Black Forest

FRANCE
PARIS
• Champs-Élysées
• Arc de Triomphe
• Place de la Concorde
• Louvre Museum
• Montparnasse Tower (Entrance included)
• Galeries Lafaye e

BELGIUM
BRUSSELS
• La Grand-Place
• Manneken Pis

NETHERLANDS
AMSTERDAM
• Zaanse Schans
• Diamond Factory
• Canal Cruise

DAY 3
LEYSIN GLACIER 3000
LUCERNE ZUG
Breakfast, Local Dinner

Today will be a transfer back Lucerne 
for a full day of shopping and relaxation.
You may however choose to take up an 
optional trip to Jungfraujoch – Top of 
Europe, together with a tour the resort 
area of Interlaken.
Optional: Mt Jungfraujoch + Interlaken

 

Today enjoy Glacier 3000 with its wide 

GERMANY

FRANCE
ITALY

NETHERLANDS

BELGIUM

Milan

Leysin

Schaffhausen 

Titisee

Nancy
Paris

Brussels

Amsterdam

Lucerne
SWITZERLAND

2
1

2

Flight path
Traverse by coach

Featured destinations
Overnight stays 1 2

2

1

series of activities.  First take a cable car up 
the top at 3000m. There you can start with 
the world first and only Peak-to-Peak walk 
connecting 2 mountains peak. Then you 
can take an Ice Express Chairlift down to 
the Fun Park where you can take up 
unlimited rides on the snow toboggan. After 
all the fun, take a ride Lucerne where you 
will have a quick walking tour with your tour 
manager in Lucerne. The tour will brings 
you to sights in the Old Town Lucerne 
with its unspoiled buildings covered with 
colourful mirals. Here, you also find 
Bucherer, the largest duty-free store in 
Switzerland, and Gübelin, a boutique 
offering fine jewellery and timepieces. Later, 
drop by the Lion Monument – a 
monument to commemorate the valour of 
the Swiss mercenary soldiers who lost their 
lives while serving King Louis XVI during 
the French Revolution.
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Suggested Excursions:
Addi onal ac vi es that complement your holidays 
will be at your own discre on and is en rely op onal. 
*Minimum group size may apply. 
• Mt Jungfraujoch + Interlaken chf199/chf159
• Seine River cruise  : €25
• Full day Paris tour : €65/ €55
• Volendam with Lunch : €49

Tipping Guideline: (based on 11D8N)
• €77 per person

Notes: 
• A minimum group size of 20 passengers is required 
 for a confirmed departure.
• The sequence of the i nerary, flight schedules and 
 hotels are subject to change without prior no ce in 
 the event of unforeseen circumstances.
• During major events, accommoda on may be re-
 located to outside of the city or in another city 
 without prior no ce.
• During Tulips Season, Zaanse Schans shall be  
 replaced by the Keukenhof Gardens. 

DAY 5
ZUG SCHAFFHAUSEN
TITISEE NANCY/DIJON
Breakfast, 3-course German Pork Knuckle 
Lunch with Black Forest cake

DAY 6
NANCY/DIJON PARIS
Breakfast, Chinese Lunch

 

 

Breakfast
Enjoy the rest of the day at leisure till it is 
time to transfer to the airport for your flight 
home.

AMSTERDAM HOME

DAY 11

DAY 10

HOME SWEET HOME
We hope you enjoyed your trip with our 
company and we look forward to seeing 
you again for your next trip.

MILAN  CATHEDRALAMSTERDAM

Set off to the largest waterfall in the whole 

of Europe - the wild, churning waters of 

the Rhine Falls in Schaffhausen. Then make 

your way to the Lake Titisee in Black Forest 

and attend a cuckoo clock making 

demonstration in Titisee-Neustadt. Enjoy 

their special delicacies such as German 

Pork Knuckle and Black Forest Cake.

Note: The Galeries Lafaye e is closed on Labour Day, 
Christmas Day and New Year’s Day.

Begin your Paris adventure with a guided 

tour of the city – take in the sights of 

Champs-Élysées, Place de la Concorde, 

Louvre Museum and its iconic Louvre 

Pyramid, and the Palais Garnier Paris 

Opera House. Stop at the Arc de Triomphe, 

a famed monument erected in honour of 

the soldiers who fought in the Napoleonic 

Wars. Visit the highest observation deck of 

Paris - the Montparnasse Tower for a 

panoramic view over Paris, then head over 

to the Galeries Lafayette – the biggest 

department store in Paris for souvenir 

shopping (subject to store’s operating 

hours).

DAY 8
PARIS BRUSSELS AMSTERDAM
Breakfast, Mussel & Fries Lunch, Chinese Dinner
Head to Brussels for an orientation tour 

and take in the sights of the Royal Palace of 

Brussels, the official palace of the King and 

Queen of the Belgians. Next, take a jaunt 

through the La Grand-Place, a market 

square featuring architecture of an eclectic 

blend of Western artistic styles, which 

would lead you to the renowned 

Manneken Pis, a small sculpture depicting a 

naked boy urinating into a water fountain 

that represents the rebellious spirit of the 

city of Brussels. Continue on to Amsterdam

for the night.

DAY 9
AMSTERDAM
Breakfast
Begin the day with a visit to the Zaanse 

Schans where you will be presented with 

an idyllic scene of traditional windmills, 

barns, cottages and museums built in 

typical Dutch architectural style. Watch 

how cheese and clog shoes are made in 

demonstrations by expert craftsmen skilled 

in these traditional crafts. After that, tour 

Amsterdam on a cruise through her 

famous canals and take a trip to a 

DAY 7
PARIS
Breakfast
Enjoy a free day of leisure, shopping or 

sightseeing. You may wish to take up 

some recommended activities, such as an 

optional full day Paris tour that includes 

a walk through the Montmartre 

neighbourhood, shopping at Galeries 

Lafayette and view the Notre - Dame 
Cathedral. You may also wish to hop on to 
a scenic Seine River cruise.

Optional: Paris Full Day / Seine River Cruise

diamond factory. You may also wish to 

make an optional visit to Volendam, a 

fishing town in North Holland famous for 

its traditional costumes and Dutch music 

scene.

Optional: Volendam with lunch 
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Breakfast
Enjoy the rest of the day at leisure till it is 
time to transfer to the airport for your flight 
home.

PARIS HOME

DAY 11

DAY 10

HOME SWEET HOME
We hope you enjoyed your trip with our 
company and we look forward to seeing 
you again for your next trip.

ITINERARY FOR FLIGHTS DEPARTING FROM PARIS AIRPORT
DAY 1 
HOME MILAN
Meals on Board
Assemble at the airport and set off to the 
fashion capital, Milan.

DAY 5

ZUG SCHAFFHAUSEN
TITISEE FRANKFURT   

DAY 6
FRANKFURT AMSTERDAM
Breakfast, Chinese Lunch

DAY 7
AMSTERDAM BRUSSELS
Breakfast, Mussel and Fries lunch

DAY 8
BRUSSELS PARIS
Breakfast, Chinese Dinner

Breakfast, Lunch, 3-course German Pork Knuckle 
with Black Forest Cake

Travel to Zaanse Schans where you will 

be presented with an idyllic scene of 

traditional windmills, barns, cottages and 

museums built in typical Dutch 

architectural style. Watch how cheese and 

clog shoes are made in demonstrations by 

expert craftsmen skilled in these traditional 

crafts. After that, tour Amsterdam on a 

cruise through her famous canals.

This morning, you may also wish to make 

an optional visit to Volendam, a fishing 

town in North Holland famous for its 

traditional costumes and Dutch music 

scene. Head to Brussels for an orientation 

tour and take in the sights of the Royal 

Palace of Brussels, the official palace of the 

King and Queen of the Belgians. Next, take 

a jaunt through the La Grand-Place, a 

market square featuring architecture of an 

eclectic blend of Western artistic styles, 

which would lead you to the renowned 

Manneken Pis, a small sculpture depicting 

a naked boy urinating into a water fountain 

that represents the rebellious spirit of the 

city of Brussels.
Optional: Volendam with lunch

DAY 9
PARIS
Breakfast

After breakfast, transfer to Paris and join a 

guided tour of the city – take in the sights 

of Champs-Élysées, Place de la Concorde, 

Louvre Museum and its iconic Louvre 

Pyramid, and the Palais Garnier Paris 

Note: The Galeries Lafaye e is closed on Labour Day, 
Christmas Day and New Year’s Day.

Suggested Excursions:
Addi onal ac vi es that complement your holidays 
will be at your own discre on and is en rely op onal. 
*Minimum group size may apply. 
• Mt Jungfraujoch + Interlaken chf199/chf159
• Seine River cruise  : €25
• Full day Paris tour : €65/ €55
• Volendam with Lunch : €49

Tipping Guideline: (based on 11D8N)
• €77 per person

Notes: 
• A minimum group size of 20 passengers is required 
 for a confirmed departure.
• The sequence of the i nerary, flight schedules and 
 hotels are subject to change without prior no ce in 
 the event of unforeseen circumstances.
• During major events, accommoda on may be 
 re-located to outside of the city or in another city 
 without prior no ce.
• During Tulips Season, Zaanse Schans shall be  
 replaced by the Keukenhof Gardens.

Opera House. Stop at the Arc de 

Triomphe, a famed monument erected 

in honour of the soldiers who fought in 

the Napoleonic Wars. Visit the highest 

observation deck of Paris – the 

Montparnasse Tower for a panoramic view 

over Paris, then head over to the Galeries 

Lafayette – the biggest department store 

in Paris for souvenir shopping (subject to 

store’s operating hours). 

Set off to the largest waterfall in the whole 

of Europe - the wild, churning waters of 

the Rhine Falls in Schaffhausen. Then make 

your way to the Lake Titisee in Black Forest 

and attend a cuckoo clock making 

demonstration in Titisee-Neustadt. Enjoy 

their special delicacies such as German 

Pork Knuckle and Black Forest Cake. 

Transfer to Frankfurt for the overnight stay.

Enjoy a free day of leisure, shopping or 

sightseeing. You may wish to take up 

some recommended activities, such as an 

optional full day Paris tour that includes 

a walk through the Montmartre 

neighbourhood, shopping at Galeries 

Lafayette and view the Notre - Dame 
Cathedral. You may also wish to hop on to 
a scenic Seine River cruise.

Optional: Paris Full Day / Seine River Cruise

DAY 2
MILAN LEYSIN
Meals on Board, Swiss Dinner in Hotel
The first stop of the day is a visit to the 
Sforza Castle, a fortress once home to 
noble lords of Milan. Drop by the grandiose 
Milan Cathedral for shots of the elaborate 
Gothic exterior façade. Take a shopping trip 
through the Galleria Vittorio Emanuele II 
leading to the Piazza della Scala where a 
statue of Leonardo da Vinci is located. Stop 
by the lavish La Scala Opera House for 
some pictures. Thereafter, spend the rest 
of the afternoon shopping or sightseeing 
at leisure in Milan. Next transfer to overnight 
in Switzerland where you will stay in a 
Alpine Lodge resort style hotel. Enjoy a local 
Swiss Dinner in the hotel before retiring to 
rest.

DAY 4

ZUG LUCERNE ZUG
Breakfast
Today will be a transfer back Lucerne 
for a full day of shopping and relaxation.
You may however choose to take up an 
optional trip to Jungfraujoch – Top of 
Europe, together with a tour the resort 
area of Interlaken.
Optional: Mt Jungfraujoch + Interlaken

DAY 3
LEYSIN GLACIER 3000
LUCERNE ZUG
Breakfast, Local Dinner
Today enjoy Glacier 3000 with its wide series 
of activities.  First take a cable car up the top 
at 3000m. There you can start with the world 
first and only Peak-to-Peak walk connecting 
2 mountains peak. Then you can take an Ice 
Express Chairlift down to the Fun Park where 
you can take up unlimited rides on the snow 
toboggan. After all the fun, take a ride 
Lucerne where you will have a quick walking 
tour with your tour manager in Lucerne. The 
tour will brings you to sights in the Old Town 
Lucerne with its unspoiled buildings covered 
with colourful mirals. Here, you also find 
Bucherer, the largest duty-free store in 
Switzerland, and Gübelin, a boutique offering 
fine jewellery and timepieces. Later, drop by 
the Lion Monument – a monument to 
commemorate the valour of the Swiss 
mercenary soldiers who lost their lives while 
serving King Louis XVI during the French 
Revolution.







ALL-IN-EUROPE
FOOTPRINT
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ECCFPS FOLLOW US....

Take nothing but pictures; 
leave nothing but 

footprints; return with 
everlasting memories of 

this wonderous trip
across Europe’s most 
lauded landmarks.  

Travel Validity Period:
1st Apr 2020 - 31st Oct 2020ROTAIR ROTATING CABLE CAR, MT. TITLIS, SWITZERLAND

EXTENSIVE
COVERAGE

COST SAVER
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DELICACIES

HIGHLIGHTS

3-4★ HOTELS

SWITZERLAND

GREAT BRITAIN

GERMANY

ITALY

FRANCE

Tuscany
Pisa

VeniceMilanEngelberg

Lucerne

Lake Titisee
Colmar

Paris

Rome

Calais
Dover

London

Flight path
Traverse by coach
Traverse by cruise

Featured destinations
Overnight stays 1 2

1

2

1

1

1 1

1

2

Meal Plan
10 Breakfasts, 7 Lunches, 3 Dinners

Specialty Meals
• German Pork Knuckle with 
 Black Forest Cake
• Italian Pizza and Pasta 

GREAT BRITAIN
LONDON

DOVER

FRANCE
PARIS

COLMAR

SWITZERLAND
LUCERNE

• Houses of Parliament
• Buckingham Palace
• Prime Minister’s Office at 
 10 Downing Street
• Trafalgar Square • London Bridge

• View of White Cliffs

• Pe te Venise

• Champs-Élysées • Arc de Triomphe
• Place de la Concorde • Louvre Museum
• Eiffel Tower • Galeries Lafaye e
• Fragonard Perfumery & Museum
• Seine River Cruise

• Old Chapel Bridge • Old Town
• Bucherer • Lion Monument
• Mt. Titlis (Entrance Included)

• Ti see in Black Forest

GERMANY
BADEN-WÜRTTEMBERG

ITALY
MILAN

VENICE

PISA

FLORENCE

BARBERINO DESIGNER OUTLET

ROME

• Sforza Castle • Milan Cathedral
• La Scala Opera House
• Galleria Viorio Emanuele II
• Piazza della Scala

• St. Mark’s Square • Doge’s Palace
• Bridge of Sighs • Glass blowing factory

• Piazza del Miracoli
• Leaning Tower of Pisa

• Florence Cathedral 
• Piazza della Signoria 
• Ponte Vecchio 

• Va can City  • St. Peter’s Basilica
• Colosseum • Roman Forum 
• Trevi Fountain

NO OPTIONAL TOUR
All the usual op onal excursions and service fees are included
in this tour package
• LONDON Dover White Cliff

• PARIS Seine River Cruise

• GERMANY Lake Titisee

• LUCERNE Mt. Titlis

• MILAN Sforza Castle

• TUSCANY Barberino Designer Outlet

DAY 1 
HOME LONDON 
Meals on Board

DAY 2
LONDON
Lunch - Dim Sum

DAY 3
LONDON DOVER CALAIS

PARIS   
Breakfast

DAY 4 
PARIS
Breakfast, Chinese Lunch

This evening, assemble at the airport and 

depart for London, the capital city of the 

United Kingdom. 

Embark on a guided city tour of London 

and take in the sights of the Houses of 

Parliament, Buckingham Palace, Prime 

Minister’s Office at 10 Downing Street, 

Trafalgar Square, London Bridge and many 

other London attractions. Enjoy some free 

time at leisure before retiring for the night.

Proceed to Dover, a major ferry port situated 

on the straits of Dover, to board a ferry that 

will take you to Calais in France. Along the 

way, admire the striking façade of the majestic 

Begin your Paris adventure with a guided 
tour of the city – take in the sights of 
Champs-Élysées, Place de la Concorde, 
Louvre Museum and its iconic Louvre 
Pyramid, and the Palais Garnier Paris Opera 
House. Stop at the Arc de Triomphe for a 
photo with the famed monument erected 
in honour of the soldiers who fought in the 
Napoleonic Wars. View the cultural icon of 
Paris – the Eiffel Tower and head over to 
the Galeries Lafayette – the biggest 
department store in Paris for some souvenir 
shopping (subject to store’s operating 
hours). We will also visit the Fragonard 
Perfumery & Museum to understand the 
history of perfume as well as its making. 
End your day with a Seine River Cruise for a 
scenic view of Paris’s famous monuments.

White Cliffs along the English coastline, a 

spectacular natural feature that owes its 

unique colour to a rare, pure form of 

limestone that is similar to chalk. Once you 

arrive, make your way to Paris to rest and 

recharge for tomorrow’s adventure.

Note: The Galeries Lafaye e is closed on Labour Day, Christmas Day & 
New Year's Day.
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Enjoy the rest of the day at leisure till it is 

time to transfer to the airport for your flight 

home.

We hope you enjoyed your vacation with 

our company and we look forward to 

seeing you again for your next trip.

Breakfast, Meals on Board
ROME HOME
DAY 12

HOME SWEET HOME
DAY 13

Tipping Guideline:
• Tipping is included in the tour package.

DAY 5
PARIS COLMAR 
Breakfast, Dinner – French Fare

DAY 6

Breakfast, Lunch – German Pork Knuckle with 
Black Forest Cake 

DAY 7

ZUG MT. TITLIS MILAN 
Breakfast, Lunch on Mt. Titlis

 Make your way to the picturesque city of 

Colmar, situated in the heart of the idyllic 

Alsace region in northeast France. This 

quaint town is akin to a scene out of a 

storybook with its half-timbered houses, 

rustic canals and lush flora and fauna. 

The tour manager will bring you on an 

orientation tour along the narrow winding 

streets of the historic Old Town, littered 

with medieval houses dating back to the 

16th and 17th century. Don’t miss a visit to 

the Petite Venise, as it offers one of the 

best photography spots in Colmar. It has 

the most eye-catching and unique 

half-timbered Alsatian houses that cling 

to the edge of the river Lauch as it winds 

through the city’s old fishmonger district.  

COLMAR LAKE TITISEE  ZUG

Cross over to Germany and head to Lake 

Titisee in Black Forest, where you’ll attend 

a cuckoo clock making demonstration in 

Titisee-Neustadt. Tantalise your palate with 

special delicacies German Pork Knuckle and 

Black Forest Cake for lunch, before heading 

to Zug for your night's stay.

Start the day with an orientation tour of 

Lucerne, where your first stop will be the 

Old Chapel Bridge, the oldest wooden 

bridge in Switzerland decorated with old 

paintings under its roof. Enjoy a stroll 

through the Old Town with its unspoiled 

buildings covered with colourful murals. 
Here, you also find Bucherer, the largest 
duty-free store in Switzerland, and Gübelin, 
a boutique offering fine jewellery and 

timepieces. Later, drop round to see the 

Lion Monument – a monument to 

commemorate the valour of the Swiss 

mercenary soldiers who lost their lives 

while serving King Louis XVI during the 

French Revolution. After which, head to 

Engelberg for an exciting excursion up to 

the peak of Mt. Titlis via the Rotair, where 

you will be treated to a 360-degree 

panoramic view of steep rock faces, deep 

crevasses and distant snow-covered 

DAY 8
MILAN VENICE
Breakfast, Lunch – Italian Pasta & Pizza, Dinner

DAY 9

VENICE TUSCANY 
Breakfast, Dinner – Chinese Fare

Follow a local tour guide to the first stop of 

your Milan tour – the Sforza Castle, a 

majestic fortress where noble lords of Milan 

used to reside. Drop by the grandiose Milan 

Cathedral for some shots of the elaborate 

Gothic exterior façade. Next, take a leisure 

stroll through the Galleria Vittorio Emanuele 

II for some brief shopping, which will then 

lead you to Piazza della Scala – where a 

statue monument of Leonardo da Vinci is 

located. Stop by the lavish La Scala Opera 

House for some pictures before we move 

on to the romantic city of Venice to stay for 

the night.

Kick off the day with a trip to the Vatican 
City – a walled enclave within Rome and 

feast your eyes upon St. Peter’s Basilica, 

a Catholic shrine renowned for its 

Renaissance architecture. Later, be awed 

by the magnificent sight of the Colosseum, 

the largest amphitheatre ever built that has 

a capacity of up to 80,000. Pass by the 

Roman Forum, the heart of ancient Rome, 

with its archaic buildings and shrines 

including the ancient former royal 

residence. Then, marvel at the masterpiece 

of Trevi Fountain, the city’s largest 

Baroque fountain. Make your way to Venice’s city centre via 

a private water taxi, a unique yet effective 

mode of transport for a city built on water. 

Then, set off on a orientation tour around  
St. Mark’s Square and to the famous 

cathedral church St. Mark’s Basilica – 

nicknamed the “church of gold” due to its 

opulent design and gold ground mosaics. 

Swing by the Doge’s Palace and the Bridge 

of Sighs, two of Venice’s main landmarks, 

for some breath-taking pictures to bring 

back as mementos. Lastly, visit a glass 

blowing factory to learn more about the 

art of Murano glassmaking, an elite trade 

unique to Venice. Thereafter, stop by 

Barberino Designer Outlet, where there 

are great buys of up to 70% discount, no 

one is likely to leave empty-handed.

DAY 10

TUSCANY PISA FLORENCE  
ROME 
Breakfast, Lunch – Local Fare
Journey to Pisa for photo stop at the iconic 

Leaning Tower of Pisa, as well as the 

Baptistery and the Cathedral; the famous 

trio attractions situated in Piazza dei Miracoli, 

one of the finest architectural complexes in 

DAY 11
ROME
Breakfast, Chinese Lunch

the world. Thereafter, travel to the centre of 

Italian Renaissance, the city of Florence. 

Here, you can pay a visit to the Baptistery of 

St. John, renowned for its three sets of large 

bronze doors with depictions of art. Then, 

drop by the Piazza della Signoria to check 

out their exquisite sculptures and spend some 

time dawdling on the Ponte Vecchio, an old 

arch bridge that not only has excellent views 

over the river but also glittering jewellery 

shops along its length for your enjoyment. 

Proceed on to Rome for your overnight stay. 

mountain peaks as the gondola rotates its 

way up the summit. Delight in a gratifying 

lunch among crystal-clear glacier views 

atop Mt. Titlis, before descending and 

proceeding towards Milan to retire for the 

night. 

Notes: 
• A minimum group size of 20 passengers is required
 for a confirmed departure.
• The sequence of the i nerary, flight schedules and
 hotels are subject to change without prior no ce in
 the event of unforeseen circumstances.
• During major events, accommodation may be
 relocated to outside of the city or in another city
 without prior no ce.
• Mountain excursions are subjected to weather condi on.



FEATURE

Venice is a unique city that leaves travellers from far and wide
spellbound with its historical structures and elegant gondolas
floa ng down long, narrow canals.

A Venetian 
Love Affair
A Venetian 
Love Affair

Long and exquisite gondolas float leisurely 

along the myriad of canals that snake 

through the timeless city of Venice. Instead 

of cars or roads, narrow canals act as 

connecting pathways and small boats/water 

buses are utilised as a means of transport. 

Opulently fashioned buildings and historic 

monuments seem to rise from the depths of 

Venice, charming travellers from all over with 

its unique layout. 

St. Mark’s Square
Also known as Piazza San Marco, the square 

is noted for housing most of Venice’s rich 

history and architectural wonders. Since 

most of the city’s sights are concentrated

here, it has become a major tourist 

attraction. Established in the ninth century, it 

is the largest square in the city and hence is 

known as piazza - while the other city 

squares in Venice are referred to as “campi”.  

Besides being home to popular attractions 

such as the St. Mark’s Basilica, Doge’s Palace, 

and many others. Piazza San Marco is also a 

place where the most important 

government buildings and other facilities that 

play a crucial role in the city’s activities are 

situated.

St. Mark’s Basilica
Most European cities seem to have one or 

more structures that reflect the decadent era 

whereby living in excess was both celebrated 

and revered in the past. One such building 

that encapsulates the extravagance and 

indulgence of the early days is the St. Mark’s 

Basilica. It was modelled after another 

prominent architectural structure such as the 

Hagia Sophia in Istanbul, and commands the 

same veneration as Istanbul’s iconic 

attraction. Built in Venetian-Byzantine 

fashion and fusing Western and Eastern 

architecture, the St. Mark’s Basilica was 

nicknamed the “Church of Gold”, as it was 

known for its gold mosaics that cover the 

walls and domes of the church. The variety 

of artworks displayed inside the church 

showcase prominent times in history, one 

such significant event that is recorded on 

one of the many exquisite mosaics, is the 

procession of the St. Mark’s relics being 

moved to the Basilica. Besides being 

embellished with fascinating mosaics, the 

site also houses bronze sculptures dating 

back to the Greco-Roman time and the 

Tesoro (Treasury), which comprises of an 

impressive collection of the Crusaders’ 

plunder from Constantinople.

Doge’s Palace
Doge’s Palace represents Gothic 

architecture at its finest, while serving as a 

distinguished landmark in Venice. Steeped in 

history, the Doge’s Palace has served many 

purposes in zhe past, from being the seat of 

the Venetian government to being the 

residence of the Doge (chief magistrate of 

Venice or Genoa). Today, the Doge’s Palace 

is a museum and exhibits paintings that were 

exclusively created to embellish the Doge’s 

Palace. The main entrance of the palace, the 

Porta della Carta, links the Doge’s Palace and 

St. Mark’s Basilica. Filled with intricate 

ornamental carvings, the figures above the 

entrance - Doge Francesco Foscari kneeling 

before the Lion of St. Mark - symbolises the 

power of the state. Another notable feature 

of the Doge’s Palace is the Scala dei Giganti - 

Staircase of the Giants - which leads up to 

the State Apartments on the upper floor - it is 

flanked on either sides by two large statues 

of Mars and Neptune. This place played a 

crucial role in history, as this was the very 

location where the coronation of newly 

elected rulers of Venice took place.

Bridge of Sighs
The famed Bridge of Sighs is another 

attraction that is a must-see for anyone 

visiting Venice. The main purpose of the 

bridge was to connect the old prison and 

the interrogation rooms in the basement of 

the Doge’s Palace to the new one located 

directly across the river. There are various 

theories as to how the bridge got its name, 

one theory states that prisoners would sigh 

as they crossed the bridge, probably 

because it was the last time they got to see 

the outside world before they were 

imprisoned. The beautiful arch stretching 

high above the canal and the delicate 

carvings that decorate the bridge coupled 

with a romantic view provides an 

unforgettable Venetian experience.
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ALL-IN-EUROPE 
SELECTION

10D7N
ECCSLS FOLLOW US....

Presenting an exquisite 
selection of the famed sights 
and attractions of Germany, 

Switzerland, France 
and Belgium, this exciting 

escapade wonderfully 
encapsulates the soul 

of Europe.

TRAIN TO KLEINE SCHEIDEGG, SWITZERLAND

COST SAVER

Travel Validity Period:
1st Apr 2020 - 31st Oct 2020



HIGHLIGHTS

3★ HOTELS

GERMANY

SWITZERLAND

DÜSSELDORF

FREIBURG

BLACK FOREST
• Cuckoo-clock making demonstra on

INTERLAKEN
• Cogwheel train to Kleine Scheidegg

HEIDELBERG
• Heidelberg Castle
• Old Town
• Hauptstrasse

DAY 1 
HOME DÜSSELDORF
Meals on Board

DAY 2

DÜSSELDORF HEIDELBERG
FREIBURG
Local Dinner

Assemble at the airport and set-off for 
Düsseldorf, a city in western Germany 
known for its fashion industry and art scene.

Cross the border over to the enchanting 

Black Forest in Germany to visit the famed 

Lake Titisee, where you can admire the 

gorgeous scenery overlooking the sparkling 

waters and attend a demonstration on 

cuckoo-clock making. Then, make your 

way to Lucerne for an orientation tour, 

where your first stop will be the Old Chapel 

Bridge, the oldest wooden bridge in 

Switzerland decorated with old paintings 

under its roof. Enjoy a stroll through the 

Old Town with its unspoiled buildings 

covered with colourful murals. Here, you 

also find Bucherer, the largest duty-free 

store in Switzerland, and Gübelin, a 

boutique offering fine jewellery and 

timepieces. Later, drop round to see the 

Lion Monument that commemorates the 

valour of the Swiss mercenary soldiers who 

lost their lives while serving King Louis XVI 

during the French Revolution. Spend the 

night in the sleepy Swiss town of Zug.

DAY 3

Breakfast, Black Forest Lunch

FREIBURG BLACK FOREST  
LUCERNE ZUG 

Flight path
Traverse by coach

Featured destinations
Overnight stays 1 2

BELGIUM
BRUSSELS
• La Grand-Place
• Manneken Pis

FRANCE
DIJON

PARIS
• Champs-Élysées
• Arc de Triomphe
• Place de la Concorde
• Eiffel Tower

ALL INCLUSIVE TOUR
All the usual op onal excursions and service 
fees are included in this tour package
• GERMANY Lake Ti see 
• Cogwheel train ride to Kleine Scheidegg
• Full day Free in Paris!
• Direct flight on Singapore Airlines

Once you arrive, set off on an exciting 
getaway to Heidelberg, named the 
UNESCO City of Literature due to its vibrant 
scene of writers, translators and theatre life. 
Embark on an orientation tour of this city 
and its renowned romantic landscape, with 
the grand Heidelberg Castle looming in the 
background. Wander through the charming 
alleys and squares of the Old Town and 
immerse yourself in the unique ambience 
surrounded by history. You’ll soon find 
yourself at traffic-free Hauptstrasse, a main 
street bursting at the seams with cafes, 
restaurants, renowned branded stores and 
small boutiques. Afterwards, proceed to 
Freiburg for dinner and a night’s rest. 

LUCERNE
• Old Chapel Bridge
• Old Town
• Bucherer
• Lion Monument

DELICACIES
Meal Plan
7 Breakfasts, 4 Lunches, 2 Dinners

FRANCE

BELGIUM GERMANY

SWITZERLAND

Dusseldorf

Heidelberg

Black Forest
Freiburg

Champagne-
Ardenne

Paris

Brussels

Zug
Lucerne

2

2
1

1

1
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Interlaken
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Enjoy the rest of the day at leisure till it is 
time to transfer to the airport for your flight 
home.

We hope you enjoyed your vacation with our 
company and we look forward to seeing you 
again for your next trip.

Breakfast, Meals on Board
DÜSSELDORF SINGAPORE
DAY 9

ARRIVAL IN SINGAPORE
DAY 10

Enjoy some free time to explore Zug at 
leisure before departing for Dijon, where 
you will tuck into some French cuisine for 
dinner and stay for the night.

DAY 5

Breakfast, French Dinner
ZUG CHAMPAGNE REGION

Begin your Paris adventure with a guided 
tour of the city – take in the sights of 
Champs Élysées, Place de la Concorde, 

DAY 6

Breakfast, Chinese Lunch
CHAMPAGNE REGION PARIS

Head to Brussels for an orientation tour
and take in the sights of the Royal Palace of
Brussels, the official palace of the King and

DAY 8

Breakfast, Mussel & Fries Lunch

PARIS BRUSSELS
DÜSSELDORF

Enjoy a free day of leisure for some 
shopping or sightseeing at your pleasure. 
Take the time to explore other hidden 
gems of Paris or pay a visit to one of many 
museums in the city. You may also wish to 
take up an optional full day Paris tour that 
includes a walk through the Montmartre 
neighbourhood, shopping at Galeries 
Lafayette, and a visit to the Notre-Dame 
Cathedral, or an optional Seine River 
scenic cruise.
Optional: Paris Full Day Tour / Seine River 
Cruise

DAY 7

Breakfast
PARIS (FREE DAY)

Board the cogwheel train for a spectacular 
ride to Kleine Scheidegg and enjoy the 
extraordinary alpine environment it has to 
offer. The fascinating Eiger North Face 
seems to be within one’s grasp. It is the 
starting point for many beautiful hikes such 
as the Jungfrau Eiger Walk with stunning 
views of the rock and ice masses of the 
Eiger Glacier and the famous triple peaks of 
the Eiger, Mönch and Jungfrau. Thereafter, 
make your way to Interlaken for an 
orientation tour of the scenic resort town 
that is presided over by the mighty Eiger, 
Mönch and Jungfrau mountains. Then, 
enjoy the rest of the afternoon free at 
leisure to explore the beautiful surrounding 
mountain region or enjoy some time for a 
spot of shopping in Interlaken.

DAY 4

Breakfast, Lunch
ZUG INTERLAKEN ZUG

Suggested Excursions:
Addi onal ac vi es that complement your holidays 
will be at your own discre on and is en rely op onal. 
*Minimum group size may apply. 
• Paris Free Day Excursion : €65 / €55

Tipping Guideline: *Inclusive

Notes: 
• A minimum group size of 20 passengers is required for a
 confirmed departure.
• The sequence of the i nerary, flight schedules and hotels
 are subject to change without prior no ce in the event of
 unforeseen circumstances.
• Mountain excursions are subjected to weather condi on.
• During major events, accommoda on may be relocated to
 outside of the city or in another city without prior no ce.

Note: Galeries Lafaye e is closed on Labour Day, Christmas 
Day and New Year’s Eve.

Queen of the Belgians. Next, take a jaunt 
through the La  Grand-Place, a market 
square featuring architecture of an eclectic 
blend of Western artistic styles, which 
would then lead you to the renowned 
Manneken Pis, a small sculpture depicting a 
naked boy urinating into a water fountain 
that represents the rebellious spirit of the 
city of Brussels. Continue on to Düsseldorf 
for the night.

Louvre Museum and its iconic Louvre 
Pyramid, and the Palais Garnier Paris 
Opera House. Stop at the Arc de Triomphe 
for a photo with the famed monument 
erected in honour of the soldiers who 
fought in the Napoleonic Wars. View the 
cultural icon of Paris – the Eiffel Tower, 
then head over to the Galeries Lafayette – 
the biggest department store in Paris for 
some souvenir shopping (subject to store’s 
operating hours).

SKYLINE OF PARIS
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Lucerne, A Swiss 
City Like No Other

FEATURE

Lucerne will charm visitors with its picturesque sceneries, history and culture. Explore this 
picture perfect storybook city and immerse yourself in a memorable Swiss experience.  

LION MONUMENT IN LUCERNE, SWITZERLAND.

Nestled amid snow-capped mountains, a 

placid lake and lush greenery that stretches as 

far as the eye can see, Lucerne captures the 

image of a fairy tale Swiss town. As an ideal 

starting point for many travellers - the 

gateway to central Switzerland - the city has 

attractions that captivate visitors with its 

modest yet rich offerings of age-old 

monuments and structures steeped in history.

Old Chapel Bridge
The Old Chapel Bridge plays a crucial role in 

the city of Lucerne. Connecting the Old 

Town and a New Town, this structure has 

been serving its purpose since 1332 - 

although it was rebuilt after being damaged 

by a fire. Unlike other bridges, the Old Chapel 

Bridge exhibits old paintings under its roofs. 

Interestingly enough, a few burnt panels are 

still displayed to serve as a reminder of the 

tragic fire that took place in 1993. During the 

carnival season, the original pictures will be 

replaced with the modern ones to reflect the 

carnival atmosphere. The area also has a 

Water Tower near the bridge, the former 

dungeon/archive/treasury vault is now an 

exclusive club room utilised by traditional 

associations.

Bucherer
Fancy getting something new for yourself or 

for the people back home? Then drop by 

Bucherer, the largest fine jewellery and watch 

store in Switzerland, to sate all your shopping 

needs and wants. The Swiss retail chain 

specialises in luxury Swiss and international 

brands of watches including Rolex, Omega, 

Piaget, Patek Philippe, etc. Since its 

establishment in 1888, the successful family 

business has expanded throughout the world, 

bringing the largest collection of Rolex 

watches to customers with discerning tastes. 

The retail store takes the form of an 

impressive five-storey building in Lucerne, 

Schwanenplatz. Apart from the main 

headquarters in Lucerne, 14 other stores are 

situated in places such as Basel, Geneva, 

Zurich, etc.

Altstadt (Old Town)
Find yourself roaming the streets of Altstadt 

on a hot afternoon? Why not grab a seat at 

one of their many street-side cafes and chug 

down some sumptuous cold, local beer? 

Housing the longest strip of bars in the world, 

Altstadt is known for running 260 

establishments consisting of: local breweries, 

lounges, cocktail bars, electro clubs, etc. In 

addition to brewing tasty beers, this district is 

noted for its strong arts and cultural scene. 

The Filmmuseum Düsseldorf encompasses 

behind the scene processes of making a film, 

and showcases everything cinema-related. 

The city is also notable for producing great 

music under the roofs of places such as the 

Deutsche Oper am Rhein (Opera House) and 

the Tonhalle (Concert Hall). Opulent interiors, 

high ceilings, and spacious layouts invite 

guests for a night of unforgettable musical 

entertainment.

Lion Monument
The Lion Monument is one of the most 

popular attractions in Lucerne. It was erected 

in the 1880s to honour the valour of 

mercenary soldiers from Central Switzerland. 

The monument - of a giant dying lion - 

commemorates Swiss soldiers who sacrificed 

their lives while serving the French king Louis 

XVI during the French Revolution. A Latin 

inscription is also carved into the sandstone 

wall, like an incantation, it reads: 

HELVETIORUM FIDEI AC VIRTUTI, which 

means “To the loyalty and bravery of the 

Swiss”. Records of the dead, such as their 

names and death toll, can be found on the 

memorial. Although the site was once private 

property, the city of Lucerne bought it, and 

today the site is accessible without an 

entrance fee. 

Lucerne Lake
Besides its intriguing man-made attractions, 

Lucerne is also known for being home to the 

fourth largest lake in Switzerland, Lake 

Lucerne. Called the heart of Switzerland, this 

lake is cradled by a four cantons: Lucerne, 

Uri, Schwyz and Unterwalden. Flanking either 

sides of the lake, the mountains are covered 

in thick forests that support a diverse species 

of wildlife. Besides enjoying the leisurely 

cruise along the Lucerne Lake, one can also 

partake in water sports. Wakeboarding, 

water-skiing, sailing and a number of exciting 

activities are provided for thrill-seekers.   
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Premier
Lounge

LONDON PARIS
BRUSSELS 
AMSTERDAM

10D7N
ECLPAS

FOLLOW US....
Discover some of Europe’s 
grandest cities, from the art 
and cultural sites of London 
to the exquisite food and 

fashion in Paris, the fascinating 
old history of Brussels and the 

unique canal waterways 
that run through 

Amsterdam.

Travel Validity Period:
1st Apr 2020 - 31st Oct 2020TOWER BRIDGE OF LONDON, UNITED KINGDOM



 

EXCLUSIVES
• Eurostar travel between
 London and Paris
• Fly over Paris Experience
• Giethoorn Visit

* Note: Hotels subject to final confirma on. 
 Should there be changes, customers will be 
 offered accommoda on similar to this list.
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Meal Plan
7 Breakfasts, 1 Lunch, 3 Dinners

Speciali es
• Burger & Lobster Lunch
• 3-course French Dinner
• Mussels & Fries Lunch

DELICACIES

HIGHLIGHTS

4★ HOTELS

 

GREAT BRITAIN
LONDON
• Houses of Parliament
• Buckingham Palace
• Prime Minister's Office
• Trafalgar Square
• London Bridge

FRANCE
PARIS

BELGIUM
BRUSSELS
• La Grand-Place
• Manneken Pis

NETHERLANDS
GIETHOORN

AMSTERDAM
• Zaanse Schans
• Canal Cruise
• Diamond Factory

 

DAY 4 
LONDON PARIS
Breakfast, Dinner – French Fare

 

DAY 1
HOME LONDON

Dinner – Burger & Lobsters

Assemble at the airport and depart for 

London, the capital of UK.

DAY 2 

Embark on a guided city tour of London
and take in the sights of the Houses of
Parliament, Buckingham Palace, Prime
Minister’s Office at 10 Downing Street,
Trafalgar Square, London Bridge and 
many other London attractions. Enjoy 
some free time at leisure before retiring 
for the night.

LONDON

DAY 3 

Breakfast
Enjoy the day free at leisure to wander 
around the city of London and its 
surrounding on your own. You may also 
choose to embark an optional tour to visit 
Stonehenge; It is one of the best known 
wonders of the world. Learn more about 
this mysterious ancient monument and its 
many rumoured myths and legends. Last 
but not least, make your way to the 
Georgian city of Bath and enjoy a 
panoramic tour, featuring the Roman Baths 
– a well preserved Roman historical site of 
a public bathing complex. Transfer back to 
London for the night.
Optional: Stonehenge and Bath

LONDON FREE DAY

DAY 5
PARIS FREE DAY
Breakfast

Paris

Brussels

AmsterdamLondon

GREAT BRITAIN

NETHERLANDS

BELGIUM

FRANCE

2

2

1

2

Flight path
Traverse by coach

Traverse by High Speed Train
Featured destinations

Overnight stays 1 32

Keukenhof

LONDON Holiday Inn

PARIS Courtyard by Marriott

BELGIUM Mercure

AMSTERDAM Van Der Valk Hotel

Note: The Galeries Lafaye e is closed on Labour Day, 
Christmas Day & New Year's Eve.

Enjoy a free day of leisure for some
shopping or sightseeing at your pleasure.
Take the time to explore other hidden
gems of Paris, or pay a visit to one of many 
museums in the city. You may wish to take 
up some recommended activities, such as 
an optional full day Paris tour that includes 
a walk through the Montmartre 
neighbourhood, shopping at Galeries
Lafayette and view the Notre-Dame 
Cathedral. You may also wish to hop on 
to a scenic Seine River cruise.
Optional: Paris Full Day Tour / Seine River
Cruise

Make your way to Paris via Eurostar – a 
high speed train service that traverse the 

• FlyView Paris
• Champs-Élysées
• Place de la Concorde
• Louvre Museum
• Arc de Triomphe
• Galeries Lafaye e

Channel Tunnel underneath the English 
Channel. Get a glimpse of the wonders of 
Paris through a guided tour – take in the 
sights of Champs Élysées, Place de la 
Concorde, Louvre Museum and its iconic 
Louvre Pyramid, and the Palais Garnier 
Paris Opera House. Stop at the Arc de 
Triomphe for a photo with the famed
monument erected in honour of the 
soldiers who fought in the Napoleonic 
Wars. View the iconic Eiffel Tower and visit 
FlyView Paris for a spectacular simulation 
experience of flying over Paris and its most 
famous monuments. Soar over Paris with 
a jetpack (in virtual reality) and take in a 
seemingly real bird's-eye view of the city's 
best-known monuments, such as Notre 
Dame de Paris and the Pont des Arts. Lastly, 
head over to the Galeries Lafayette – the 
biggest department store in Paris for some 
souvenir shopping (subject to store’s 
operating hours).



 

10D7N LONDON PARIS BRUSSELS AMSTERDAM
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Head to Brussels for an orientation tour 

and take in the sights of the Royal Palace of 

Brussels, the official palace of the King and 

Queen of the Belgians. Next, take a jaunt 

through the La Grand-Place, a market 

square featuring architecture of an eclectic 

blend of Western artistic styles, which 

would lead you to the renowned 

Manneken Pis, a small sculpture depicting 

a naked boy urinating into a water

fountain that represents the rebellious spirit 

of the city of Brussels. Thereafter, spend the 

rest of the afternoon for some shopping at 

leisure, but do not forget to pick up some 

Belgian chocolate as a sinful treat to reward 

yourself. You may also wish to make an 

optional visit to nearby city Bruges before 

you end the day.
Optional: Bruges Tour

DAY 6

Breakfast, Mussels and Fries Lunch
PARIS BRUSSELS

 

DAY 7
BRUSSELS GIETHOORN 
AMSTERDAM
Breakfast, Chinese Dinner

Breakfast

 

DAY 8

AMSTERDAM
Breakfast 

Suggested Excursions:
Addi onal ac vi es that complement your holidays
will be at your own discre on and is en rely op onal.
* minimum group size may apply
• Stonehenge and Bath : £120
• Full day Paris tour : € 65 / € 55
• Seine River Cruise : € 25
• Bruges : € 35
• Volendam with Lunch : € 49

Tipping Guideline: (based on 10D7N)
• €70 per person

 

Today, get away from the bustling city life 

Begin the day with a visit to the Zaanse 

Schans where you will be presented with 

an idyllic scene of traditional windmills, 

barns, cottages and museums built in 

typical Dutch architectural style. Watch 

how cheese and clog shoes are made in 

demonstrations by expert craftsmen skilled 

in these traditional crafts. After that, tour 

Amsterdam on a cruise through her 

famous canals and take a trip to a diamond 

factory. You may also wish to make an 

optional visit to Volendam, a fishing town in 

North Holland famous for its traditional 

costumes and Dutch music scene.

Optional: Volendam Tour

DAY 9 
AMSTERDAM HOME
Enjoy the rest of the day at leisure till it is 

time to transfer to the airport for your flight 

home. 

DAY 10

HOME SWEET HOME
We hope you enjoyed your vacation with 
our company and we look forward to 
seeing you again for your next trip.

Note:
• A minimum group size of 15 passengers is required
 for a confirmed departure.
• The sequence of the i nerary, flight schedules and
 hotels are subject to change without prior no ce in
 the event of unforeseen circumstances.
• Ac vi es are subject to weather condi ons.
• During major events, accommoda on may be
 relocated to outside of the city or in another city
 without prior no ce

Note: During Tulips Season, Zaanse Schans shall be replaced 
by the Keukenhof Gardens.

GIETHOORN, NETHERLANDS

and find some respite in the beautiful and 

idyllic Giethoorn village. Be mesmerized as 

you stroll along the canals, pass by ancient 

thatched-roof farmhouse and cross over 

the tall old wooden bridges. Travel to 

Amsterdam, the capital of Netherlands for 

the night stay.



FEATURE

the

City of 

EIFFEL TOWER

Paris Charismatic 

Lights

Paris has always been a city that has made the bucket list of many 
travellers. The capital of France has never ceased to impress travellers 
with its architectural wonders and unparalleled masterpieces, which has 
influenced the percep ons of millions of people all over the world

P

Champs-Elysees

Place de la Concorde

Louvre Museum

Palais Garnier Paris
Opera House

A cultural icon of Paris and world-
renowned architectural wonder, the Eiffel 
Tower holds a ubiquitous presence that be 
felt throughout the city. The massive iron 
structure can be seen from any corner of 
the city, as it stands prominently over the 
capital of France. An interesting fact about 
the tower is that it was once used to 
intercept enemy radio communications 
during World War I. Since its establishment, 
the Eiffel Tower has been the site of 
numerous high-profile stunts, ceremonial 
events and even scientific experiments. It 
is estimated that seven million people visit 
the monument every year. Crowds of 
tourists flock to the tower’s platform to 
enjoy a wide-sweeping view of the bustling 
metropolis.

Noted for being the world’s most beautiful 
avenue, the Avenue des Champs-Elysees
is an attraction as great as the iconic Eiffel
Tower itself. Both Parisians and tourists 
stroll along these picturesque streets and 
take in the sights and sounds of the city. 
This two-kilometre stretch is situated 
between the Place de la Concorde and 
the Arc de Triomphe. Famous restaurants, 
luxury boutiques, and flagship stores widely 

As one of the major public squares in the
city, the Place de la Concorde is the largest 
square in Paris. Situated between the 
Tuileries Palace and the Champs-Elysees, 
this site is home to age-old structures 
steeped in French history. During the French 
revolution, the Place de la Concorde had a 
guillotine installed - for a couple of years - 
in the middle of the square, where many 
famous people - King Louis XVI, Marie 
Antoinette - were put to the death. There 
is also a 3200-year-old obelisk, called the 
Luxor Obelisk, which was gifted to the Louis 
Philippe by the Viceroy of Egypt in 1833. 
Another interesting fact about this square is 
that a statue representing the French city is
mounted at each corner of the square.

The Louvre Museum is an ideal place for any 
art enthusiast to satisfy their thirst for
masterpieces and impressive art collections.

Home to the Paris Ballet, this 19th century
Opera House is one of the most opulently
fashioned buildings in Paris. The famed
opera house is furnished with heavy glass
chandeliers, sweeping marble staircases,
intricate carvings on golden columns
and rich coloured murals. The decadent
establishment has a 2,000 seating capacity
and has become one of the main 
attractions in the city. Visitors looking to 
bring back a piece of the opera house back 
home, can drop by the Palais Garnier’s 
bookshop and gift shop to purchase DVDs 
of Paris Opera productions, recordings by 
the Orchestra and Chorus; publications, 
postcards and other souvenirs.

aris is a timeless city that conjures up 
images of charming street side cafes, 
iconic structures, and world renowned 
branded stores.

For years, the capital of France has enchanted 
visitors with its romantic ambience, and 
architectural wonders. This cosmopolitan city 
attracts numerous travellers from all over the 
world to embrace its rich culture, fine cuisine, 
and its influential art pieces.

The historic monument is a central landmark 
of the city, and attracts art enthusiasts from 
all over the world. As the world’s largest 
museum, the art gallery holds Egyptian 
antiquities, notable paintings, Renaissance 
and Medieval artwork; and a collection of 
ancient sculptures ranging from the Medieval 
and Romanesque era. Visitors flock to the 
museum every day to look at the Louvre’s 
most famous work, Leonardo da Vinci’s 
“Mona Lisa”. The museum was originally 
built as a fortress in 1190, but was 
reconstructed in the 16th century to serve 
as a royal palace. Visitors can also see the 
Louvre pyramid when they take the main 
entrance to the Louvre Museum. The glass 
pyramid structure was installed in 1988 to 
provide light into the underground lobby 
of the museum.

known by many are lined along this street; 
some of the biggest names include, Hard 
Rock Café, Louis Vuitton, Sephora, etc. The 
Avenue des Champs-Elysees has also been 
the setting for major events such as the 
Bastille Day military parade, the arrival of the 
Tour de France and the Christmas lights. In 
addition to housing well known stores and 
eateries, the famed avenue has some of the 
top museums in the world. Conclude your 
visit to the Avenue des Champs-Elysees by 
climbing to the Arc de Triomphe - a triumphal 
arch that stands imposingly to commemorate 
the soldiers and generals who lost their lives 
fighting for France during the Napoleonic 
Wars.
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GERMANY 
BELGIUM
AMSTERDAM

9D6N
ECCGAS

COST SAVER

FOLLOW US....
Witness the remarkable sights 

of Germany, Belgium and 
Amsterdam. Whether it’s the 
timeless Rothenburg ob der 
tauber or the idyllic city of 
Bruges, there’s something 
anyone looking to explore 

and experience the 
wonders of Central 

Europe. 

Travel Validity Period:
1st Apr 2020 – 31st Oct 2020ROTHENBURG OB DER TAUBER, GERMANY



 

Meal Plan

 EXCLUSIVES
• Gro o Visit
• Canal Cruise
• Keukenhof visit during 
 21 Mar - 10 May 2020
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6 Breakfasts, 4 Dinners

DELICACIES

HIGHLIGHTS

3-4★ HOTELS

 

GERMANY
AUGSBURG
• Town Hall and Perlachturm
• The Fuggerei
• Fuggers City Palace

ROTHENBURG OB DER TAUBER
• St. Jakob’s Church
• Town Hall

WÜRZBURG
• Würzburg Residence
• Court Gardens
• Alte Mainbrücke
• Fortress Marienberg
• St. Mary’s Church

COLOGNE
• Cologne Cathedral
• Town Square

BELGIUM
DINANT
• Gro o (Entrance included)
• Pont Charles de Gaulle
• Collégiale Notre-Dame de Dinant

BRUSSELS
• La Grand-Place
• Manneken Pis

KINDERDIJK

• Cube House
• Markthal Ro erdam

NETHERLANDS

AMSTERDAM
• Canal Cruise
• Diamond factory

 

DAY 4 
RHINELAND COLOGNE DINANT 
Breakfast

 

DAY 1
HOME MUNICH 
Meals on Board
Assemble at the airport and take-off to 

Munich, Bavaria’s bustling capital. 

In the morning, travel to the cultural capital 

of Rhineland, Cologne. It is also one of the 

busiest and oldest cities in Germany. View 

the Cologne Cathedral which was declared 

a World Heritage Site in 1996. Spend the 

rest of the time at your leisure in Cologne 

or you may also wish to join an optional 

tour to Roermond Designer Outlet and 

indulge yourself in a shopping spree to 

enjoy goods at a discounted price. Travel 

to Dinant, home of the most beautiful 

caves in Belgium and the birthplace of 

the inventor of saxophone, for an overnight 

stay.

Optional: Roermond Designer Outlet  

DAY 2 

Travel to Augsburg – a city in Swabia, 

Bavaria, Germany. It was a Free Imperial 

City for over 500 years, and is notable for 

the Augsburg Confession. Embark on a 

Augsburg tour, view the Town Hall and 

Perlachturm. Spend the night at Augsburg. 

MUNICH AUGSBURG
Meals on Board, Dinner

DAY 3 

Breakfast, Dinner
Head to Rothenburg ob der tauber a 

German town in northern Bavaria known 

for its medieval architecture. Half - 

timbered houses line the cobblestone 

lanes of this old town. The town walls 

include many preserved gated houses 

and towers, plus a covered walkway on 

top. St. Jakob’s Church houses an 

intricate, late Gothic altarpiece by 

woodcarver Tilman Riemenschneider. 

Head to Würzburg for a sightseeing tour 

to visit the popular attractions such as the 

UNESCO World Heritage Site Würzburg 

Residence and its gorgeous Court 

Gardens, Alte Mainbrücke, Fortress 

Marienberg as well as St. Mary’s Church. 

Spend the night in Rhineland.

AUGSBURG ROTHENBURG
WÜRZBURG RHINELAND   

DAY 5
DINANT BRUSSELS
Breakfast, Mussels Dinner
Begin your day with a visit of the Grotto, 
walk to Pont Charles de Gaulle and take 
a picturesque postcard photo of this 
beautiful city. Don’t forget to capture the 
local icon of the city, Collégiale 
Notre-Dame de Dinant. Spend some time 
strolling along the streets in the city. Head 
to Brussels for an orientation tour and take 
in sights of the Royal Palace of Brussels, 
the official palace of the King and Queen of 
the Belgians. Next, take a jaunt through the 
La Grand-Place, a market square featuring 
architecture of an eclectic blend of 
Western artistic styles, which would lead 
you to the renowned Manneken Pis, a 
small sculpture depicting a naked boy 
urinating into a water fountain that 
represents the rebellious spirit of the city 
of Brussels.

NETHERLANDS

BELGIUM

GERMANY

MunichAugsburg

Brussel

Dinant 

Amsterdam
1

1
1

1

1

Flight path
Traverse by coach

Featured destinations
Overnight stays 1

Rothenburg 
Rhineland  

Würzburg

Cologne

KinderdijkRotterdam

1

ROTTERDAM
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CHURCH OF OUR LADY NEAR MEUSE RIVER, DINANT

DAY 6

Breakfast, Chinese Dinner
This morning, you may wish to make an 

optional visit to the charming city, Bruges. 

Afterwards, proceed to the World

Heritage Site of Kinderdijk to visit the

windmill area. The Mill Network at

Kinderdijk-Elshout houses the largest

concentration of old windmills in the

Netherlands. Next, travel to Rotterdam,

the second largest city in Netherlands.

The city is home to the most important

and the largest river port in Europe. Marvel

at the unique, innovative and eye-catching

Cube House which fortunately survived

the war. Next, visit Markthal Rotterdam,

the first indoor food market in the

Netherlands. Be amazed by the spectacular

graphic designs that covers the ceiling of

the spacious market hall. 

Optional: Bruges Tour

BRUSSELS KINDERDIJK
ROTTERDAM

 

DAY 7
ROTTERDAM AMSTERDAM
Breakfast

 

DAY 8
AMSTERDAM HOME
Breakfast 

Suggested Excursions:
Addi onal ac vi es that complement your holidays
will be at your own discre on and is en rely op onal.
* minimum group size may apply
• Roermond Designer Outlet €25
• Bruges €35
• Zaanse Schans + Volendam with Lunch : €59

Tipping Guideline: (based on 9D6N)
• €63 per person

 

Tour Amsterdam on a cruise through her 

famous canals and take a trip to a diamond 

factory. You may also wish to make an 

optional visit to Volendam, a fishing town 

in North Holland and Zaanse Schans, 

where you will be presented with an idyllic 

sight of traditional windmills, barns, 

cottages and museums built in typical 

Dutch architectural style. Watch how 

cheese and clog shoes are made in 

demonstrations by expert craftsmen skilled 

in these traditional crafts. 

Optional: Zaanse Schans and Volendam 
Tour with lunch

Enjoy the rest of the day at leisure till is time to 

transfer to the airport for your flight home.

DAY 9 

HOME SWEET HOME
We hope you enjoyed your vacation with our 

company and we look forward to seeing you 

again for your next trip.

Note:
• Keukenhof garden visit is a special inclusion during  
 the Keukenhof season. There will be no other  
 replacement tour outside Keukenhof season. 
• A minimum group size of 20 passengers is required
 for a confirmed departure.
• The sequence of the i nerary, flight schedules and
 hotels are subject to change without prior no ce in
 the event of unforeseen circumstances.
• Ac vi es are subject to weather condi ons.
• During major events, accommoda on may be
 relocated to outside of the city or in another city
 without prior no ce



EXPLORE THE ART OF DIAMOND POLISHING

Discover 175 years of craftsmanship at the oldest 
diamond polishing factory in the world

✓ Free guided diamond tours 
✓ Home of the Koh-I-Noor 
✓ The Royal 201 diamond

Royal Coster Diamonds · Paulus Potterstraat 2-6 · 1071 CZ Amsterdam · The Netherlands · +31 (0) 20 305 5555 
 www.costerdiamonds.com · info@costerdiamonds.com · Opening hours: 9.00 am - 5.00 pm,  7 days a week

✓ The Royal 201 diamond

ulus Potterstraat 2-6 · 1071 CZ Amsterdam · The Nether
i f @ t di d O i h 9 00



Five Reasons to Make
Holland Your Next Travel Destination!

Be it big or small, the adventures of the Netherlands are 
anything but dull and boring. 

Holland
Holland, or The Netherlands, is more often than not symbolized by two things – tulips and cycling! Whilst these associa-

tions stand true of this country, one has to acknowledge that the beautiful country is al.so home to cosy cafes, stunning 

architecture, historical windmills, a vibrant arts scene, and of course – delectable cuisine. We’ve rounded up a few 

must-sees during your time in this idyllic country littered with romantic and picturesque canals. 

FEATURE
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Prepare for a floral showcase like no other at Keukenhof. As one of the largest spring 

gardens in the world, it’s no surprise that this attraction draws visitors by the thousands to 

its flower fields comprised of tulips, daffodils and hyacinths every year. The 32-hectare 

ground carpeted with over seven million spring flowers of every colour and size offers a 

sight that you soon won’t forget. Apart from the expansive and vibrantly coloured flower 

fields, there are several shows and other interesting events that will keep you occupied for 

the duration of your visit. The family-friendly attraction also comes with a petting farm, 

maze, and a playground to keep the little ones engaged and entertained. Besides display-

ing an unforgettable showcase, the park also acts as a platform for business exchanges 

between growers and floricultural and tourist organisations, which is imperative for the 

continuation of the festival. Keukenhof was first established as a spring park in 1949, when 

a group flower growers and exporters came together to turn the estate into an exhibit.

The park changes its theme every year – its upcoming theme of 2018 being Romance in 

Flowers, which is centred around the idea of spending somewhere romantic with your 

loved one. And since red rose has long been associated with love and romance, visitors 

can also expect the rose show to be bigger and better than ever. This season’s Keukenhof 

will also host a classical music festival called Romance at Keukenhof.

Keukenhof

Slip away from the cityscape and ease into 

the pace of village-life at Giethoorn. Here, 

you will be able to take in the beauty of the 

canals, thatched-roof farmhouses and tall 

old wooden bridges as you stroll through 

Giethoorn’s simple, yet gripping beauty. 

The serenity is almost unreal and a real 

welcome change from the hustle and 

bustle of city life. This village is car-free, 

which means you can’t hop into a car to 

drive around the village – a great limitation 

because Giethoorn keeps its quaint ways 

fixed, even to its visitors. The best way to 

experience Giethoorn would either be by 

taking a leisurely stroll, or getting on board 

a canal cruise, where you will get a local 

guide to share with you a little more about 

the history and culture behind this wonder-

ful slice of paradise. 

Giethoorn

Embark on a memorable journey to the 

fairytale destination of Zaanse Schans. 

Steeped in colourful history, the neighbour-

hood in the Dutch town of Zaandam will 

take you back in time. It’s hard not to feel 

nostalgic as you explore the quaint 

offerings of this place. If you would like to 

take in the sights of this compact village, 

the narrow stairs leading up to the deck of 

the mill provide a stunning vista of the 

entire area. Apart from offering breathtaking 

views, the windmills are the main source of 

production, where freshly ground spices 

and flour are milled. 

Zaanse Schans

The massive Markthal Rotterdam is the 

largest weekly open market in Rotterdam 

that sells everything from fresh produce to 

hardwares. Occupying the ground floor is 

the market itself, while the upper floors 

house the outstanding arch of apartments 

that are hard to miss. Besides the seamless 

blending of modern architecture and the 

captivating graphic designs that adorn the 

walls and ceilings of the structure, the 

Markthal Rotterdam spoils the average 

visitor with its various and generous 

selections of cheeses, restaurants and 

international cuisines. 

Markthal Rotterdam
The miniature park and tourist attraction in The 

Hague, Netherlands is renowned for its minia-

ture scale models of the popular highlights of 

the country, to the playful activities that can be 

enjoyed by the whole family.  If you have a 

penchant for trains, then you’re in for a treat! 

This place also houses mini train stations of 

Rotterdam, Utrecht and Groningen Central. See 

the trains, railway tracks, platforms and even 

models of people waiting for trains crafted in 

painstakingly detail. Additionally, while here you 

can take some time to discover Holland’s 

heritage through its replicas of the Royal Palace 

on Dam Square, canal houses, the Rijksmuseum 

and Anne Frank’s house.

Madurodam
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FOCUSED
COUNTRY

Premier
Lounge

INSIGHTS OF 
NETHERLANDS

10D7N
ECAMSS

FOLLOW US....
Experience the enigmatic and 

enchanting splendours of 
Holland and its most famous 

cities. Explore Amsterdam 
via a canal cruise and be 

captivated by the outstanding 
John Frost Bridge as you 
traverse across Holland

in this 10-day tour.

Travel Validity Period:
1st Apr 2020 – 31st Oct 2020KEUKENHOF, LISSE, NETHERLANDS



Featured destinations
Overnight stays 1 2

Flight path
Traverse by coach

Zaanse Schans

Giethoorn 

Amsterdam

GREAT BRITAIN

NETHERLANDS

BELGIUM

FRANCE

Amersfoort 

Groningen  

Baarle

Rotterdam

Delft
The Hague

2

1

Maastricht1

1

2

 

Meal Plan

 EXCLUSIVES
• 2N Ro erdam, 2N Amsterdam
• Baarle, Border Town of 
 Netherlands & Belgium
• Keukenhof visit during
 21 Mar – 10 May 2020

*Note: Hotels subject to final confirma on. Should there 
 be changes, customers will be offered accommoda on 
 similar to this list.

Breakfast, Chinese Dinner
In the morning, embark on an orientation 

tour in the most complicated border town 

in the world, Baarle. Remarkably, the town 

is made up of Belgian enclaves within the 

southern part of Netherlands, but within the 

bigger enclaves there are also a few Dutch 

enclaves – pretty confusing isn't it? Learn 

how to differentiate which part of the town 

is in which country from your tour manager 

as you walk down the streets. Spend some 

free time to do some shopping, or you may 

wish to join an optional visit to Cologne, 

Germany. Spend the night in Rotterdam, 

the second largest city in the Netherlands.

Optional: Cologne City

 
MAASTRICHT BAARLE
ROTTERDAM

DAY 5

7 Breakfasts, 1 Lunch, 4 Dinners

AMSTERDAM
• Zaanse Schans
• Diamond factory
• Canal cruise
GRONINGEN
• Market Square
• Mar nitoren
• Mar n’s Church
• Town Hall
GIETHOORN
AMERSFOORT
• Koppelpoort
• Muurhuizen Street
• Onze Lieve Vrouwetoren
ROERMOND DESIGNER OUTLET
MAASTRICHT
• Dominicanen Bookstore
ROTTERDAM
• Cube House
• Markthal Ro erdam
DELFT
• Del ware factory
THE HAGUE
• Madurodam (Entrance Included)
• Parliament House
• Interna onal Criminal Court 
• Peace Palace
AALSMEER
• Royal FloraHolland (Entrance Included)
KEUKENHOF (Entrance Included)

DELICACIES

HIGHLIGHTS

4★ HOTELS
GRONINGEN Mercure Hotel
AMERSFOORT Van Der Valk
MAASTRICH NH Hotel
ROTTERDAM NH Hotel
AMSTERDAM Best Western Plus Hotel

NETHERLANDS

DAY 1
HOME AMSTERDAM 
Assemble at the airport and take-off to 
Amsterdam.

DAY 2

 

AMSTERDAM ZAANSE SCHANS
GRONINGEN

Meals on Board, Dinner
Start your day with a visit to Zaanse Schans 

where you will be presented with an idyllic 

scene of traditional windmills, barns, 

cottages and museums built in typical 

Dutch architectural style. Watch how 

cheese and clog shoes are made in 

demonstrations by expert craftsmen

skilled in these traditional crafts. In the 

afternoon, tour the capital of Netherlands, 

as you explore Amsterdam on a cruise 

through her famous canals before going 

on a trip to a diamond factory. Travel to 

Groningen to stay for the night. 

Breakfast, Lunch
Spend some time exploring the university city 

of Groningen, arrive at the Market Square 

where you will find the highest church 

steeple in the city – the Martinitoren, the 

Martin’s Church and the Town Hall. Next, 

get away from the bustling city life and find 

some respite in the beautiful and idyllic 

Giethoorn village. Be mesmerized as you 

stroll along the canals, pass by ancient 

thatched-roof farmhouse and cross over 

the tall old wooden bridges.

Spend some time exploring the university city 

of Groningen, arrive at the Market Square 

where you will find the highest church 

steeple in the city – the Martinitoren, the 

Martin’s Church and the Town Hall. Next, 

get away from the bustling city life and find 

some respite in the beautiful and idyllic 

Giethoorn village. Be mesmerized as you 

stroll along the canals, pass by ancient 

thatched-roof farmhouse and cross over 

the tall old wooden bridges.

DAY 3

GRONINGEN GIETHOORN 
AMERSFOORT

Breakfast, Dinner

 DAY 4
AMERSFOORT ROERMOND 
DESIGNER OUTLET MAASTRICHT

Begin your day in Amersfoort with a visit to 

the city's most iconic architectural feature, 

Koppelpoort, a combination of land and 

water-gates. Next, stroll along Muurhuizen 

Street, where you will find the most 

beautiful medieval houses in town, before 

seeing Onze Lieve Vrouwetoren, the third 

highest church tower in the country. 

Thereafter, indulge in a shopping spree at 

Roermond Designer Outlet with great buys 

of up to 70% discount. Then proceed to 

Maastrict, one of the oldest cities in 

Netherlands, to visit the Dominicanen 

Bookstore, which looks like a beautiful 

Gothic church from the outside.
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10D7N INSIGHTS OF NETHERLANDS

 

This morning, travel to Delft, a beautiful 

town best known for its blue and white 

ceramics known as ‘’Delftware’’. Visit a 

Delft Blue pottery factory for more insights 

on how Delftware are produced. Next, visit 

Madurodam, a miniature city that 

showcases Netherland’s highlights to scale. 

Discover The Hague, home of the royal 

family and seat of the Dutch government. 

Marvel at the majestic diplomatic buildings 

such as the Parliament House, 

International Criminal Court, and the 

Peace Palace, which is set among relaxing 

lush green spaces in the city. Travel back to 

Rotterdam to view the unique, innovative 

and eye-catching Cube House, which 

fortunately survived the war. Next, visit 

Markthal Rotterdam, the first indoor food 

market in Netherlands. The spectacularly 

designed ceiling of the spacious market 

hall is a combination of apartments in the 

canopy.

DAY 6 
ROTTERDAM DELFT
THE HAGUE ROTTERDAM 
Breakfast

Spend the morning free at leisure, or you

may join an optional tour to the charming

city of Belgium, Bruges. A picturesque city

whose charms sneak up on you 

unexpectedly, Bruges has plenty of 

jaw-dropping, beautiful architecture to

admire. Travel to Amsterdam for the 

night's stay.

Optional: Bruges

DAY 7

 

ROTTERDAM AMSTERDAM
Breakfast, Chinese Dinner

AMSTERDAM, NETHERLANDS

GIETHOORN, NETHERLANDS

Set off to Aalsmeer, The Royal Flora 

Auction, to catch the world's biggest flower 

auction in action! Next up, visit Keukenhof, 

the most beautiful spring garden in the 

world filled with blooming tulips. Spend the 

afternoon free at leisure for some shopping 

or sightseeing, with a possible chance of 

visiting the infamous red light district in 

Amsterdam. You may also wish to make an 

optional visit to Volendam, a quaint fishing 

town in North Holland well-known for its 

traditional costumes and vibrant Dutch 

music scene.

DAY 8
AMSTERDAM AALSMEER
AMSTERDAM
Breakfast

Note: Early departure on this day in order to 
catch the flower auction, expect box 
breakfast. The Keukenhof garden visit is only 
during the Keukenhof season, from 21st 
March 2020 to 10th May 2020.
Optional: Volendam Tour

Enjoy the rest of the day at leisure till it is 

time to transfer to the airport for your flight 

home.

We hope you enjoyed your vacation with 

our company and we look forward to 

seeing you again for your next trip.

Notes: 
• Keukenhof garden visit is a special inclusion during 

the Keukenhof season. There will be no other 
replacement tour outside Keukenhof season. 

• A minimum group size of 15 passengers is required
 for a confirmed departure.
• The sequence of the i nerary, flight schedules and
 hotels are subject to change without prior no ce in
 the event of unforeseen circumstances.
• Ac vi es are subject to weather condi ons.
• During major events, accommoda on may be
 relocated to outside of the city or in another city
 without prior no ce.

DAY 10
HOME SWEET HOME

Breakfast
AMSTERDAM HOME
DAY 9

Suggested Excursions: 
Addi onal ac vi es that complement your holidays 
will be at your own discre on and is en rely op onal
*minimum group size may apply
• Cologne: € 35
• Bruges: € 49
• Volendam with Lunch : € 49

Tipping Guideline: (based on 10D7N)
• € 70 per person
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SWITZERLAND
BY TRAIN

EXPLORING

Chug along the scenic routes of Switzerland by train and 
let the railway tracks bring you to places beyond your wildest dreams!
Train travel is perhaps the most classic 
way to explore Switzerland to its fullest, 
so much so that it has become a 
quintessential feature of any Swiss 
vacation. Designed by English engineers 
in the heyday of tourism during the mid 
19th century, these scenic trains are 
specifically outfitted with panoramic 
windows or cars for sightseeing, unlike 
the ordinary trains in other European 
countries that run along regular routes 
through attractive scenery.

Switzerland has one of the longest and 
densest rail networks, as well as some of 
the most spectacular mountain railways 

in the whole of Europe. Its intricate rail 
network covers about 5,100km 
throughout Switzerland, made possible 
by using all kinds of technological
capabilities since the 19th century, such 
as cog railways, funiculars and cable cars. 
To access even the most remote village 
and other far-flung corners, custom-built 
antique railways using specialized systems 
and materials have beencarefully 
modernised to provide a thrillpacked
ride.

Travelling on a tight schedule? Not to 
worry, Swiss trains are notoriously 
punctual and you will almost never need 

to wait for your train. This is made 
possible due to Switzerland’s clock-face 
timetable, where trains depart at regular, 
periodically repeated intervals and are
closely linked with most public transport 
systems, in order to cut down on waiting 
times. This integrated timetable involves 
a train leaving hourly and a uniform 
symmetry minute on all routes.

All in all, Swiss train journeys have been 
made much more convenient and 
accessible, ensuring a delightful and 
unforgettable trip for everyone.



GRAND TRAIN TOUR 
OF SWITZERLAND 

11D8N ECSTTS

Singapore’s Most Inclusive, In-Depth and Comprehensive Switzerland tour!

FOLLOW US....
Embark on a 10-day grand train 

tour that will take you across 
Switzerland, from the financial 

centre of Zurich to the 
enchanting surrounds of 

Zermatt; the alluring sights 
and sounds will leave 

you completely 
dazzled.

RIFFELSEE LAKE REFLECTION OF MATTERHORN Travel Validity Period:
1st Apr 2020 - 31st Oct 2020

Premier
Lounge

Whisper
System



 

Meal Plan

 EXCLUSIVES
•  4 Scenic Train rides included! Glacier Express, Golden Pass Line, 
 Lucerne-Interlaken Express, Gornergrat Cog Railway
• Gornergrat 3089m
• Metro Alpin - World Highest Underground Train in the World!
• Restaurant Allalin 3500m - World Highest Revolving Restaurant! 
• Marmot Feeding!
• Walk with St. Bernard Dogs!
• Hotel to Hotel Porterage

*Note: Hotels subject to final confirma on. Should there 
 be changes, customers will be offered accommoda on 
 similar to this list.

8 Breakfasts, 1 Lunch, 5 Dinners

DELICACIES

HIGHLIGHTS

4★ HOTELS

 

SWITZERLAND
ST. MORTIZ
• Leaning Tower of St. Mor z
• Glacier Express 

ZERMATT
• Gornergrat 3089m
• Riffelsee Lake – Famous Reflec on 
 of Ma erhorn
• Ma erhorn Museum

SAAS-FEE
• Mi elallalin 3456m
• Restaurant Allalin 3500m
• Metro Alpin - highest underground 
 train in the world
• Marmot Feeding

MARTIGNY
• Barryland – Walk with St. Bernard dogs

BERNESE OBERLAND
• Lake Thun Boat Cruise
• Grindelwald

LUCERNE
• Old Chapel Bridge
• Lion Monument
• Glacier Garden Museum

ZURICH
• Swiss Na onal Museum
• Bahnhofstrasse

 

DAY 1
HOME ZURICH
Meals on Board
Assemble at the airport and depart for 

Zurich, Switzerland’s financial centre.

Upon arrival, drive to St. Moritz, one of the 

world’s most famous holiday resort at an 

elevation of 1856m. St. Moritz first became 

famous due to its mineral springs, which 

were discovered some 3,000 years ago, 

and established the town as a summer spa 

resort early on. Embark on an orientation 

tour of the city with your tour manager and 

view the unique Leaning Tower of St. 

Mortiz, which is vying for the title of the 

‘most inclined tower in Europe’.

Get set for an incredible ride onboard the 

Glacier Express – the world’s most famous 

panorama train. Travel in comfort as you 

traverse from the eastern to western Swiss 

Alps by train, a scenic 8-hour journey from 

St. Moritz to Zermatt. The route brings you 

through 91 tunnels and across 291 bridges, 

bringing you panoramic views of snow 

-capped mountains, breathtaking rivers, 

peaceful alpine pastures, magical castles, 

and charming villages. You will then enjoy a 

three-course lunch onboard the train. 

Arrive in Zermatt, where you will spend the 

night.

DAY 2 

ZURICH ST. MORITZ
Dinner 

Breakfast, Lunch – 3 course menu on board, Dinner

DAY 3 

ST. MORITZ GLACIER EXPRESS
ZERMATT 

ST. MORTIZ Crystal

ZERMATT Antares

SAAS-FEE Sasserhof

MONTREUX Royal Plaza

GRINDELWALD Sunstar

LUCERNE Continental Park

ZURICH AIRPORT Movenpick

ST. MORTIZ Crystal

ZERMATT Antares

SAAS-FEE Sasserhof

MONTREUX Royal Plaza

GRINDELWALD Sunstar

LUCERNE Continental Park

ZURICH AIRPORT Movenpick
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Note: St. Moritz will be replaced with Davos if hotel 
accommoda on is not available and the Glacier Express ride will 
begin from Davos on the following day.

1
Featured destinations

Overnight stays

Traverse by Train
Traverse by Scenic Train

Flight path
Traverse by coach

Traverse by Boat

St. Moritz

Zurich

Lucerne

Saas Fee

Martigny

Zermatt

Interlaken
Spiez

Montreux

Grindelwald

1

1

1

1

11

2

SWITZERLAND

Glacier Express
Golden Pass Line

Lucerne-Interlaken Express



11D8N GRAND TRAIN TOUR OF SWITZERLAND 

DAY 5

ZERMATT SAAS-FEE
Breakfast

Breakfast, Chinese Dinner

DAY 6
SAAS-FEE BARRYLAND
MONTREUX

DAY 7
MONTREUX GOLDEN PASS 
LINE THUNERSEE BOAT RIDE
INTERLAKEN GRINDELWALD
Breakfast, 4-course Swiss Fondue Dinner
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Travel to Saas-Fee by bus, a resort village 
that is also known as ‘’The Pearl of the 
Alps’’. Located at an altitude of 1800m 
above sea level and surrounded by 13 

Travel to Saas-Fee by bus, a resort village 
that is also known as ‘’The Pearl of the 
Alps’’. Located at an altitude of 1800m 
above sea level and surrounded by 13 

Spend the morning free at leisure to 
explore on your own, or you may wish to 
join an optional glacier walking tour with a 
guide to enjoy the marvellous nature that 
Saas-Fee has to offer! Not to worry, 
professional equipment will be provided, 
and the terrain is pretty flat so it won't be 
too strenuous. In the afternoon, 

Spend the morning free at leisure to 
explore on your own, or you may wish to 
join an optional glacier walking tour with a 
guide to enjoy the marvellous nature that 
Saas-Fee has to offer! Not to worry, 
professional equipment will be provided, 
and the terrain is pretty flat so it won't be 
too strenuous. In the afternoon, 

Enjoy the best leg of the Golden Pass Line, 

which starts with the Mediterranean 

ambience of Montreux before the train 

begins its climb above the lake and passes 

through a tunnel. Coming out at the other 

end, you’ll find yourself among alpine 

forests, bubbling mountain springs and 

picturesque mountain villages. The train 

then continues to Zweisimmen, 

transporting you through fairy-tale 

landscapes. After which, board the scenic 

cruise ride on the clear, blue waters of 

Lake Thun, the largest lake in the Bernese 

Oberland entirely located in the Canton of 

Bern. Admire stunning vistas of green 

meadows, forests, majestic alps as well as 

the eternally white peaks of the Eiger, 

Mönch and Jungfrau beyond. Continue on 

your journey by train from Interlaken up to 

Grindelwald – a well-known mountain 

village which lies at the foot of the iconic 

north face of Eiger Mountain. Enjoy a stroll 

along its picturesque street surrounded by 

towering mountains.

Enjoy the best leg of the Golden Pass Line, 

which starts with the Mediterranean 

ambience of Montreux before the train 

begins its climb above the lake and passes 

through a tunnel. Coming out at the other 

end, you’ll find yourself among alpine 

forests, bubbling mountain springs and 

picturesque mountain villages. The train 

then continues to Zweisimmen, 

transporting you through fairy-tale 

landscapes. After which, board the scenic 

cruise ride on the clear, blue waters of 

Lake Thun, the largest lake in the Bernese 

Oberland entirely located in the Canton of 

Bern. Admire stunning vistas of green 

meadows, forests, majestic alps as well as 

the eternally white peaks of the Eiger, 

Mönch and Jungfrau beyond. Continue on 

your journey by train from Interlaken up to 

Grindelwald – a well-known mountain 

village which lies at the foot of the iconic 

north face of Eiger Mountain. Enjoy a stroll 

along its picturesque street surrounded by 

towering mountains.

Note: The walk to Riffelsee Lake depends on the condi ons on 
the ground, if it is covered with thick snow, it is not possible to 
walk to the lake.

Note: Feeding of Marmots is only available star ng end-April 
2020 to mid-October 2020. There will be no replacement for 
departure outside this ming. Marmots are wild animals, there is 
no guarantee of seeing them despite the high chances of seeing it.

After breakfast, board the world’s first fully 

electrified cog railway – the Gornergrat 

Bahn – which starts from the village centre 

in Zermatt, through verdant forests and 

lovely meadows up to the Gornergat 

(3,089m). Here, you’ll find Switzerland’s 

highest hotel, the 3100 Kulmhotel 

Gornergrat. From the observation platform, 

you’ll be treated to magnificent views of the 

Monte Rosa massif with Switzerland’s 

highest peak (Dufourspitze, 4,634 m); the 

second-largest glacier in the Alps, the Gorner 

Glacier; and a total of 29 mountains above 

4,000 m, including the Matterhorn in all its 

glory. Afterwards, continue your journey 

down to Rotenboden station for a 

15-minute gentle downhill trek that leads you 

to the lake of Riffelsee (2,757m). The placid 

waters of the lake reflect the majestic and 

jagged Matterhorn, one of nature’s finest 

spectacles. In the afternoon, visit the 

Matterhorn Museum for a deeper insight 

into the history and development of Zermatt.

visit Barryland – home to the famous St. 
Bernard dogs! You’ll get to explore the 
history of the Swiss national dog, watch 
the dogs frolic around in the park grounds, 
stroke a St. Bernard and even have a 
picture taken with them! Thereafter, travel 

to Montreux to rest for the night.
Optional: Glacier Walking Tour

visit Barryland – home to the famous St. 
Bernard dogs! You’ll get to explore the 
history of the Swiss national dog, watch 
the dogs frolic around in the park grounds, 
stroke a St. Bernard and even have a 
picture taken with them! Thereafter, travel 

to Montreux to rest for the night.
Optional: Glacier Walking Tour

four-thousand-metre peaks, its breathtaking 
landscape of beautiful mountains and 
glaciers is simply amazing to behold. Go for 

a ride on Metro Alpin, the highest 

underground train in the world to reach the 

Mittelallalin (3456m), a summit on one of 
the most famous peaks of all, The Allalinhorn 
(4027m). Take a breather as you sip a cup of 
coffee or enjoy a glass of champagne at the 

highest revolving restaurant in the world, 
3,500m above sea level. Aside from the 
sumptuous cuisine, Restaurant Allalin offers 
glorious views of seemingly endless 
mountain peaks that transforms as the 
restaurant revolves 360-degrees hourly. After 
which, get your hearts and cameras ready 
for an endearing animal encounter where 

you’ll get the chance to feed the marmots 
of Saas-Fee. Marmots are a protected 
species in Saas-Fee with no natural 
predators, thus they are extremely friendly to 
the point where you can feed them and 
even pat them.

four-thousand-metre peaks, its breathtaking 
landscape of beautiful mountains and 
glaciers is simply amazing to behold. Go for 

a ride on Metro Alpin, the highest 

underground train in the world to reach the 

Mittelallalin (3456m), a summit on one of 
the most famous peaks of all, The Allalinhorn 
(4027m). Take a breather as you sip a cup of 
coffee or enjoy a glass of champagne at the 

highest revolving restaurant in the world, 
3,500m above sea level. Aside from the 
sumptuous cuisine, Restaurant Allalin offers 
glorious views of seemingly endless 
mountain peaks that transforms as the 
restaurant revolves 360-degrees hourly. After 
which, get your hearts and cameras ready 
for an endearing animal encounter where 

you’ll get the chance to feed the marmots 
of Saas-Fee. Marmots are a protected 
species in Saas-Fee with no natural 
predators, thus they are extremely friendly to 
the point where you can feed them and 
even pat them.

DAY 4
ZERMATT GORNERGRAT
ZERMATT
Breakfast

MARMOT FEEEDINGGLACIER WALK



 

Suggested Excursions:
Addi onal ac vi es that complement your holidays
will be at your own discre on and is en rely op onal.
* minimum group size may apply
• Glacier Walk CHF190
 (Outside 27th June 2020 – 27th Sep 2020, there 
 will be an addi onal charge of CHF 30 per person)
• Jungfraujoch – ''Top of Europe'' CHF 179/ CHF 139

Tipping Guideline: (based on 11D8N)
• CHF77 per person

DAY 10
ZURICH HOME
Breakfast 
Enjoy the rest of the day at leisure till is time to 

transfer to the airport for your flight home.

DAY 11

HOME SWEET HOME
We hope you enjoyed your vacation with our 

company and we look forward to seeing you 

again for your next trip.

Note:
•  A minimum group size of 15 passengers is required
 for a confirmed departure.
• The sequence of the i nerary, flight schedules and
 hotels are subject to change without prior no ce in
 the event of unforeseen circumstances.
• Mountain ac vi es are subject to weather
 condi ons.
• Feeding of Marmots is only available from end-
 April to mid-October.
• During major events, accommoda on may be
 re-located to outside of the city or in another city
 without prior no ce.
• No porterage service/transfer service will be
 provided on the arrival/departure day.
• Porterage luggage is limited to one piece per person.
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DAY 8
GRINDELWALD LUCERNE
INTERLAKEN EXPRESS LUCERNE
Breakfast, Dinner
Spend the morning at leisure exploring on 

your own, or you may choose to join an 

optional excursion to ascend the famous 

‘’Top of Europe’’ – Jungfraujoch. You will be 

able to explore the Ice Palace with its 

timeless sculptures, walk through the tunnel 

of Alpine Sensation and tread on the biggest 

glacier in Switzerland. Afterwards, hop on the 

Lucerne-Interlaken Express for an 

unforgettable journey right into the heart of 

Switzerland, Lucerne. This scenic ride takes 

you along the shores of crystal-clear lakes 

(no less than five!), past romantic waterfalls 

and over the magnificent Brünig mountain 

pass. After experiencing some of the most 

spectacular views the Swiss Alps have to offer 

through the large panoramic windows, you 

will arrive at your destination for the night.

Optional: Jungfraujoch

Spend the morning at leisure exploring on 

your own, or you may choose to join an 

optional excursion to ascend the famous 

‘’Top of Europe’’ – Jungfraujoch. You will be 

able to explore the Ice Palace with its 

timeless sculptures, walk through the tunnel 

of Alpine Sensation and tread on the biggest 

glacier in Switzerland. Afterwards, hop on the 

Lucerne-Interlaken Express for an 

unforgettable journey right into the heart of 

Switzerland, Lucerne. This scenic ride takes 

you along the shores of crystal-clear lakes 

(no less than five!), past romantic waterfalls 

and over the magnificent Brünig mountain 

pass. After experiencing some of the most 

spectacular views the Swiss Alps have to offer 

through the large panoramic windows, you 

will arrive at your destination for the night.

Optional: Jungfraujoch

DAY 9
LUCERNE ZURICH
Breakfast
Embark on an orientation tour of Lucerne 
with your tour manager. Visit the Old 
Chapel Bridge – the oldest wooden bridge 
in Switzerland, Old Town Lucerne with its 
unspoiled buildings covered with colourful 
murals and the Lion Monument. Then, 
make your way to the Glacier Garden 
Museum, which was discovered in 1872. 
Here, you’ll find glacial potholes that date 
back to the Ice Age. Continue on to Zurich, 
the lively city of Switzerland, and join an 
orientation tour to discover its fascinating 
attractions and sights. From its diverse 
cuisine to its historical highlights, Zurich has 
something for everyone. Drop by the Swiss 
National Museum, one of the most 
prominent art museums that encompass 
the cultural history of Europe. Afterwards, 
proceed to Zurich Airport for an overnight 
stay.

Embark on an orientation tour of Lucerne 
with your tour manager. Visit the Old 
Chapel Bridge – the oldest wooden bridge 
in Switzerland, Old Town Lucerne with its 
unspoiled buildings covered with colourful 
murals and the Lion Monument. Then, 
make your way to the Glacier Garden 
Museum, which was discovered in 1872. 
Here, you’ll find glacial potholes that date 
back to the Ice Age. Continue on to Zurich, 
the lively city of Switzerland, and join an 
orientation tour to discover its fascinating 
attractions and sights. From its diverse 
cuisine to its historical highlights, Zurich has 
something for everyone. Drop by the Swiss 
National Museum, one of the most 
prominent art museums that encompass 
the cultural history of Europe. Afterwards, 
proceed to Zurich Airport for an overnight 
stay.

11D8N GRAND TRAIN TOUR OF SWITZERLAND 

 

ST. BERNARD DOGVIEW OF LAKE THUN, SWITZERLAND

GLACIER EXPRESS
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SWITZERLAND FUN9D6N
ECCSWS

COST SAVER

FOLLOW US....
There’s all sorts of fun waiting 

for you in Switzerland; from the 
wonderful delights of Cailler 
chocolate to frolicking in the 
snow with St. Bernard dogs. 

VIEW FROM OLD CHAPEL BRIDGE, LUCERNE, SWITZERLAND

COUNTRY
FOCUSED

Travel Validity Period:
1st Apr 2020 - 31st Oct 2020



 

Meal Plan
6 Breakfasts, 4 Dinners

DELICACIES

HIGHLIGHTS

3★ HOTELS
 

SWITZERLAND
FOXTOWN FACTORY STORES

ZERMATT
• View of Ma erhorn

MARTIGNY
• Barryland Dog Museum (op onal)

MAISON CAILLER
• Chocolate Tas ng (Entrance included)

INTERLAKEN
• View overlooking the Jungfrau

ZURICH
• Old Town
• Bahnhofstrasse

SCHAFFHAUSEN
• Rhine Falls

LUCERNE
• Old Chapel Bridge
• Old Town
• Lion Monument
• Bucherer

 

DAY 4
AIGLE GRUYÉRES MAISON 
CAILLER BERNESE OBERLAND
Breakfast

Breakfast, Dinner

DAY 1
HOME MILAN
Meals on Board

Spend the morning at leisure or you may 
wish to join an optional visit to Barryland, 
home to the famous St. Bernard dogs and 
get to explore the history of the Swiss 
national dog, watch the dogs frolic around 
in the park grounds, stroke a St. Bernard 
and even have a picture taken with them! In 
the afternoon, visit the Callier Chocolate 
Factory – where all your senses can be 
immersed in the wonderful world of Callier 
chocolate and hear the fascinating tales of 
François-Louis Cailler, who brought the 
first Chocolate recipe to Switzerland in 
1819, complete with a tasting of Callier 
chocolate. Next, visit a cheese factory 
where you can discover the traditional style 
of cheese making. Learn the secret why 
Swiss cheese is so famous while watching 
the cheese makers in action. Travel to 
Bernese Oberland for the night.
Optional: Barryland Dog Museum

DAY 2 

Kick off your trip with a visit to the Foxtown 

Factory Stores for a spot of shopping, with 

over 160 stores of the most prestigious 

brands of clothing, sportswear, houseware 

and accessories at discounts of 30 to 70 

percent. Retire for the night in Brig.

After breakfast, travel to Tasch and take a

train to Zermatt, an old, idyllic village

nestled in a deep valley enclosed between

steep mountains, situated right at the foot

of the Matterhorn mountain. A unique,

car-free destination that is best explored on

foot, Zermatt draws you in with its 

charming cobbled streets and lovely 

horse-drawn carriages – a scene straight 

out of a storybook. Enjoy some free time to 

explore Zermatt at your leisure. Spend the 

night in Aigle.

Make your way to Interlaken for an 

orientation tour of the scenic resort town 

MILAN FOXTOWN BRIG
Meals on Board, Dinner

DAY 3 
BRIG ZERMATT AIGLE

DAY 5

Breakfast, Dinner

BERNESE OBERLAND
INTERLAKEN BERNESE OBERLAND

EXCLUSIVES
• Foxtown Factory Stores
• Cheese Factory
• Cailler Chocolate Factory

Assemble at the airport and jet off to Milan 
for your long-awaited vacation.

2

Flight path

Traverse by coach

Featured destinations

Overnight stays

ITALY

SWITZERLAND

Milan

2

11

Brig

FoxtownZermatt

Aigle

Gruyères

Bernese Oberland

Lucerne

2 Zug

Zurich

 Schaffhausen
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GRUYÉRES
• La Maison du Gruyères (Entrance included)



 

9D6N SWITZERLAND FUN

 

DAY 6

BERNESE OBERLAND LUCERNE
ZUG

Breakfast, Dinner

Suggested Excursions:
• Barryland Dog Museum: CHF59
• Jungfraujoch - ''Top of Europe'' : CHF199/CHF159
• Mt. Titlis: CHF139/CHF119
• Ti see with lunch: €49/€39

Tipping Guideline: (based on 9D6N)
• €63 per person

 

DAY 7
ZUG ZURICH
SCHAFFHAUSEN ZUG
Breakfast
Travel to Zurich, the largest city in 
Switzerland. Relish in the sights of the 
beautiful yet compact city, the marvellous 
architecture and the glittering turquoise 
lake. Take a stroll down the Old Town and 
drop by Bahnhofstrasse, a shopping 
avenue selling luxury goods. Then proceed 
to the largest waterfall in the whole of 
Europe – the wild, churning waters of the 
Rhine Falls in Schaffhausen. Thereafter, you 
may wish to join an optional tour to Lake 
Titisee in the Black Forest. 
Optional: Black Forest with lunch

Embark on an orientation tour of Lucerne 
with your tour manager – visit the Old 
Chapel Bridge, the oldest wooden bridge in 
Switzerland, and Old Town Lucerne with its 
unspoiled buildings covered with colourful 
murals. Here, you will also find Bucherer, the 
largest duty-free store in Switzerland. Later, 
drop by the Lion Monument – a monument 
to commemorate the valour of the Swiss 
mercenary soldiers who lost their lives while 

Breakfast, Meals on Board

DAY 8
ZUG HOME
Enjoy the rest of the day at leisure till it is 

time to transfer to the airport for your flight 

home. 

DAY 9

HOME SWEET HOME
We hope you enjoyed your vacation with 
our company and we look forward to 
seeing you again for your next trip.

Note:
• A minimum group size of 20 passengers is required 
 for a confirmed departure.
• The sequence of the i nerary, flight schedules and
 hotels are subject to change without prior no ce in
 the event of unforeseen circumstances.
• Mountain ac vi es are subject to weather condi ons.
• During major events, accommoda on may be
 relocated to outside of the city or in another city
 without prior no ce.
• Barryland Dog Museum is closed on 24th & 25th  
 December 2020.

that is presided over by the mighty Eiger, 

Mönch and Jungfrau mountains. Bask in 

the nature of the Bernese Oberland region 

with its picture-perfect landscapes 

accentuated by countless mountain peaks 

and glistening lakes. Enjoy the rest of the 

day free at leisure for some shopping or 

sightseeing at your pleasure. You may 

wish to join our recommended

optional trip to the “Top of Europe” on 

Jungfraujoch, where you will be blown 

away by the most amazing views of the 

Alpine wonderland.
Optional: Jungfraujoch
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ZERMATT VILLAGE, SWITZERLAND

serving King Louis XVI during the French 
Revolution. You may also wish to go on an 
optional trip to Mount Titlis to round up the 
day’s activities. Spend the night in Zug.
Optional: Mt. Titlis



FEATURE

Germany
Follow your heart to Bavaria as you fall in love with the 
beau ful places along Germany’s ‘Roman c Road’.

Be Enamoured 

A lovely scenic route that certainly lives up 

to its name, Germany’s ‘Romantic Road’ 

whisks you away on a journey to the most 

captivating spots, from medieval walled 

towns to ethereal fairytale castles that bring 

your princess dreams to life. The 

400-kilometre stretch takes you from 

Wurzburg to Füssen, winding through 

picturesque medieval towns, historic cities 

and sites, unspoiled nature and the most 

breathtaking, timeless landscapes. 

The moment you take your first step into 

Rothenburg ob der tauber, you’ll feel as 

your heart to BavaBava

with 

though you have transported back in time 

to a bygone era. Dating back to the 10th 

century, the town’s lasting romantic image 

saved it from destruction during World War 

II, hence its title as the most well-preserved 

town in Germany.

Half-timbered houses, stately churches and 

buildings and ever-impressive gates, towers 

and ramparts greet you on a leisurely stroll 

through the narrow streets of Rothenburg ob 

der tauber, all witnesses to a mighty imperial 

past. Go for a walk atop the medieval walls 

that encircle the entire town, or head up the 

historical Town Hall for a spectacular view 

over the region. You’ll also have to drop by 

St. Jakob’s Church – the historic Lutheran 

church is a stunning masterpiece famous for 

its high altar and significant relics. 

Wind your way along the Austrian border 

and you’ll stumble upon the sleepy village 

of Mittenwald, tucked away in a cul-de-sac 

amidst the magnificent peaks of the 

Bavarian Alps. Wander through the 

charming Alstadt (old town) and you’ll soon 

pick up the soothing sounds of a babbling 

brook. Its main street Obermarkt is 

seemingly frozen in time, with charming 

storybook lanes and houses adorned with 

ornate gables and brilliantly painted 

façades. Famed for its golden Baroque 

interior, the St. Peter and St. Paul Church is 

a prominent hallmark of Mittenwald, and its 

Lüftlmalerei (hand-painted) bell tower is a 

pretty sight to behold. 
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GERMANY 
WONDERLAND

10D7N
ECGWLS FOLLOW US....

Uncover the magical sights of 
Germany, from the quaint 

medieval town of Rothenburg 
ob der Tauber to the fairy-tale 
setting of Mittenwald and the 

fascinating underground 
realm of Salzbergwerk 

Berchtesgaden.

WURZBURG, GERMANY

COUNTRY
FOCUSED

Travel Validity Period:
1st Apr 2020 - 31st Oct 2020

Premier
Lounge



 

Meal Plan
7 Breakfasts, 1 Lunch, 5 Dinners

HIGHLIGHTS

4★ HOTELS

 

GERMANY
AUGSBURG
• Town Hall 
• Perlachturm

• St. Jakob’s Church
• Town Hall

DONAUWÖRTH

NÖRDLINGEN

DINKELSBÜHL

ROTHENBURG OB DER TAUBER

WÜRZBURG
• Würzburg Residence
• Court Gardens
• Alte Mainbrücke
• Fortress Marienberg
• St. Mary’s Church

• Lake Ti see in Black Forest
BADEN-WÜRTTEMBERG

• Neuschwanstein Castle
FUSSEN

• Old Town 
• Obermarkt
• Church of St. Peter and St. Paul

MITTENWALD

SALT MINE BERCHTESGADEN

MUNICH
• Thea nerkirche
• Na onal Theatre
• Marienplatz
• Town Hall
• St. Peter’s Church
• Frauenkirche 

 

DAY 1

Meals on Board
HOME MUNICH 

Assemble at the airport and depart for the 

capital of Bavaria - Munich. 

DAY 2 

Travel to Augsburg – the largest city on the 

Romantic Road and one of Germany’s 

oldest. Embark on a sightseeing tour to view 

the Town Hall and Perlachturm. Then 

continue on to Donauwörth – a historic 

town strategically nestled on a junction of 

the Danube and Wörnitz rivers. Make your 

way to Nördlingen, whose Old Town is 

encircled by well-preserved medieval walls 

with towers and covered parapet paths. 

Spend the night in Nördlingen.

MUNICH AUGSBURG
DONAUWÖRTH NÖRDLINGEN
Meals on Board, Dinner

DAY 3 

Breakfast, Dinner
Your morning starts with a trip to 

Dinkelsbühl, a historic town in Central 

Franconia, a region of Germany that is now 

part of the state of Bavaria. Thereafter, 

proceed to Rothenburg ob der Tauber, a 

German town in northern Bavaria known 

for its medieval architecture. Half-timbered 

NÖRDLINGEN DINKELSBÜHL
ROTHENBURG WÜRZBURG

Flight path
Traverse by coach

Featured destinations
Overnight stays 1

DELICACIES

NÖRDLINGEN NH

WÜRZBURG Dorint

BLACK FOREST REGION Stadt

FUSSEN Hirsch

MUNICH Mercure

*Note: Hotels subject to final confirma on. Should there 
 be changes, customers will be offered accommoda on 
 similar to this list.

EXCLUSIVES
• Entrance into Salt Mine Berchtesgaden
• 3 nights’ stay in Munich

houses line the narrow cobbled lanes of 

the Old Town, and the surrounding town 

walls boast well-preserved gate houses and 

towers, with a covered walkway at the top. 

St. Jakob’s Church houses an intricate, late 

Gothic altarpiece by woodcarver Tilman 

Riemenschneider, while the Town Hall’s 

52-metre-high tower affords visitors with 

spectacular views. Head towards 

Würzburg, a beautiful hilly location smack 

in the middle of one of Germany’s largest 

wine producing regions. In addition to 

excellent white wine and restaurants, 

Würzburg also offers visitors a wide array of 

historic art and architecture spanning the 

Romanesque, Gothic, Renaissance, 

Baroque and Rococo periods. Retire for the 

night in Würzburg.

DAY 4 
WÜRZBURG TITISEE
BLACK FOREST REGION
Breakfast, Dinner – Pork Knuckle & 
Black Forest Cake

Embark on a city sightseeing tour to visit 

popular attractions such as the UNESCO 

World Heritage Site Würzburg Residence 

and its gorgeous Court Gardens, Alte 

Mainbrücke, Fortress Marienberg as well as 

St. Mary’s Church. Then make your way to 

Lake Titisee in Black Forest and attend a 

cuckoo clock making demonstration in 

Titisee-Neustadt. Enjoy their special 

delicacies such as the German Pork 

Knuckle and Black Forest Cake. Overnight 

in Black Forest region.

Munich

Donauworth
Augsburg

31

1

1

1

Nördlingen

Dinkelsbühl
Rothenburg

Würzburg

MittenwaldFussen

Black Forest Region

Salzbergwek Salt Mine
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Specialty Meals
• Pork Knuckle with Black Forest Cake



 

10D7N GERMANY WONDERLAND

 

MITTENWALD, GERMANY

DAY 6

Breakfast, Dinner

This morning, you may wish to join an 

optional excursion to Zugspitze, the highest 

mountain in Germany at 2,962 m (9,718 ft) 

above sea level. It lies south of the town of 

Garmisch Partenkirchen and the 

Austria–Germany border runs over its 

western summit. Ascend up to its peak by 

cable car for stunning alpine views. In the 

afternoon, head to Mittenwald, home to 

idyllic scenes of charming cobbled streets, 

majestic mountain landscapes and the art 

of crafting classical instruments. Walk 

through the charming Old Town, where a 

babbling brook runs through its centre, and 

admire the beautifully painted façades of 

the houses on the main street, Obermarkt. 

Arrive at the main square and see the 

iconic, 14th-century Church of St. Peter 

and St. Paul. You might even get to hear 

the bells which ring throughout the town 

on the hour. Overnight in Munich.

Optional: Mt. Zugspitze

FUSSEN MITTENWALD
MUNICH

 

Breakfast, Meals on Board

Suggested Excursions:
• Mt. Zugspitze – Cable Car: €95/€85
• Salzburg City: €49
• Ingolstadt Village Outlet: €30

Tipping Guideline: (based on 10D7N)
• €70 per person

 

DAY 9 

MUNICH SINGAPORE

Enjoy the rest of the day at leisure till it is time 

to transfer to the airport for your flight home.

DAY 10

HOME SWEET HOME
We hope you enjoyed your trip with our 

company and we look forward to seeing you 

again for your next trip.

Note:
• A minimum group size of 15 passengers is required  
 for a confirmed departure.
• The sequence of the i nerary, flight schedules and  
 hotels are subject to change without prior no ce in  
 the event of unforeseen circumstances.
• Ac vi es are subject to weather condi ons.
• During major events, accommoda on may be  
 relocated to outside of the city or in another city  
 without prior no ce
• The Salt Mine Berchtesgaden is closed on 1st Jan/
 27th March/Good Friday/Whit Monday/All 
 Saints' Day/24th & 25th Dec and 31st Dec. There 
 will be no replacement during these dates.

 

DAY 5
BLACK FOREST REGION FUSSEN
Breakfast, Dinner
Upon arrival, make your way to the town of 

Fussen and view the exterior of the 

Neuschwanstein Castle, one of the most 
popular palaces and castles in Europe. The 
biggest draw is that Neuschwanstein was 
built as a place of retreat for the King 
Ludwig II, transformed into a medieval 
dream world filled with all of his longing 

and ideals. Stay in Fussen for the night.

DAY 7
MUNICH
SALT MINE BERCHTESGADEN
MUNICH
Breakfast, Lunch

 

After breakfast, dive into the world of salt in 
Salzbergwerk Berchtesgaden, one of the 
oldest active underground salt mine in 
Germany. A miners’ train will take you into 
the mountain where a gigantic salt 
cathedral with an exciting miner’s slide 
awaits. Learn all about the mining of brine 
and salt through a tour and various 3D 
animations. Thereafter, you may wish to 
join an optional visit to Salzburg, also 
known as the birthplace of Mozart, a city 
that is ranked on the UNESCO World 
Heritage Site list.
Note: The Salt Mine Berchtesgaden is closed on 
1st Jan/27th March/Good Friday/Whit Monday/All 
Saints' Day/24th & 25th Dec and 31st Dec. There 
will be no replacement during these dates.
Optional: Salzburg City

DAY 8
MUNICH
Breakfast 
This morning, join your tour manager for an 

orientation tour of Munich. Take in the sights 

of Theatinerkirche and Munich National 

Theatre as you enjoy a relaxing walk in the 

city. The stroll leads you to Marienplatz, 

where you’ll find your eyes drawn to the 

magnificent façade of the Town Hall. Don’t 

miss the two iconic symbols of Munich – St. 

Peter’s Church and Frauenkirch, whose 

onion domes form the most distinctive part of 

Munich’s city skyline. Thereafter, enjoy the rest 

of the day free at leisure, or you may wish to 

join an optional shopping spree at Ingolstadt 

Village, home to more than 110 fashion and 

lifestyle boutiques offering discounts of up to 

60%.

Optional: Ingolstadt Village Outlet
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5

mcarthurglen.com

reasons
to love

3

5

4 the incredible
locations

the gourmet 
food options

the tax-free 
shopping

Pinko

Fendi

1 so many 
locations

From the latest trend essentials to 
iconic designer staples, we have it 
all for up to 70% less. Visiting the 
fashion capital of Milan? Why not 
stop by the fabulous Serravalle 
Designer Outlet, or if you’re in 
Spain a trip to our newest centre, 
Malaga Designer Outlet is a must.

From sushi to spaghetti and 
cappuccinos to cocktails, 
there’s plenty on the menu at 
McArthurGlen Designer Outlets. 
Pull up a seat and relax…

2 the must-have 
brands

Whether you’re looking for 
show-stopping partywear, 
luxury sportswear or stylish 
childrenswear, choose from the 
most desirable names in fashion 
including Coach, Patrizia Pepe, 
Roberto Cavalli and many more.

Non-EU residents can claim at 
tax refund at items purchased at 
our European centres. Visit Guest 
Services at our outlets on go 
online to fi nd out more.

Our centres are conveniently 
located close to major cities 
all across Europe. Our dedicated 
shuttle bus services make it 
even easier to fi nd us. Find 
out more online.

Coccinelle

If you’re looking for a stylish day out, then look
no further - let us tell you why

McArthurGlen Designer Outlets

save an extra 10%
Take this invitation to 
Guest Services at any of 
our centres to receive 
your Fashion Passport, 
giving you an extra 
10% off outlet prices in 
participating stores.







BIENVENUE 
NORTHERN 
FRANCE 

11D8N
ECNFRS

FOLLOW US....
It’s hard to imagine 

anywhere more beautiful than 
northern France; from castles 

to châteaux, royal coronations 
to glorious gardens, the 

breathtaking splendour of 
the region will win your 

heart in no time.

MONT SAINT-MICHEL
Travel Validity Period:

1st Apr 2020 - 31st Oct 2020

Premier
Lounge



EXCLUSIVE
• Oyster Farm visit and tas ng
• Experience different regions of 
 French Cuisine
• Mont Saint-Michel

*Note: Hotels subject to final confirma on. Should there 
 be changes, customers will be offered accommoda on 
 similar to this list.

DELICACIES

HIGHLIGHTS

4★ HOTELS

Meal Plan

DAY 1 
HOME ZURICH/FRANKFURT
Meals on Board

DAY 2
ZURICH COLMAR  
RIQUEWIHR STRASBOURG
Lunch (Choucroûte garnie and Tarte Aux Poires)

Assemble at the airport and enjoy your flight 
to Zurich/Frankfurt.

ALSACE

CHAMPAGNE

NORMANDY

BRITTANY

COLMAR

 

• Pe te Venise

STRASBOURG
RIQUEWIHR

• Barrage Vauban 
• Ponts Couverts
• Grande Île
• Cathedral of Our Lady of Strasbourg
• Place du Château 
• Maison Kammerzell

REIMS
• Place de la République 
• Porte de Mars 
• Town Hall
• Place Royale 
• Reims Cathedral
• Palais du Tau  
• Bibliothèque Carnegie

MONT ST-MICHEL
• Norman Benedic ne Abbey of St. Michel

SAINT-MALO
• Cathédrale Saint-Vincent
• Château de Saint-Malo

LOIRE VALLEY
• Château de Chambord 
 (Entrance included)

PARIS
• Galeries Lafaye e

CANCALE
• Oyster farm visit

NANTES
• Jardin des Plantes
• Cathédrale Saint-Pierre et Saint-Paul 
• Place du Bouffay 
• Château des Ducs de Bretagne 
• Basilique Saint-Nicolas 
• Place Royale

ROUEN
• Abba ale Saint-Ouen
• Place du Vieux Marché
• Église Jeanne d’Arc
• Parliament of Normandy 
• Gros-Horloge 
• Cathédrale Notre-Dame 
• Église Saint-Maclou  
• Aître Saint-Maclou

8 Breakfasts, 3 Lunches, 4 Dinners

Make your way to the picturesque city of 

Colmar, situated in the heart of the idyllic 

Alsace region in northeast France. This

quaint town is akin to a scene out of a 

storybook with its half-timbered houses, 

rustic canals and lush flora and fauna. 

Embark on an orientation tour along the 

narrow winding streets of the historic Old 

Town, littered with medieval houses dating 

back to the 16th and 17th century. Don’t 

miss a visit to Petite Venise, an incredibly 

pretty spot where unique half-timbered 

Alsatian houses line the waterway as it 

winds through the city’s old fishmonger 

district. Thereafter, travel to the ‘fairytale’ 

town, Riquewihr, an enchanting village 

fortunate enough to survive war and 

destruction thanks to its medieval ramparts. 

Within its fortified walls is a walkable centre, 

comprising of a warren of meandering 

alleys and chocolate-box houses. Enjoy 

some time to explore the pretty town at 

your leisure before travelling to Strasbourg 

for the night.

STRASBOURG Mercure

CHAMPAGNE REGION Mercure

ROUEN Novotel

SAINT-MALO Mercure

TOURS Mercure

PARIS Novotel

Frankfurt

Flight path
Traverse by coach

Featured destinations
Overnight stays 1

FRANCE
SWITZERLAND

ITALY

Mont Saint-Michel

St-Malo

1

11

Paris

Nantes Tours
Chateau Chambord

2

1

1

2

Zurich

ColmarRiquewihr

Strasbourg

Champagne RegionReims

Rouen

GERMANY
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Specialty Meals
• Choucroûte garnie and Tarte Aux Poires
• Agneau à la Champenoise
• Sole Meunière, Apple Tart
• Marmite Dieppoise
• Meadow-salted lamb
• Mussels



11D8N BIENVENUE NORTHERN FRANCE

DAY 3
STRASBOURG
CHAMPAGNE REGION
Breakfast, Dinner (Agneau à la Champenoise)

DAY 4
CHAMPAGNE REGION
REIMS ROUEN
Breakfast, Dinner (Sole Meunière, Apple Tart)

DAY 5
ROUEN SAINT-MALO
Breakfast, Dinner (Marmite Dieppoise)

DAY 6
ST MALO MONT SAINT-MICHEL

CANCALE SAINT-MALO 
Breakfast, Lunch (Meadow-salted lamb)

Note: Op onal visit to Moët & Chandon cellar will be replaced 
by another cellar if it is closed or fully booked.

Spend the morning in the city of Reims – 
the ‘unofficial capital’ of the Champagne 
region. Stop at Place de la République for a 

Start off the day by exploring the quaint 
town of Strasbourg through a guided 
tour-take in the sights of Barrage Vauban 
and Ponts Couverts, then stroll along 
cobblestoned streets of the historic 
La-Petite France quarter. Arrive at the 
UNESCO-listed Grande Île and visit the 
famous Cathedral of Our Lady of 
Strasbourg, which houses the Strasbourg 
Astronomical Clock. Capture incredible 
photos of the cathedral from Place du 
Château, where you will also find Maison 
Kammerzell, said to be the most beautiful 
house in Strasbourg. Spend some free time 
at leisure before travelling to the 
Champagne-Ardenne region for the night.

Start off the day by exploring the quaint 
town of Strasbourg through a guided 
tour-take in the sights of Barrage Vauban 
and Ponts Couverts, then stroll along 
cobblestoned streets of the historic 
La-Petite France quarter. Arrive at the 
UNESCO-listed Grande Île and visit the 
famous Cathedral of Our Lady of 
Strasbourg, which houses the Strasbourg 
Astronomical Clock. Capture incredible 
photos of the cathedral from Place du 
Château, where you will also find Maison 
Kammerzell, said to be the most beautiful 
house in Strasbourg. Spend some free time 
at leisure before travelling to the 
Champagne-Ardenne region for the night.

Make a trip to Mont Saint-Michel in the 
morning, a small UNESCO World Heritage 
site located in an island off the coast of the 
Lower Normandy region in northern 
France. Visit the spectacular Norman 
Benedictine Abbey of St. Michel located at 
the peak of the island, artfully surrounded 
by winding streets and monastic buildings. 
After lunch, visit an Oyster farm in Brittany’s 
oyster capital, Cancale. Take this 
opportunity to learn all about oysters and 
sample a taste of the famous Cancale 
oysters. 

 

 

Begin the day with a visit of Rouen – the 
capital of the Normandy region, famous for 
its connections to Joan of Arc, who was 
burned at the stake in 1431. The first stop is 
the Abbatiale Saint-Ouen, a magnificent 
Gothic church with exquisite stained-glass 
windows and a renowned Aristide 
Cavaillé-Coil organ. Drop by Place du Vieux 
Marché to snap some shots of Église 
Jeanne d’Arc, the site where she was 
martyred. Next, walk along the streets to the 
Parliament of Normandy and see the 

Note: The Cathedral of Our Lady of Strasbourg visit is subject 
to the cathedral’s opening hours. In the event of ongoing 
masses or special events, our group may not be able to enter 
the cathedral and there will be no replacement.

glimpse of the ancient Roman arch Porte 
de Mars. Then, enjoy a leisure walk along 
the streets and view the Town Hall, Place 
Royale and Reims Cathedral, the traditional 
location for coronations of the kings of 
France since the 13th century. Right next to 
the Cathedral, you will also get to admire 
the beautiful masterpieces Palais du Tau 
and Bibliothèque Carnegie. Spend the 
afternoon free at leisure, or you may 
complete your visit to the Champagne 
region by exploring the famous Moët & 
Chandon cellars – the prominent Moët & 
Chandon is the world’s most loved 
champagne. Proceed to Rouen to stay for 
the night. 
Optional: Moët & Chandon cellars

Gros-Horloge, as well as the majestic 
Cathédrale Notre-Dame. Then, pop by the 
Église Saint-Maclou, the best example of 
Flamboyant style Gothic architecture, and 
the Aître Saint-Maclou. Afterwards, 
continue on to the ancient walled city of 
Saint-Malo, a port city that was once home 
to interesting characters like pirates and 
explorers and famous for its butter cookies. 
Get a look at the Cathédrale Saint-Vincent 
and Château de Saint-Malo, originally a 
symbol of ducal and royal power which 
now houses a museum covering the long 
maritime history of Saint-Malo, the WWII 
Occupation as well as the destruction and 
reconstruction of the town.

RIQUEWIHR VILLAGE
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Suggested Excursions:
Addi onal ac vi es that complement your holidays 
will be at your own discre on and is en rely op onal. 
*Minimum group size may apply.
 
• Moët & Chandon Cellar: €89
• Dinan: €45
• Seine River Cruise: €25
• Full Day Paris Tour: €65/€55

Tipping Guideline: (based on 11D8N)
• €77 per person

Notes: 
• A minimum group size of 15 passengers is required 
 for a confirmed departure.
• The sequence of the i nerary, flight schedules and 
 hotels are subject to change without prior no ce in 
 the event of unforeseen circumstances.
• Ac vi es are subject to weather condi ons.
• The Cathedral of Our Lady of Strasbourg visit is 
 subject to the cathedral’s opening hours. In the 
 event of ongoing masses or special events, our group 
 may not be able to enter the cathedral and there 
 will be no replacement.
• During major events, accommoda on may be re-
 located to outside of the city or in another city 
 without prior no ce.

Breakfast, Lunch (Mussels)

DAY 11
HOME SWEET HOME
We hope you enjoyed your vacation with 
our company and we look forward to 
seeing you again for your next trip.

CHAMBORD CASTLE

Spend the morning at leisure or join an 

optional tour to Dinan, a medieval town 

surrounded by tall ramparts that stretch for 

three kilometers. Then drive to Nantes, a 

city located on the banks of Loire Valley. 

Check out the creative grounds of Jardin 

Des Plantes and view the Cathédrale 

Saint-Pierre et Saint-Paul. As you walk to 

Place du Bouffay, you’ll pass by Château 

des Ducs de Bretagne, the impressive 

symbol of Nantes, as well as Basilique 

Saint-Nicolas and Place Royale. Spend the 

night in Tours.
Optional: Dinan City Tour

DAY 8
TOURS CHÂTEAU DE 
CHAMBORD PARIS
Breakfast, Chinese Dinner

DAY 9

Enjoy a free day of leisure for some 
shopping or sightseeing at your pleasure. 
Take the time to explore other hidden 
gems of Paris, or pay a visit to one of the 
many museums in the city. You may wish 
to take up some recommended activities, 
such as an optional full day Paris tour that 
includes a walk through the Montmartre 
neighbourhood, more shopping at Galeries 
Lafayette and a visit to the Notre-Dame 
Cathedral. 

PARIS
Breakfast

DAY 10
PARIS SINGAPORE
Breakfast, Meals on Board
Enjoy the rest of the day at leisure till it is 

time to transfer to the airport for your flight 

home.

DAY 7
SAINT-MALO NANTES
TOURS

Optional: Moulin Rouge/Seine River Cruise

Optional: Paris Full Day Tour 

Begin the day with a visit to the 
magnificent Château de Chambord, the 
most famous of the Loire Valley chateaus. 
Commissioned by King Francis I and 
imagined by the great Leonardo da Vinci, 
the Chateau de Chambord is the largest 
and most majestic castle of the Loire. It is 
a symbol of the French Renaissance and 

of the power of a passionate ruler who 
revered the arts. The Chateau and its 
grandiose architecture rival that of the 

Palace of Versailles. 60 of its rooms are 

open to public, and you’ll also get to 

enjoy a collection of 4,500 objects d'art 

displayed in gorgeous refurbished 

apartments. In the afternoon, travel to 

Paris for your long-awaited shopping 

spree. Head to Galeries Lafayette – the 

biggest department store in Paris for some 

souvenir shopping (subject to store’s 

opening hours). You may also wish to join 

an optional scenic Seine River cruise or a 

Moulin Rouge show.

Note: The Galeries Lafaye e is closed on Labour Day, 
Christmas Day & New Year's Eve.
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FEATURE

A whirlwind discovery of amorous France takes you 
to a smattering of delightful little villages that 

beckon with serenity and quiet allure.

There is much more to France than the city of Paris, and there is no better place to begin your venture 

to the countryside than the wonderful array of adorable French villages. Make no mistake; these quaint 

villages possess such an indescribable appeal that they even have an independent association to pick 

out some of the ‘Most Beautiful Villages of France’.
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Eze is a charming cluster of medieval architecture, narrow 
cobblestone alleyways and exotic flora and fauna. Perched on a rocky 
spur hanging over a cliff, the old village hints of old-time wonder 
complete with a fortified double gate and lookout tower. Small, artisan 
shops and perfumeries are haphazardly scattered throughout the 
alleyways, presenting a veritable treasure trove tucked away in odd 
spots and hidden corners of the rocky hillside.

Aside from touring the historic neighbourhood, this cliffside village 
found between Nice and Monaco also boasts a world-famous tropical 
garden, Jardin Exotiqued’Eze. Here, an impressive collection of 
cactus, tropical plants and exotic botanical species surrounds a 
medieval fortress atop a rocky peak, offering picturesque views 
overlooking the sea. The garden also displays various works of art, 
including Jean-Phillipe Richard’s female figure statues that can be 
found peppering the lush greenery, adding some character to the 
garden vistas.



FEATURE

A name synonymous with celebrities and movie stars, the seaside 

resort town of Saint-Tropez is a renowned summer vacation 

hotspot not only for the beau monde but also for the regular sun 

seekers. A once-peaceful fishing village, Saint-Tropez leaped to 

stardom after starring in Brigitte Bardot’s film “And God Created 

Woman (1956)”. Since then, droves have descended upon the sandy 

beaches of Saint-Tropez in search of a spot of sun-kissed fun or 

perhaps, a rare glimpse of the rich and famous.

But there’s also a more serene side to this village that you’d never 

expect, one steeped in quaint beauty and fascinating history. 

Perched on a hillside, a 400 -yearold citadel looms dominatingly 

over Saint-Tropez, housing a naval museum that tells of the town’s 

fascinating maritime heritage. Head to the lively square of Place des 

Lices to watch a rousing game of pétanque, or if it happens to be a 

Tuesday or Saturday morning, you’ll find a lively open-air market 

hawking fresh produce and exquisite souvenirs.

Seven kilometres west of Saint-Tropez lies the sea-bound village of 

Port Grimaud, made up of canal waterways and bridges instead of 

roads and streets. Here, you’ll quickly discover an interesting fact – 

life in Port Grimaud is centered on boats. One of the most 

common sights you will see is a string of moored boats lined up 

on the waterway alongside the pastel hued houses, making it 

evidently clear that every house  here has its own boat.

The unique coastal design of Port Grimaud that integrates the land 

and sea owes its creation to Alsatian architect François Spoerry. 

The symbolic creator sought inspiration from Venice to create a 

coastal community while at the same time, embracing his 

immense love for boats. Indulge in a leisurely boat tour to see 

much more of the lagoon city than is accessible by foot, or climb 

to the top of the tower of the Church of Saint-Francis of Assisi for 

a breathtaking view across Port Grimaud and the gulf of 

Saint-Tropez.

Situated on the foothills of the Vaucluse Mountains, the 
renowned village of Gordes awaits in its full grandeur from 
the best vantage point: on the outer approaching road. 
Even before stepping foot in this magnificent town, you’ll 
find yourself rendered speechless by its majestic beauty, 
framed by a backdrop where blue skies meet the verdant 
vastness of the Luberon valley.

Houses of white stone dot the spiral visual masterpiece of 
this gorgeous hilltop village, while the labyrinth of narrow 
cobblestone streets, beautiful old doorways and arcades 
merely add to the exceptional charm of Gordes. Explore 
the winding stone paths as you revel in its allure, and drink 
in the sights that have captivated numerous artists who 
came to visit.
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À VOIR 
SOUTHERN 
FRANCE

11D8N
ECSFRS

FOLLOW US....
If you’re after sun-kissed 

beaches, rich artistic legacies 
and lyrical landscapes that 

have inspired the likes of 
Van Gogh and Cézanne, 
Provençal France is the 

place for you.

VALLON DES AUFFES, MARSEILLES
Travel Validity Period:

1st Apr 2020 - 31st Oct 2020

Premier
Lounge



EXCLUSIVE
• Exclusive visit to Lavender 
 Field (seasonal)
• Visit the L’Occitane Factory
• Experience different regions of 
 French Cuisine

*Note: Hotels subject to final confirma on. Should there 
 be changes, customers will be offered accommoda on 
 similar to this list.

DELICACIES

HIGHLIGHTS

4★ HOTELS

Meal Plan

FRANCE

PROVENCE

CÔTE D’AZUR

 

ÈZE
• Église Notre-Dame-de-l'Assomp on
• Jardin Exo que d’Eze (Entrance included)
• Fragonard Perfumery

MONACO
• St. Nicholas Cathedral
• Opéra de Monte-Carlo
• Prince’s Palace of Monaco

NICE

SAINT-TROPEZ

PORT GRIMAUD

MARSEILLE

L’OCCITANE FACTORY

LAVENDER FIELD AND DISTILLERY

AVIGNON

PONT DU GARD

ARLES

• Place des Lices • Citadelle de St-Tropez
• Église Notre-Dame-de-l’Assomp on
• Port of Saint-Tropez

AIX-EN-PROVENCE
• Cours Mirabeau
•  Église Saint-Jean-de-Malte
•  Court of Appeal • Old Town
•  Town Hall • Tour de I’Horloge
•  Cathédrale Saint-Sauveur

LANGUEDOC
CARCASSONNE
• Medieval Historic Town

TOULOUSE
• Place du Capitole
• Capitole
• Basilique Saint-Sernin 
• Couvent des Jacobins
• Cathédrale de St-É enne
• Hôtel d’Assézat Fonda on Bemberg
• Pont Neuf

THE PYRENEES
LOURDES
• Basilica of the Immaculate Concep on

SPAIN
CATALONIA

• Palanques Vermelles Bridge
• Rambla de la Llibertat
• Plaça de la Independència
• Cathedral of Girona

• Arles Amphitheatre (Entrance included)
• Gallo-Roman Theatre
• Baths of Constan ne
• Cryptopor ques • Espace Van Gogh

• Palais des Papes
•  Pont d’Avignon

8 Breakfasts, 6 Dinners

DAY 1 
HOME MILAN/NICE
Meals on Board

DAY 2
NICE ÈZE MONACO NICE
Dinner (Beef Stew cooked with red wine)

Assemble at the airport and get ready to 
depart for Nice/Milan.

Begin the day with a visit to Èze – a seaside 

village perched like an eagle’s nest atop a 

narrow peak at an altitude of 429m, 

overlooking the Mediterranean sea. Admire 

the façade of the Église Notre-Dame-de 

-l'Assomption as you walk along the 

cobblestoned streets. Then, visit Jardin 

Exotique d’Eze, an exotic garden offering 

one of the most stunning views of the 

French Riveria, which extends all the way 

to the Esterel Mountains and the Gulf of 

Saint-Tropez. Visit the Fragonard 

Perfumery before driving to Monte-Carlo 

in Monaco. Take in the sights of St. 

Nicholas Cathedral and the Opéra de 

Monte-Carlo, an opera house built in a 

similar style to the Palais Garnier opera 

house in Paris. Indulge in the unparalleled 

views of the port and the Mediterranean 

from the Prince’s Palace of Monaco – the 

official residence of the Monaco royal 

family for 700 years. Proceed to Nice to 

rest for the night.

NICE Mercure

MARSEILLES Mercure

AVIGNON Novotel

CARCASSONNE Trois Couronnes

TOULOUSE Mercure

BARCELONA Fira Congress

Flight path
Traverse by coach

Featured destinations
Overnight stays 1

BONUS!
FREE DAY IN 
BARCELONA

FRANCE

SPAIN

SWITZERLAND

ITALY
Monaco
Nice

Saint 
Tropez

Girona
Marseille

Carcassonne

Milan

Avignon

11

2

1 1

2
Toulouse 

 Lourdes

Barcelona

GIRONA

• Las Ramblas
BARCELONA
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Specialty Meals
• Beef Stew cooked with red wine
• Bouillabaisse
• Danube Arignonnaise
• Escargots & Duck Confit
• Toulousain Cassoulet
• Catalan Pasta Paella
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DAY 3
NICE SAINT-TROPEZ
PORT GRIMAUD MARSEILLE
Breakfast, Dinner (Bouillabaisse)

DAY 4
MARSEILLE AIX-EN-PROVENCE

L’OCCITANE FACTORY
AVIGNON
Breakfast, Dinner (Danube Arignonnaise)

DAY 5
AVIGNON LAVENDER 
DISTILLERY AVIGNON
Breakfast

DAY 6
AVIGNON PONT DU GARD
ARLES CARCASSONNE
Breakfast, Dinner (Escargots & Duck Confit)

Start your exploration of Aix-En-Provence 
at Cours Mirabeau, a graceful avenue 
shaded by giant plane trees and lined with 
cafes, restaurants and boutiques. Also 
known as the ‘City of Thousand Fountains’, 
not only will you get to see various 
fountains during your visit, you’ll also come 
across the Église Saint-Jean-de-Malte and 
the Court of Appeal. Reach the centre of 
the Old Town and you’ll be greeted by the 

Depart from Nice and drive along the Bay 
of Cannes, before arriving at the glamorous 
resort town of Saint-Tropez. Wander the 
narrow alleys of the old town, then take in 
the sights of Place des Lices, Citadelle de 
St-Tropez, Église Notre-Dame-de- 
l’Assomption and the Port of Saint-Tropez. 
Thereafter, make your way to the seaside 
town of Port Grimaud. Spend some time 
free at leisure to marvel at the 
Venetian-style canals and their unique, 
Provencal-style fishermen houses. Tonight, 
check into your hotel in Marseilles.

Depart from Nice and drive along the Bay 
of Cannes, before arriving at the glamorous 
resort town of Saint-Tropez. Wander the 
narrow alleys of the old town, then take in 
the sights of Place des Lices, Citadelle de 
St-Tropez, Église Notre-Dame-de- 
l’Assomption and the Port of Saint-Tropez. 
Thereafter, make your way to the seaside 
town of Port Grimaud. Spend some time 
free at leisure to marvel at the 
Venetian-style canals and their unique, 
Provencal-style fishermen houses. Tonight, 
check into your hotel in Marseilles.

Make a stop at Pont du Gard, one of 
Europe’s best preserved ancient Roman 
aqueduct. Continue on to Arles and 
embark on a sightseeing tour of this 
ancient city’s treasured remnants from the 
Roman Empire. Visit Arles Amphitheatre 
and take in the sights of the Gallo-Roman 
Theatre, the Baths of Constantine, the 
Cryptoportiques and Espace Van Gogh. 
Then, travel back in time in the historic 
town of Carcassonne, a medieval fortified 
settlement with massive defence walls 
encompassing the castle and the 
surrounding buildings. Due to the 
exceptionally lengthy restoration works 
done by famous architect Viollet-le-Duc, 
the historic town of Carcassonne has been 
listed as a UNESCO World Heritage Site and 
a place of significant importance.

 

 

A trip to the south of France is not 
complete without enjoying the lavender 
fields of Provence. These purple blossoms 
come into bloom during the summer 
months, forming a stunning picture that 
lasts in your memory for a lifetime. Bask in 
the fragrant lavender scent as you pay a visit
to a lavender distillery and watch how
these flowers are processed into products
like essential oils, perfumes and soap. 
Thereafter, you may wish to join an

Note: The lavender field tour is only available during the 
lavender period (approximately mid-June to early August). It is 
highly seasonal and dependent on the weather condi on.

SANCTUARY OF OUR LADY OF LOURDES, FRANCE

beautiful baroque-style Town Hall and the 
16th-century Tour de I’Horloge before 
continuing onto the Cathédrale 
Saint-Sauveur. Next up is a trip to the 
L’Occitane Factory – a renowned French 
beauty brand. Tour its production line 
rooms and learn how L’Occitane harvests 
and distils the organic ingredients from the 
area. Afterwards, travel to Avignon, whose 
historic centre has been crowned a 
UNESCO World Heritage site. A 
professional guide will bring you on a 
tour of Avignon, which covers the Palais 
des Papes, the cathedral and the Pont 
d’Avignon. During the tour you will enter 
the Palais des Papes, one of the largest 
and most important medieval Gothic 
buildings in Europe.
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optional visit to Gordes, the most beautiful
hilltop village in Provence with stunning
views overlooking the Luberon Valley. Stroll
along the steep, narrow streets between
the tall houses and you will find the castle
of Gordes and the Church of St. Fermin.
Spend the night in Avignon.
Optional: Gordes
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Suggested Excursions:
Addi onal ac vi es that complement your holidays 
will be at your own discre on and is en rely op onal. 
*Minimum group size may apply.
• Gordes City Tour: €49 / €39
• Barcelona Full Day Tour: €89 / €79

Tipping Guideline: (based on 11D8N)
• €77 per person

Notes: 
• A minimum group size of 15 passengers is required 
 for a confirmed departure.
• The sequence of the i nerary, flight schedules and 
 hotels are subject to change without prior no ce in 
 the event of unforeseen circumstances.
• During major events, accommoda on may be re-
 located to outside of the city or in another city 
 without prior no ce.
• The lavender field tour is only available during the
 lavender period (approximately mid-June to early 
 August). It is highly seasonal and dependent on the 
 weather condi on.
• Some of the sites may be closed during 24th December 
 – 26th December and 1st January without prior no ce.

Breakfast, Dinner (Toulousain Cassoulet)

DAY 11
HOME SWEET HOME
We hope you enjoyed your vacation with 
our company and we look forward to 
seeing you again for your next trip.

ARLES AMPHITHEATRE

In the morning, travel to Lourdes, the 

largest Catholic pilgrimage destination in 

France and one of the most popular 

Catholic shrines in the world. Visit the 

Basilica of the Immaculate Conception, a 

church erected directly above the grotto of 

the Sanctuary of Our Lady of Lourdes, 

which is a popular holy pilgrimage site due 

to the reputed healing powers of the 

waters. After that, drive to France’s 

fourth-largest city, Toulouse, nicknamed ‘ 

La Ville Rose’ (The Pink City) due to the 

colour of the terracotta bricks used in many 

of its buildings. Discover the city from the 

heart of Toulouse, Place du Capitole, home 

to both the town hall and the Capitole. Step 

through its main entrance and walk through 

the pink-and-white-striped Henry IV 

courtyard to gaze at the beautiful ceiling 

frescoes of Salle des Illustres. Take in the 

sights of Basilique Saint-Sernin, Couvent 

des Jacobins and Cathédrale de St-Étienne 

before your visit to Fondation Bemberg in 

Hotel d’Assezat, an elegant town house 

built in the 17th century. Walk to the oldest 

bridge in town, Pont Neuf, to admire the 

spectacular city skyline.

DAY 8
TOULOUSE  GIRONA  
BARCELONA
Breakfast, Dinner  (Catalan Pasta Paella)

DAY 9

Enjoy a free day at leisure for some 
shopping or sightseeing at your pleasure. 
Take the time to explore other hidden 
gems of Barcelona, or pay a visit to one of 
the many museums in the city. You may 
wish to take up some recommended 
activities, such as an optional full day 

BARCELONA
Breakfast

DAY 10
BARCELONA SINGAPORE
Breakfast, Meals on Board
Enjoy the rest of the day at leisure till it is 

time to transfer to the airport for your flight 

home.

DAY 7
CARCASSONNE LOURDES
TOULOUSE Optional: Barcelona Full Day Tour 

Make your way to your first stop in Spain – 
the historic city Girona, northeast of 
Catalonia, to explore the numerous filming 
locations of the sixth season of the Game 
of Thrones. Prepare your camera for 
phenomenal shots along River Onyar, 
where you will also get to see the 
Palanques Vermelles Bridge. Walk along 
Rambla de la Llibertat and take in the 
sights of Plaça de la Independència and 
the Cathedral of Girona. Visit one of the 
best preserved Jewish Quarters in Europe 
with its typical narrow streets that resemble 
a labyrinth. Then, spend some free time at 
leisure exploring the heart of Barcelona, 
where you can do some shopping along 
Las Ramblas, a tree-lined pedestrian street 
that stretches for 1.2km, or view the lauded 
Art Nouveau buildings such as Casa Batlló 
and Casa Milà along the elegant Passeig de 
Gràcia avenue.

Note: The Capitole is closed when recep ons take place, on 
Saturdays, December 25th and January 1st.

Barcelona tour that includes a visit to Park 
Güell, Casa Milà and an outlet shopping 
spree at La Roca Village.
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Civita di Bagnoregio, 
Italy’s Timeless Wonder

Discover this quaint Italian village that has not 
only stood the test of time, but also the many trials that came with it. 

FEATURE
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Located in the central region of Italy, Civita 

di Bagnoregio is a hilltop village that stands 

alone on a rocky terrain, amidst the 

backdrop of clear blue skies, overlooking 

the Tiber river valley. It is quite a sight to 

behold. Compared to its more famous 

counterparts like Assisi or Siena, Civita di 

Bagnoregio remains untouched and is able 

to hold on to its allure partly to its remote 

location and meticulously maintained 

culture and attractions. From Rome, it’s an 

hour’s drive. Those looking to pay this 

village a visit can only access it via a 

pedestrian footpath from a neighboring 

village of Bagnoregio. 

Founded by the Etruscans over 2,500 years 

ago, Civita is the only town in Italy for 

which you have to pay an entrance fee. For 

a top-up fee, you could even get a private 

tour of the village, or a little meal consisting 

of a bruschetta and a glass of Italian wine. 

Charging an entrance fee has only hiked 

Civita’s appeal to tourists, making it a little 

more exclusive. The little village was also 

known for darker reasons. Due to the 

forces of nature (earthquakes, landslides, 

floods, erosion), Civita became known as 

the “dying town” which has threatened its 

survival since the 17th century, but these 

challenges have only increased the town’s 

reputation for its resilient nature against all 

odds. 

Italy and for some respite in a quiet Italian 

countryside. 

The main piazza’s landmarks are a bell 

tower and a 13th century church. You will 

find narrow streets dotted by a couple of 

Bed & Breakfasts run by locals and holiday 

homes by the wealthy. There isn’t much to 

but to take in the sights of a little town that 

isn’t quite ready to die just yet. 

Upon entering the stone passageway that 

serves the villages’ entry point, you are 

immediately swept into the era of the 

Middle Ages. Civita is raw and real; 

cobble-stoned walkways and alleys with 

gorgeous creeping vines along the walls 

add character and charm to this village. To 

really experience this place, the best way is 

to step out of your comfort zone and 

mingle with the locals (of which there only 

about ten to 14), who are warm and 

inviting, and more than willing to share with 

you about how Civita came to be. The 

sleepy town is perfect for those looking to 

escape the more populous tourist spots of 
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ITALY FIESTA10D7N
ECCIFS FOLLOW US....

Enjoy an exploration of the 
historical cities of Italy without 
all the usual rush and fuss, as 
we arrange for comfortable 

accommodations in the 
central areas for easy 

access to all the famous 
attractions and 

landmarks. 

Travel Validity Period:
1st Apr 2020 - 31 Oct 2020CIVITA DI BAGNOREGIO, ITALY

FOCUSED

COST SAVER

COUNTRY



DELICACIES

HIGHLIGHTS

3-4★ HOTELS

Meal Plan

DAY 1 
HOME MILAN

MILAN VENICE

Meals on Board

DAY 2
MILAN
Local Lunch

DAY 4 

Breakfast, Chinese Dinner

Assemble at the airport and take-off to Milan.

1

ITALY
2

1

1

Rome

Venice

Tuscany

Milan

Siena
Pisa

1

2

 Flight path

Traverse by coach

Featured destinations

ITALY 

7 Breakfasts, 3 Lunches, 3 Dinners

DAY 3 

Breakfast, Dinner - Seafood
Breakfast

DAY 5
PISA TUSCANY (FREE DAY) 

Enjoy the day free at leisure to do some 

shopping or sightseeing at your pleasure. 

You may wish to join an optional day 

excursion to Cinque Terre. Overnight in 

Tuscany. 

Optional: Cinque Terre Tour 

Kick off the morning with a guided tour 
of Milan, where the first stop of the day 
is the Sforza Castle, a majestic fortress 
where noble lords of Milan used to reside. 
Drop by the grandiose Milan Cathedral for 
some shots of the elaborate Gothic exterior 
facade. Next, take a leisure stroll through 
the Galleria Vittorio Emanuele II for some 
brief shopping, which will then take you to 
Piazza della Scala and lastly, stop by the 
lavish La Scala Opera House for some 
pictures. Thereafter, spend the rest of the 
afternoon free at your leisure to explore 
the vibrant fashion metropolis on your own. 
You may wish to make an optional visit to 
the city of Lugano in southern Switzerland. 
Overnight in Milan.

Optional: Lugano Orientation Tour

Make your way to the heart of Venice via 
a private water taxi, a unique and effective 
mode of transport for a city built on water. 
Then set off on a tour around St. Mark’s 
Square and to the famous cathedral church 

VENICE THE MALL PISA
Head to The MALL Factory Outlet in 
Tuscany for a spot of luxury shopping. 
Get the best bang for your buck as you 
peruse goods by Armani, Coach, Gucci 
and many more at discounted prices. After 
your shopping spree, join a city tour of Pisa 
where we will have a great view of the 
Leaning Tower of Pisa, the Duomo and 
the Baptistery in the Square of Miracle. 

St. Mark’s Basilica – nicknamed the ‘church 
of gold’ due to its opulent design and gold 
ground mosaics. Swing by the Doge’s 
Palace and the Bridge of Sighs, two of 
Venice’s main landmarks, for some 
breath-taking pictures to bring back as 
mementos. Lastly, visit a glass blowing 
factory to learn more about the art of 
Murano glassmaking, an elite trade unique 
to Venice.

Optional: Gondola Ride

Civita Di Bagnoregio
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MILAN
• Sforza Castle
• Milan Cathedral
• Galleria Vi orio Emanuele ll
• Piazza della Scala
• La Scala Opera House

VENICE
• St. Mark’s Square
• St. Mark’s Basilica
• Doge’s Palace
• Bridge of Sighs
• Glass blowing factory

THE MALL FACTORY OUTLET

PISA
• Piazza dei Miracoli
• Leaning Tower of Pisa
• Bap stery
• Duomo

SIENA
• Historic Centre
• Siena Cathedral
• Piazza del Campo
• Palazzo del Comune

CIVITA DI BAGNOREGIO
• Church of S. Donato

ROME
• Va can City
• St. Peter’s Basilica
• Colosseum
• Roman Forum
• Trevi Fountain
• Spanish Steps



10D7N ITALY FIESTA

Suggested Excursions:
Addi onal ac vi es that complement your holidays 
will be at your own discre on and is en rely op onal. 
*Minimum group size may apply. 

• Va can Museum & Sis ne Chapel: €45/ €30
• Florence city tour: €49/ €39
• Gondola Ride: €150 per boat
• Full day Cinque Terre: €89
• Lugano: €29/€25

Tipping Guideline: (based on 10D7N)
• €70 per person

Notes: 
• A minimum group size of 20 passengers is required 
 for a confirmes departure. 
• The sequence of the i nerary, flight schedules and
 hotels are subject to change without prior no ce in
 the event of unforeseen circumstances.
• Ac vi es are subject to weather condi ons.
• During major events, accommoda on may be
 relocated to outside of the city or in another city
 without prior no ce.

Travel to Siena, a city that is popular among 
the wealthy British. Explore the winding 
streets in the Historic Centre of Siena, a 
well-preserved city that was declared a 
World Heritage Site by UNESCO. Stop by 
the Siena Cathedral, one of Italy’s top 
Gothic cathedrals decorated with intricate 
carvings and statues. Capture stunning 
photos at the Piazza del Campo; known for 
its architectural beauty as one of Europe’s 
greatest medieval squares, and to view the 
Palazzo del Comune; a Renaissance
structure otherwise known as the Town 
Hall. Next, visit Pierotucci, a leather factory 
and witness the timeless working traditions 
of skilled leather artisans. Enjoy the rest of 
the day free leisure to do some shopping or 
sightseeing at your pleasure. You may also 
wish to visit Florence by joining an optional 
tour that will bring you to the Basilica of 
Santa Croce, Ponte Vecchio, Palazzo 
Vecchio, and Piazza della Signoria.

Optional: Florence City Tour 

DAY 6

TUSCANY SIENA TUSCANY
Breakfast, Local Lunch

Escape from the city and make your way to 

Civita Di Bagnoregio - a village perched on 

a precarious rockstack. Founded in the 7th 

DAY 7

 

TUSCANY CIVITA DI 
BAGNOREGIO ROME
Breakfast

Start the day with a visit to the Vatican 
City – a walled enclave within Rome and 
feast your eyes upon St. Peter’s Basilica, 
a Catholic shrine renowned for its 
Renaissance architecture. See The Pieta, 
a magnificent masterpiece done by 
Renaissance sculptor Michaelangelo, as 
well as other Italian works of art housed 
within the Basilica. Later, be awed by the 
magnificent sight of the Colosseum, the 
largest amphitheatre ever built that has a 
capacity of up to 80,000. View the Roman 
Forum, known as the heart of ancient 
Rome, comprised of archaic buildings and 
shrines – including the ancient former royal 
residence. Then marvel at the masterpiece 
of Trevi Fountain, the city’s largest Baroque 
fountain, and the nearby Spanish Steps 
with its stretch of shopping street. Enjoy 
the rest of the afternoon free at your leisure 
to do some shopping, or pay an optional 
visit to the Vatican Museums and the 
famous Sistine Chapel. Spend the night in 
Rome.

Optional: Sistine Chapel and Vatican 
Museum

DAY 8
ROME
Breakfast, Lunch-Pizza & Pasta, 
Chinese Dinner

Breakfast
Enjoy the rest of the day at leisure till it is 
time to transfer to the airport for your flight 
home.

DAY 9
ROME HOME

 

VENICE

DAY 10 
HOME SWEET HOME
We hope you enjoyed your trip with our 
company and we look forward to seeing 
you again for your next trip.

century, accessible via a pedestrian bridge, 

the Romanesque San Donato Church sits 

in the main square. Travel to Rome for the 

night stay.
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ITINERARY FOR FLIGHTS DEPARTING FROM MILAN AIRPORT
DAY 1
HOME MILAN 
Meals on Board

DAY 2
MILAN PISA
Chinese Lunch

DAY 3
PISA CIVITA DI BAGNOREGIO
ROME
Breakfast

DAY 4
ROME
Breakfast, Chinese Lunch, Dinner - Pizza & Pasta

Assemble at the airport and depart for Milan.

Kick off the morning with a guided tour 

of Milan, where the first stop of the day is

Sforza Castle, a majestic fortress where 

noble lords of Milan used to reside. Drop 

by the grandiose Milan Cathedral for some 

shots of the elaborate Gothic exterior 

fahade. Next, take a leisure stroll through 

the Galleria Vittorio Emanuele II for some 

brief shopping, which will then lead you 

to Piazza della Scala and lastly, stop by 

the lavish La Scala Opera House for some 

pictures.

Optional: Lugano

Make your way to the heart of Venice via a

private water taxi, a unique and effective 

mode of transport for a city built on water. 

Then set off on a tour around St. Mark’s 

Square and to the famous cathedral church 

St. Mark’s Basilica – nicknamed the ‘church 

of gold’ due to its opulent design and gold

ground mosaics. Swing by the Doge’s

Palace and the Bridge of Sighs, two of

Venice’s main landmarks, for some

breath-taking pictures to bring back as

mementos. Lastly, visit a glass blowing

factory to learn more about the art of

Murano glassmaking, an elite trade

unique to Venice. Spend the night in Milan.

Optional: Gondola Ride

In the morning, you will have an 

opportunity to visit Florence by joining an 

optional tour that will take you to the 

Basilica of Santa Croce, Ponte Vecchio, 

Palazzo Vecchio, and Piazzale 

Michelangelo. Drive to Venice for an 

overnight stay. 

Optional: Florence City Tour

Proceed to  Pisa for some photo stops 

with the Leaning Tower of Pisa, Duomo, 

and the Baptistery in the Square of 

Miracle. Then, visit Pierotucci, a leather 

factory and witness the timeless working 

traditions of skilled leather artisans.  

Afterwards, make your way to Civita Di 

Bagnoregio - a village perched on a 

precarious rock stack. Founded in the 7th 

century, accessible via a pedestrian bridge, 

the Romanesque San Donato Church sits 

in the main square. Head to Rome for the 

night.

Start the day with a visit to the Vatican City

– a walled enclave within Rome and feast

your eyes upon St. Peter’s Basilica, a

Catholic shrine renowned for its

Renaissance architecture. See the Pieta, a

magnificent masterpiece done by

Renaissance sculptor Michaelangelo,

as well as other Italian works of art housed

within the Basilica. Later, be awed by the

magnificent sight of the Colosseum, the

largest amphitheatre ever built that has a

capacity of up to 80,000. View the Roman

Forum, known as the heart of ancient

DAY 6
TUSCANY 
Breakfast
Enjoy the day free at your leisure to do 

some shopping or sightseeing at your 

pleasure. You may wish to take an optional 

day excursion to Cinque Terre.

Optional: Cinque Terre Tour

DAY 9
MILAN  HOME
Breakfast
Enjoy the rest of the day at leisure till it is 
time to transfer to the airport for your flight 
home.

DAY 10
HOME SWEET HOME
We hope you enjoyed your trip with our
company and we look forward to seeing 
you again for your next trip.

DAY 7

TUSCANY VENICE
Breakfast, Dinner - Seafood

DAY 8
VENICE MILAN
Breakfast, Local Lunch, Local Dinner

Travel to Siena that is popular among the

wealthy British. Explore the winding streets

in the Historic Centre of Siena, a

well-preserved city that was declared a

World Heritage Site by UNESCO. Stop by

the Siena Cathedral, one of Italy’s top

Gothic cathedrals decorated with intricate

carvings and statues. Capture stunning

photos at the Piazza del Campo; known

for its architectural beauty as one of

Europe’s greatest medieval squares,

and to view the Palazzo del Comune; a

Renaissance structure otherwise known as

the Town Hall. Thereafter, head to THE 

MALL Factory Outlet in Tuscany for a spot 

of luxury shopping. Get the best bang for 

your buck as you peruse goods by Armani, 

Coach, Gucci and many more at 

discounted prices. Overnight in Tuscany.

DAY 5

ROME CIVITA DI BAGNOREGIO 
SIENA TUSCANY

Breakfast

Rome, comprised of archaic buildings and

shrines – including the ancient former

royal residence. Then marvel at the

masterpiece of Trevi Fountain, the city’s

largest Baroque fountain, and the nearby

Spanish Steps with its stretch of shopping

street. Enjoy the rest of the afternoon free

at leisure to do some shopping, or

pay an optional visit to the Vatican

Museums and the famous Sistine Chapel.

Optional: Vatican Museum and Sistine 
Chapel

Suggested Excursions:
Addi onal ac vi es that complement your holidays 
will be at your own discre on and is en rely op onal. 
*Minimum group size may apply. 
• Va can Museum & Sis ne Chapel: €45/ €30
• Florence city tour: €49/ €39
• Gondola Ride: €150 per boat
• Full day Cinque Terre: €89
• Lugano: €29/€25

Tipping Guideline: (based on 10D7N)
• €70 per person

Notes: 
• A minimum group size of 20 passengers is required 
 for a confirmed departure. 
• The sequence of the i nerary, flight schedules and
 hotels are subject to change without prior no ce in
 the event of unforeseen circumstances.
• Ac vi es are subject to weather condi ons.
• During major events, accommoda on may be
 relocated to outside of the city or in another city
 without prior no ce.
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CINQUE TERRE, ITALY

Premier
Lounge

COUNTRY
FOCUSED

Travel Validity Period:
1st Apr 2020 - 31st Oct 2020

ROMANTIC 
ITALY

13D10N
ECITWS FOLLOW US....

Uncover the true essence 
of Europe as you drink in the 

breathtaking panoramas and 
resplendent cityscape 

presented to you from the 
Italian region.  



• Entrance to Sistine Chapel + 
Vatican Museum

• UNESCO Cinque Terre
• Entrance to UNESCO Pompeii
• Tour of UNESCO Amalfi Coast

DAY 1 
HOME  MILAN
Meals on Board
Assemble at the airport and take-off to Milan.

Meal Plan
10 Breakfasts, 4 Lunches, 5 Dinners

MILAN Holiday Inn

VENICE Crowne Plaza

TUSCANY Art Museo

ASSISI Fontebella

NAPLES Novotel

SORRENTO Central 
ROME Four Points Sheraton      

 

4★ HOTELS

ITALY
CINQUE TERRE
• Monterosso al  
   Mare
• Via dell’Amore 

    Walk
• Riomaggiore

MILAN
• Sforza Castle
• Milan Cathedral
• La Scala Opera
 House
• Galleria Vi orio
 Emanuele II
VENICE
• St. Mark’s Square
• Doge’s Palace
• Bridge of Sighs
• Glass blowing 

    factory

PISA
• Piazza del Miracoli
• Leaning Tower of 

 

   Pisa

SIENA
•  Chian shire
•  Piazza del Campo

ASSISI

THE MALL FACTORY 
OUTLET

• St. Francis Basilica

NAPLES

 
CIVITA DI BAGNOREGIO
• Church of S. Donato

• Piazza Del  
   Plebisito
CAPRI
• Capri Village
• Blue Gro o

SORRENTO
• Piazza Tasso
• Chiesa di 
   San Francesco
• Via di San Cesareo
POMPEII
• Archaeological  
   sites
ROME
• Va can City
• St. Peter’s Basilica
• Colosseum
• Sis ne Chapel
 (Entrance Included)
• Va can Museum
 (Entrance Included)
• Trevi Fountain
ALMAFI COAST

Flight path
Traverse by coach
Traverse by cruise

Featured destinations
Overnight stays 1 2

ITALY
1

Rome

Tuscany

Venice
Milan

Cinque Terre

Pompeii
Amalfi

Sorrento

Capri

Naples

Siena

Assisi

Pisa
1

2

1

2

2
1

*Note: Hotels subject to final confirma on.
Should there be changes, customers will be
offered similar accommoda ons as stated in
this list.

DAY 2
MILAN
Meals on Board, Lunch
The first stop of the day is the Sforza

Castle, a majestic fortress where noble

lords of Milan used to reside. Drop by the

grandiose Milan Cathedral for shots of the

elaborate Gothic exterior façade. Next, take

a leisure stroll through the Galleria Vittorio
Emanuele II for some brief shopping, which 

will then lead you to Piazza della Scala – 

where a statue monument of Leonardo da 

Vinci is located. Stop by the lavish La Scala 

Opera House for some pictures before you 

break off and spend the rest of your day at 

leisure. You may wish to make an optional 

visit to the city of Lugano in southern 

Switzerland. Overnight in Milan.

Optional: Lugano Orientation Tour

DAY 3

MILAN VENICE
Breakfast, Dinner
Transfer to Venice and board a private

water taxi to make your way to the heart

of Venice. Then, set off on a guided

tour around St. Mark’s Square and to

the famous cathedral church St. Mark’s

Basilica – nicknamed the ‘church of gold’

due to its opulent design and gold ground

mosaics. Swing by the Doge’s Palace and

the Bridge of Sighs, two of Venice’s main

landmarks, for some breath-taking pictures

to bring back as mementos. Lastly, visit a

glass blowing factory to learn more about

the art of Murano glassmaking, an elite

trade unique to Venice. Spend the rest of

the evening at leisure for some shopping

and sightseeing in Venice before retiring

for the night.

Optional: Gondola Ride

DAY 5

TUSCANY PISA
CINQUE TERRE
Breakfast, Dinner

After breakfast, join a city tour of Pisa

where we will have a great view of the

Leaning Tower of Pisa, the Duomo and

the Baptistery in the Square of Miracle. 

Next, brighten your day by proceeding on

to the main highlight of this trip, Cinque

Terre – an enchanting cluster of villages

perched on the rugged peaks along the

Italian Riviera coastline. Begin with the

Monterosso al Mare, the largest of the five

villages and embark on a boat tour (or train

ride) to Manarola. Take a jaunt down the

Via dell’Amore, otherwise known as the

‘Pathway of Love’, and enjoy the beautiful

landscapes and amorous grafitti along

DAY 4

VENICE THE MALL TUSCANY
Breakfast
Today, spend some time in shopping 

heaven at the The Mall Factory Outlet with 

over 100 brand boutiques selling everything 

from clothes and cosmetics to appliances 

and shoes. With great buys of up to 70% 

discount from prominent brands like Prada, 

D&G, Furla, Lacoste, Polo Ralph Lauren and 

Calvin Klein, no one is likely to leave 

empty-handed. After which, visit Pierotucci, 

a leather factory shop and catch the 

craftsmen in action! You may also have the 

opportunity to visit Florence by joining an 

optional tour that brings you to the Basilica 

of Santa Croce, Ponte Vecchio, Palazzo 

Vecchio, and Piazza della Signoria.

Optional: Florence City Tour
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DELICACIES

HIGHLIGHTS



BLUE GROTTO, CAPRI, ITALY

DAY 7

Breakfast, Dinner

DAY 8

 

Breakfast, Lunch

DAY 9

Breakfast, Lunch

DAY 10

Breakfast, Lunch

DAY 11
ROME
Breakfast, Dinner

DAY 12

Breakfast, Meals on Board

DAY 13
HOME SWEET HOME 

Suggested Excursions:

Tipping Guideline: (based on 13D10N)

 

• €91 per person
 

Note:
• A minimum group size of 15 passengers is required
 for a confirmed departure.
• The sequence of the i nerary, flight schedules and
 hotels are subject to change without prior no ce in
 the event of unforeseen circumstances.
• Ac vi es are subject to weather condi ons.
• During major events, accommoda on may be
 re-located to outside of the city or in another city
 without prior no ce

13D10N ROMANTIC ITALY 

Addi onal ac vi es that complement your holidays
will be at your own discre on and is en rely op onal.
*minimum group size may apply
• Lugano: €29/€25
• Gondola Ride: €150 per boat
• Florence city tour: €49/€39

DAY 6

TUSCANY SIENA ASSISI
Breakfast, Dinner

Escape from the city and make your way

to Civita Di Bagnoregio - a village perched

on a precarious rockstack. Founded in the

7th century, accessible via a pedestrian

bridge, the Romanesque San Donato

Church sits in the main square. Thereafter, 

go on an orientation tour of the Naples that 

begins with Piazza del Plebiscito.

ASSISI CIVITA DI 
BAGNOREGIO NAPLES

SORRENTO POMPEII ROME

SORRENTO AMALFI SORRENTO

NAPLES CAPRI SORRENTO
Drop by the Colosseum see the facade of 

the largest amphitheatre ever built with a 

capacity of up to 80,000. Visit the Vatican 

City – a walled enclave within Rome and 
feast your eyes upon St. Peter’s Basilica, 
a Catholic shrine renowned for its 
Renaissance architecture. View ‘The Pieta’, 
a magnificent work done by Renaissance 
sculptor Michelangelo, as well as enter the 
Sistine Chapel and the Vatican Museum - 
entrance included for both attractions. Then, 
marvel at the masterpiece of Trevi Fountain, 
the city’s largest Baroque fountain.

We hope you enjoyed your vacation with 
our company and we look forward to 
seeing you again for your next trip.

Enjoy the rest of the day at leisure till it is 
time to transfer to the airport for your flight 
home. 

ROME HOME

Get started with a visit to Pompeii to enjoy 

a guided tour of its archaeological sites and 

find out how this ancient Roman civilization 

was buried following the eruption of Mt. 

Vesuvius. Explore the well-preserved city, 

including buildings, temples and other 

structures with their contents inside fully 

fascinating day-to-day lives of the citizens 

during the ancient times. Then, head to the 

city of Rome for the night. intact, as they 

offer you a glimpse of the

Today you will make your way to Amalfi, a 

historic town situated along the picturesque 

Amalfi Coast. Relish in the sights of the 

white-washed buildings of every shape and 

size clustered on the hillside before returning 

to Sorrento.

Set across the Mediterranean Sea to the 

island of Capri, and take a boat tour to 

check out the Blue Grotto, a renowned 

lagoon floor and walls, casting a brilliant 

shade of turquoise blue throughout the 

cave’s waters. From Marina Grande, move 

to the where the sunlight reflects off the 

limestone town of Capri located just above 

the port. Spend some time exploring this 

charming locale brimming with exclusive 

boutiques, restaurants and hotels. Then, 

board the hydrofoil boat and speed off to 

Sorrento. Goon an orientation tour of the 

town that begins from the Piazza Tasso 

and admire the works of the local craft 

tradition of wood inlay. 

Escape from the city and make your
way to the picturesque Medieval Village
in Chiantishire, a delightful stretch of  
countryside located in Siena that is popular 
among the wealthy British. Explore the 
winding streets in the Historic Centre of 
Siena, a well-preserved city that was 
declareda World Heritage Site by UNESCO. 
Stop by the Siena Cathedral, one of Italy’s 
top Gothic cathedrals decorated with 
intricate carvings and statues. Capture 
stunning photos at the Piazza del Campo; 
known for its architectural beauty as one 
of Europe’s greatest medieval squares, 
and to view the Palazzo del Comune; a 
Renaissance structure otherwise known as 
the Town Hall. Then, move on to Assisi, 
renowned for being the birthplace of 
religious founders St. Francis and St. Clare. 
Make a stop at the Basilica of St. Francis, a 
complex comprising of two churches, of 
which the Upper Basilica is more 
renowned for its sleek Gothic design and 
beautiful frescoes.

the path. Upon reaching the end of the
path, you will find yourself in the village
of Riomaggiore, boasting of romantic
vistas over the Mediterranean Sea.
Overnight in Tuscany.
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Note: Entrance into the Blue Gro o is subjected to weather 
condi on. In the event of bad weather condi on, there will 
be no replacement.





ALBEROBELLO, ITALY

COUNTRY
FOCUSED

11D8N
ECSITS

FOLLOW US....
Venture to the uncommon 

territories in Italy for an 
extraordinary escapade, 

where the wonders of nature 
and history will leave you 

exhilarated and 
inspired.

Travel Validity Period:
1st Apr 2020 – 31st Oct 2020

Premier
Lounge

ALLURE 
SOUTH ITALY



* Note: Hotels subject to final confirma on. 
  Should there be changes, customers will be 
 offered accommoda on similar to this list.

HIGHLIGHTS

4★ HOTELS

APULIA REGION
LECCE
• Porta Napoli
• Palazzo Adorno
• Basilica of Santa Croce
• Piazza Sant’Oronzo
• Roman Amphitheatre
• Piazza Duomo

ALBEROBELLO
• Trullo Sovrano

DAY 1 
HOME BARI
Meals on Board

DAY 2

BARI LECCE

Assemble at the airport and enjoy your flight 

to Bari, the capital of southern Italy’s Puglia 

region.

Drive to Lecce, located on the ‘heel’ of Italy, 

it is also often referred to as the ‘’Florence of 

the South’’. Starting from the main city gate, 

Porta Napoli, discover the most beautiful 

noble palaces, like Palazzo Adorno and its 

façade diamond shape. Catch a glimpse of 

the Basilica of Santa Croce where you will 

find a sumptuous feast of stone that unfolds 

in front of your eyes before arriving at Piazza 

Sant’Oronzo, the city’s main square which 

will then leads you to the Roman 

DELICACIES
Meal Plan
8 Breakfasts, 3 Lunches, 3 Dinners

LECCE Best Western 

MATERA Cave Hotel

CONSENZA IH Hotels

SORRENTO Central

NAPLES Novotel

BASILICATA REGION

CAMPANIA REGION

CALABRIA REGION

MATERA
• Sassi di Matera

CASTELMEZZANO
• Piazza Emilio Caizzo
• Mother Church of Santa Maria

MARATEA
• Statue of Maratea

TROPEA

CONSENZA

• Santa Maria dell’Isola

SORRENTO
• Piazza Tasso Square
• Chiesa di San Francesco
• Via di San Cesareo

CAPRI
• Capri Village
• Blue Gro o

NAPLES
• Castel Nuovo
• San Carlo Theatre
• Royal Palace of Naples
• Galleria Umberto
• Piazza del Plebiscito

PROCIDA
• Marina Corricella
• Terre Murata Lunch

DAY 3

LECCE ALBEROBELLO MATERA

This morning, visit the beautiful fairy-tale 

town of Alberobello – with its nickname of  

‘’mushroom village’’, is a UNESCO World 

Heritage Site for its dense population of 

Trulli – these characteristic cone-topped 

stone houses are prevalent throughout the 

Pulia region but nowhere more 

concentrated than Alberobello itself. Spend 

some time at leisure wandering around the 

trulli-lined streets and visit the Trullo 

Sovrano to discover how the trulli 

Breakfast, Dinner
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EXCLUSIVES
Unique 1 night stay in a 
Cave Hotel!

amphitheatre. Finally, end the tour in Piazza 

Duomo, considered as the most elegant and 

ornately decorated Baroque buildings in 

Lecce such as the Duomo, the Bishop’s 

Palace, the Seminary and the soaring bell 

tower.

ITALY

Sorrento

Maratea

Consenza

Tropea

Capri

Naples
Matera

Bari

Lecce

Alberobello

2
1

2

2

1

Featured destinations

Overnight stays 1 2

Flight path

Traverse by coach

Traverse by Boat



11D8N ALLURE SOUTH ITALY

DAY 4

MATERA CASTELMEZZANO
CONSENZA
Breakfast, Lunch
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inhabitants once lived. Thereafter, explore 

Matera, also known as ‘The City of Caves’, 

this city is famous for its winding sassi, caves 

and grottoes carved out of limestone, which 

gives it an ethereal Holy Land look. So much 

so that the city has been used as the setting 

for biblical scenes on screen, notably ‘The 

Passion of the Christ’. Enjoy a walking tour 

around ‘Sassi di Matera’, cave dwellings 

which originated from prehistoric 

settlement. After which indulge yourself 

with an unforgettable unique experience 

of dinner and overnight stay in a cave!

After breakfast, procced to Castelmezzano, 

the highest village of Basilicata region 

located in the hills above the Basento River, 

in the heart of the spectacular Dolomiti 

Lucane Mountaines. This town is built into a 

mountainside and shaped like a natural 

amphitheater in a breath-taking wide valley 

location which made the villages resembling 

huge nativity scenes carved in the mountain 

and is classified as ‘’The most beautiful 

hamlets of Italy’’. Take on a walking tour to 

discover the historical center, small but 

suggestive for its particularity of houses 

DAY 5

CONSENZA TROPEA
CONSENZA
Breakfast, Dinner

Drive to Tropea, a seaside village famed for 

its beauty, dramatic cliff’s-edges with 

impressive scenery in Calabria Region. The 

town offers dramatic views in the region and 

its stretch of coastline on the Tyrrhenian Sea 

is known as Coast of the Gods. Take a 

classic postcard shot of Tropea with Santa 

Maria dell’Isola – a 6th century Benedictine 

monastery set high above Tropea’s beaches 

on a rocky promontory. Explore the 

historical center, wander around it’s 

enchanting maze of cobblestone, 

pedestrian-only streets lined with grand 

17th and 18th century palazzi, restaurants, 

pizzerias, cafes, gelaterie and artisan shops.

DAY 6

CONSENZA MARATEA
SORRENTO
Breakfast, Dinner

Travel to Maratea, is also known as the 
‘’Pearl of the Tyrrhenian Coast’’, an 
off-the-beaten-path gem in the region of 
Basilicata. Maratea is home to no fewer than 
44 churches and has also the second largest 
statue in the world as a dimension after 
Christ of Rio Janeiro, the statue of Marata is 
21metres tall, with a 19-meter arm opening 
and a face measuring 3 meters. Wander 
around in the medieval village, with ancient 
houses with arches close to each other and 
divided only by narrow lanes and 
characteristic lanes that fociano in small 
squares paved in local stone. Next, proceed 
to Sorrento for an orientation tour and visit 
its iconic attractions – Piazza Tasso square, 
Chiesa di San Francesco church and 
shopping street Via di San Cesareo.

DAY 7

SORRENTO (FREE DAY)
Breakfast

Spend the day at leisure or you may wish 

to join an optional tour to Amalfi, a historic 

town situated along the picturesque Amalfi 

Coast. Relish in the sights of the white 

-washed buildings of every shape and size 

clustered on the hillside.

Optional: Amalfi

founded on the rock, and for the many steps 

up to Piazza Emilio Caizzo. Enjoy the 

breathtaking view of the Lucanian Dolomites 

mountains. You will also visit the Mother 

Church of Santa Maria made of local stone 

and inside a wooden statue of the Madonna 

with Child, a wooden Baroque altar and 

Holy Family of Giolamo Bresciano. Next, 

drive to Consenza, one of the most ancient 

cities situated on seven hills in the valley of 

Crati. Spend some free time at leisure 

walking around the town of Consenza.

CASTELMEZZANO, BASILICATA, ITALY



11D8N ALLURE SOUTH ITALY

Enjoy the rest of the day at leisure till it is 
time to transfer to the airport for your flight 
home.

We hope you enjoyed your vacation with our 
company and we look forward to seeing you 
again for your next trip.

Breakfast
NAPLES HOME
DAY 10

HOME SWEET HOME
DAY 11

Suggested Excursions:
Addi onal ac vi es that complement your holidays 
will be at your own discre on and is en rely op onal. 
*Minimum group size may apply. 
• Almafi: €89 / €79
• Historical Pompeii: €49

Tipping Guideline: (based on 11D8N)
• €77 per person

Notes: 
•  A minimum group size of 15 passengers is required for a 
 confirmed departure.
• The sequence of the i nerary, flight schedules and hotels 
 are subject to change without prior no ce in the event of 
 unforeseen circumstances.
• Ac vi es are subject to prevailing weather condi ons.
• During major events, accommoda on may be relocated to 
 outside of the city or in another city without prior no ce.

Note: Entrance into Blue Gro o is subjected to weather 
condi ons. In the event of bad weather condi on, there will 
be no replacement.
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DAY 8

SORRENTO CAPRI NAPLES
Breakfast, Lunch

Set across the Mediterranean Sea to the 

island of Capri and take a boat tour to check 

out the Blue Grotto, a renowned lagoon 

floor and walls, casting a brilliant shade of 

turquoise blue throughout the cave’s waters. 

From Marina Grande, move to the town of 

Capri located just above the port. Spend 

some time to explore this charming locale 

brimming with exclusive boutiques, 

restaurants and hotels. Then, set off to 

Naples and embark on an orientation of the 

city – take in the sights of the majestic 

Castel Nuovo and its Triumphal Arch, the 

San Carlo Theatre, the Royal Palace of 

Naples, Galleria Umberto and the largest 

semicircular square in Naples, Piazza del 

Plebiscito.

DAY 9
NAPLES PROCIDA NAPLES
Breakfast

Board the hydrofoil boat and speed off to 

the colourful island of Procida – a 

rainbowlike hidden gem full of culture, with 

scenic views over the sea that will take your 

breath away. Take Instagramable photos of 

the island at Marina Corricella and wander 

around the heart and historic center of the 

island, Terre Murata. In the afternoon, you 

may wish to make an optional trip to 

Pompeii to enjoy a guided tour of its 

archaeological sites and find out how this 

ancient Roman civilization was buried 

following the eruption of Mt. Vesuvius. 

Explore the well-preserved city, including 

buildings, temples and other structures with 

their contents inside fully intact, as they offer 

you a glimpse of the fascinating day-to-day 

lives of the citizens during the ancient times.

Optional: Pompeii

PROCIDA. CAMPANIA, ITALY



FEATURE

Built on a peninsula that is merely 1km 
by 600m, Valletta boasts an unrivalled 
spread of original Baroque architecture, 
filling the capital city with a golden hued 
elegance that is both gorgeous and 
formidable. Learn about the eventful 
history behind this UNESCO World 
Heritage Site and the story of the 
notorious Knights of Malta as you walk 
through these gorgeous streets. You’ll 
find yourself drawn to the magnificent 
Co-Cathedral of St. John, whose 
interior walls, ceilings and floor are 
decorated with some of the most 
exquisite Baroque art. Then, follow the 
trail to the Upper Barrakka Gardens for 
an amazing panoramic view over the 
Grand Harbour. 

Valletta
Perched atop a hill overlooking parts of 
Malta is the ancient walled city of 
Mdina, the medieval capital of Malta 
that is enclosed within walls of bastion 
fortifications. This noble city is home to 
a small population made up of Malta’s 
noble families and descendants of 
ancient overlords. As no cars are 
allowed in here except for selected 
residents, wander the streets freely and 
admire the ethereal glow of the 
beautiful Baroque buildings in the 
flickering lamplight as night falls. 

Mdina
Believed to be the legendary Calypso’s 
isle as described in Greek poet Homer’s 
Odyssey, Gozo is a serene haven full of 
distinctive and colourful landscapes – 
rolling hills of green peppered with old 
farmhouses, rugged coastlines framing 
picturesque beaches and impressive 
historical structures that have withstood 
the test of time. Reputed to be the oldest 
freestanding monument dating back to 
3600BC, Ggantija is a megalith temple 
complex consisting of two main temples 
enclosed within a huge perimeter wall.

Gozo

An exciting 
Mediterranean island 
jam-packed with magnificent architecture, 
buzzing nightlife and outdoor adventures, Malta is a 
breath of fresh air for both seasoned travellers and outdoor 
enthusiasts. This compact archipelago nation offers a change of tempo 
unlike any other European regions; holiday wherever your mood takes you, whether
it may be the majestic monuments of capital city Valletta, timeless history in the ancient 
walled city of Mdina, or the tranquil wonder of sister island Gozo.

THE OPEN-AIR TREASURES OF

Marvel at the living museums of 

Malta as we take you to explore 

every nook and cranny of its 

mesmerising places.
MALTA

Valletta, Malta
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FEATURE

SICILY
Seductions of Located off the southern tip of the 

Italian Peninsula, the gorgeous island 

of Sicily continues to seduce 

travellers with its dazzling diversity of 

landscapes and cultural treasures of 

bygone civilizations.

At first glance, this Mediterranean haven 
might look like a scoop of Italy, but 
venture deeper and you’ll uncover 
remnants of many ancient cultures – the 
Phoenicians, Greeks, Carthaginians, 
Romans, Moors, Normans, Spaniards, and 
even modern Italians have all left their 
marks in Sicily’s turbulent history. Visitors 
will be greeted by majestic Roman 
temples in immaculate condition, 
impressive Greek theatres that rival those 
in Athens, and stunning Norman 
cathedrals with their distinctive domes. 

A complex metropolis at the crossroads of 
ancient civilisations, Palermo’s tangled 
history has rewarded the capital city with a 
heady mix of Norman and Arabic 
influences that is embodied in its 
elaborate Baroque churches, Byzantine 
mosaics and beautiful Arabesque domes. 
The magnificent Piazza Bellini is a 

wonderful personification of Palermo’s 
dizzying blend of Norman-Arab 
monuments, adorned with spectacular 
buildings – each a masterpiece in its own 
right – that contribute to a wonderfully 
harmonious public space. 

Within the bustling Capo Market lies an 
exquisite example of Sicilian baroque, the 
Church of the Immaculate Conception. 
Its façade is surprisingly modest, but the 
moment you step over the threshold, 
you’ll be blown away by the extraordinary 
interior that present an endless visual 
feast. Decorated with an uninterrupted 
display of polychrome and marble inlays, 
intricate bas-reliefs and fine statues, the 
church also boasts beautiful frescoes and 
an amazing perspective mosaic to boot. If 
you like what you see, make sure you 
head over to Monreale to get an eyeful of 
the dazzling golden mosaics displayed 

within the equally stunning Norman 
Cathedral.

But it’s the outstanding Greek temples 
near Agrigento that hog all the limelight; 
the Valley of the Temples is an exceptional 
testimony to Magna Graecia’s presence in 
Sicily that traces the foundation of the 
ancient Greek city of Akragas. A massive 
archaeological park that comprises of the 
fascinating ruins of eight Doric temples 
and a network of subterranean aqueducts, 
you’ll find your eyes drawn to the Temple 
of Concordia, a perfectly preserved 
showpiece framed against the sky. Head 
to the picturesque town of Taormina to 
marvel at the Greek-Roman Theatre, 
dramatically perched on a clifftop outside 
the city walls. Lucky visitors might be able 
to catch a performance or movie in the 
summer; but even if it’s empty, take a seat 
on the sun-kissed limestone and simply 
admire the fantastic views of Mount Etna 
and the Ionian Sea.
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TRADITIONAL EYED COLORFUL BOATS LUZZU IN THE 
HARBOR OF FISHING VILLAGE MARSAXLOKK, MALTA

COUNTRY
FOCUSED

10D7N
ECSMAS

FOLLOW US....
Set out to the Mediterranean 

island of Sicily to uncover 
dazzling landscapes along 
with a legacy of treasures 

from ancient cultures, then 
hop over to Malta for its 
prehistoric temples and 

mesmerising coast.

Travel Validity Period:
1st Apr 2020 – 31st Dec 2020

Premier
Lounge

SEDUCTIONS
OF SICILY 
MALTA



* Note: Hotels subject to final confirma on. 
  Should there be changes, customers will be 
 offered accommoda on similar to this list.

HIGHLIGHTS

4★ HOTELS

SILICY
MONREALE
• Conca d’Oro
• Monreale Cathedral

PALERMO
• Piazza Bellini
• Mercato di Capo
• Church of the Immaculate Concep on

CEFALÙ
• Via Vi orio Emanuela
• Il Lavatoio Medievale
• Duomo di Cefalù

SCALA DEII TURCHI

AGRIGENTO
• Valley of Temples

TAORMINA
• Greek-Roman Theatre
• Corso Umberto I

CATANIA
• Fountain of the Elephant
• Via Etnea
• Villa Bellini
• Castle Ursino

SYRACUSE
• Shrine of Our Lady of Tears

ORTIGIA ISLAND
• Temple of Apollo
• Piazza Archimede
• Piazza Duomo
• Cathedral of Syracuse
• Church of Saint Lucia
• Fonte Aretusa

MALTA
MARSAXLOKK
• Quaint Fishing Village

VALLETTA
• Co-Cathedral of St. John
• Upper Barrakka Gardens
• Old Mint Street

MDINA
• St. Paul Cathedral

DAY 1 
HOME PALERMO
Meals on Board

DAY 2

PALERMO MONREALE
PALERMO

Assemble at the airport and enjoy your flight 

to Palermo, the capital of the autonomous 

region of Sicily.

Start your tour with a journey to Monreale 

for a panoramic view of the city at the 

Conca d’Oro, set at about 300metres 

above sea level. Also, drop by the Monreale 

Cathedral for a view of their glorious gold 

mosaics. Built in 12th century, the cathedral 

and its cloister represent the largest 

concentration of Norman, Arab and 

Byzantine art in one place. Overnight in 

Palermo.

Depart for Palermo city and embark on a 

guided sightseeing tour, where you can take 

in the sights of Piazza Bellini, the bustling 

local market Mercato di Capo, the Church 

of the Immaculate Conception and its 

exquisite baroque architecture and the 

remarkable exterior of the Cathedral. 

Thereafter, drive to Cefalù, a beautiful 

seaside town that is home to a 

DELICACIES
Meal Plan
7 Breakfasts, 4 Lunches, 2 Dinners

PALERMO Astoria Palace

TAORIMINA Excelsior Palace

CATANIA UNA Palace

MALTA Golden Tulip

PALERMO Astoria Palace

TAORIMINA Excelsior Palace

CATANIA UNA Palace

MALTA Golden Tulip

Lunch

DAY 3

PALERMO CEFALÙ PALERMO
Breakfast, Dinner

This morning drive up to the beach to enjoy 

the breath-taking view of Scala Dei Turchi – 

Stair of the Turks, an unusual natural 

beautiful white cliff made from limestone 

that looms over the crystal blue waters. 

Next, go on a guided tour through the 

breath-taking Valley of the Temples in 

Agrigento; be awed by one of the most 

outstanding monuments of ancient Greek – 

a magnificent row of Doric temples 

supported by massive columns and pillars 

which open up to the sky. A UNESCO World 

Heritage Site, the ancient Mediterranean city 

DAY 4

PALERMO SCALA DEI TURCHI
AGRIGENTO TAORMINA
Breakfast, Lunch
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UNESCO-listed cathedral and impeccable 

seaside views. Together with your tour 

guide, explore the medieval old town on the 

main street, Via Vittorio Emanuela, where 

you can find shops, cafes, and streets with 

laundry hanging from clotheslines swinging 

from one building to the other. Discover 

also the Il Lavatoio Medievale, or the 

Medieval Wash or Roman Bath, an area 

where woman would come to wash and 

rinse their family’s clothing centuries ago. 

Stop by Duomo di Cefalù for photos of this 

UNESCO World Heritage Site in 

Arab-Norman architecture. Then, spend 

some free time for a stroll along the 

promenade and bring back a classic picture 

of the beach and buildings of Cefalù before 

heading back to Palermo.

Flight path

Traverse by coach

Traverse by cruise

Featured destinations

Overnight stays 1 32

ITALY

SICILY

Palermo

Cefalù

Agrigento

MALTA

Syracuse

Catania

Taormina

1

1

3

2



10D7N SEDUCTIONS OF SICILY MALTA

Enjoy the rest of the day at leisure till it is 
time to transfer to the airport for your flight 
home.

We hope you enjoyed your vacation with our 
company and we look forward to seeing you 
again for your next trip.

Breakfast
VALLETA HOME
DAY 9

HOME SWEET HOME
DAY 10

Suggested Excursions:
Addi onal ac vi es that complement your holidays 
will be at your own discre on and is en rely op onal. 
*Minimum group size may apply. 
• Mt. Etna: €69
• Gozo Island: €89 / €79

Tipping Guideline: (based on 10D7N)
• €70 per person

Notes: 
•  A minimum group size of 15 passengers is required for a 
 confirmed departure.
• The sequence of the i nerary, flight schedules and hotels 
 are subject to change without prior no ce in the event of 
 unforeseen circumstances.
• Ac vi es are subject to prevailing weather condi ons.
• During major events, accommoda on may be relocated to 
 outside of the city or in another city without prior no ce.
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DAY 5

TAORIMINA CATANIA
Breakfast, Lunch

Spend the morning at leisure or you may 

wish to join an optional on an adventurous 

visit to Mt. Etna, Europe’s highest and most 

active volcano. Take on a gondola ride and 

enjoy the view as you ascend, after which, 

ride on the Jeep which brings you up to the 

top. Your local guide will also reveal the 

secrets of this volcano. In the afternoon, 

proceed to Catania, Sicily’s second largest 

city located at the foot of Mt. Etna for an 

orientation tour of the UNESCO-listed 

historic center, passing the Fountain of the 

Elephant, the bustling street of Via Etnea, 

the park of Villa Bellini and also a stop to 

admire at the 13th century Castle Ursino.

Optional: Mt. Etna

DAY 6

CATANIA SYRACUSE
ORTIGIA VALLETTA
Breakfast, Dinner

Head to Syracuse to visit the sacred Shrine 

of Our Lady of Tears, within which you can 

find a small plaster image of the Madonna 

that was rumoured to have emanated tears 

in 1953. Next, visit Ortigia Island – the oldest 

part of Syracuse and also the historical heart 

of southeast Sicily, connected to the 

DAY 7

VALLETTA MDINA VALETTA
Breakfast, Lunch

Jumpstart your day at the lively fishing 
village of Marsaxlokk with its colourful 
’luzzus’. Browse the local market and stroll 
around the atmospheric fishing port. 
Thereafter, tour Malta’s capital city, Valletta, 
listed as a UNESCO World Heritage Site due 
to its long and eventful history. Despite its 
small size, it is one of the densest historic 
areas, holding all 320 monuments from the 
numerous era of rulers. Enjoy a leisurely 
walk to see the sights of the impressive 
Co-Cathedral of St. John and the beautiful 
Upper Barrakka Gardens which offers you 
with a panoramic view out over the harbour 
and the best view of the ‘’three cities’’ 
opposite Valletta. Take on the Old Mint 
Street and for a postcard view, you will 
notice that the houses tend to have brightly 
painted window boxes and doors. Next, 
make a trip to Mdina, the former capital of 
Malta, this historic hilltop settlement – 
known as the Silent City – features 
honey-hued palazzos and centuries-old 
buildings. Embark on a city tour of ‘the noble 
city’ with its impressive palaces and baroque 
architecture like the St. Paul’s Cathedral.

DAY 8

VALLETA GOZO ISLAND
(OPTIONAL)
Breakfast

Enjoy the day free at leisure to do some 
shopping or sightseeing at your pleasure. 
You may wish to take an optional day 
excursion to Gozo Island. It will include a 
ferry trip to the Gozo Island to visit its capital, 
Victoria. Visit iconic attractions such as the 
Sea-salt field and the Calypso Cave, which 
according to Maltese tradition was where 
the nymph Calypso kept Odysseus as his 
prisoner. Move on to the Ggantija Temples, 
the oldest free standing structures dating 
back to 3600-3000 BC.

Optional: Gozo Island

remains largely intact and well-preserved 

with 24 centuries of history. Lastly, visit the 

charming hilltop town of Taormina that 

overlooks the Ionian Sea. Make your way to 

the Greek-Roman Theatre, whose damage 

during the wars afforded visitors a 

panoramic view of the seaside bays and take 

a leisure stroll along the Corso Umberto I, 

the busy main street of Taormina.

mainland Syracuse by a narrow channel. As 

we enter into Ortiga, you’ll come across the 

remains of the Temple of Apollo, the first 

great Doric temple of its kind in Sicily dating 

back to 6th Century B.C. Continue on to 

Piazza Archimede featuring the beautiful 

Fountain of Diana, the Roman goddess of 

hunting and eventually arriving to Piazza 

Duomo, the most important square in town, 

dominated by the Cathedral of Syracuse. At 

the far end of Piazza Duomo, you will also 

see the unassuming Church of Saint Lucia 

before arriving to Fonte Aretusa. Lastly, 

proceed to Malta by ferry.

CEFALU, SICILY, ITALY 
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